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Grizzly bears, a federally threatened species in the United States since 1975, 
are rebounding in areas where they are monitored or protected. See Lisa 
Densmore Ballard’s article in Research, on page 130.LISA DENSMORE BALLARD  
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The Long Way Home
Straight Up
Five years ago, I failed to save a man’s life. It was a beautiful morning. Sunlight cast splotchy shadows onto the rock highway of 
Tuckerman Ravine Trail. I always expect crowds on Mount Washington, but 
the long line of trudgers surprised me. I meditated on the rocks, but this was 
no time for solitude.
A man walking nearby with his son said, “Hi—we heard you talk last 
night,” and we chatted about the subject of that talk, “Straight Up,” on why 
trails in the Northeast’s most jaw-dropping range tend to blast straight up 
mountains rather than follow the kind of switchbacks known in the West. 
Tuckerman Ravine Trail qualifies as one of those straight-up routes. 
I was on my way to the Alpine Garden, just below the summit. I’d never 
seen that section of the mountain before and looked forward to walking near 
the tiny-leafed plants, even though their flowers had already come and gone 
for the year.
Then, around one of the big curves about two miles from the trailhead, 
we came upon a commotion. Someone was shouting, and three men crowded 
around a figure lying in the trail. I saw black sneakers, white socks, knees and 
calves, tan shorts, motionless. One of the helpers who identified himself as a 
nursing student had pulled out an EpiPen. He was counting loudly, pounding 
on the still man’s chest while a friend blew air into the his mouth. (This was 
five years ago, just around the time cardiopulmonary resuscitation practices 
were changing to chest compressions only.) “Does anyone know CPR?” he 
called. I said I did.
I supposed I still knew it. I suddenly thought of a movie I’d seen in my 
CPR class, in which one of the people saving a victim was using techniques 
learned decades before. The film told us we would never forget.
I leaned close to this stranger. My face hovered inches above his clean 
white T-shirt over his slight potbelly, his round clean-shaven face, and his 
dark hair with the fewest bits of gray. I took my turn pushing on his chest. I 
found myself falling into the rhythm of a desperate lifesaving act with three 
or four or five men and women I’d never met until then. We tried to push life 
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back into him. I could not tell if he was responding or if I was just hoping I 
saw color in the man’s face and movement in his chest.
Our group of a half dozen people rotated work: first compressions, then 
blowing into his mouth, then resting. Men and women of all ages stopped 
and helped for a while. The nursing student fashioned a mouth guard from 
a latex glove. I spent many minutes blowing hard past that latex. The air 
went in, but it seemed to do nothing for him. We knew the odds were small 
he would survive. We didn’t think. We just pumped and blew as minutes 
stretched into an hour. He did not move.
We all walk along in life carrying burdens, most of them of our own 
invention, looking for meaning. I’d gone out there that morning hoping to 
connect with the essential me, as I always do on mountains. Now this urgent 
business occupied my entire mind. Saving Mr. M., whose identity I would not 
learn until later. A man whose teenage daughter, I soon realized, sat nearby 
on a rock waiting as we did our work. Whose other daughter I’d passed while 
chatting with the father and son. She had been running downhill against the 
tide of climbers.
A caretaker from Hermit Lake Shelters came running down toward us, 
hauling a defibrillator on his back. One of the lessons I remembered from my 
long-ago CPR training was that, in the backcountry, you keep going with the 
compressions until someone with more training tells you to stop. We stood 
by for three or more rounds while the caretaker tried to jump-start life. And 
then we resumed. He called the hospital, turned his back to us. When he 
came back over, he told us we had done our best. We had tried but we must 
stop now.
I couldn’t leave just yet. A few of the hikers had sat with his daughter 
during the ordeal. I stepped over to her. I sat down. I tried to tell her we had 
done everything we could. She stared off into the shade. I realized I should 
move away out of respect.
We dispersed. Some hiked up. I went the half-mile to Hermit Lake, 
paused at the fence, looked up at the rock bowl below Washington, then 
headed down. This was not a day for the Alpine Garden. A few days later, I 
posted a condolence letter on the funeral home’s website, introducing myself 
as one of the hikers who had tried to save him.
Mr. M.’s sister emailed. “Can you tell me any more about what hap-
pened?” she asked. We were going to try a phone call, but she realized that 
would be overwhelming, so I wrote some details. Tried to explain what one of 
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the nurses who stopped to help told me: that he had likely felt no pain. His 
last thought might simply have been that he was on Mount Washington on 
a stunningly gorgeous August morning with daughters at his side and wife 
waiting below. Several days later, a small card with flowers in its corners came 
in the mail. The sister had hand-written her thanks. She obviously was grate-
ful for the few details I could share.
Sudden death at age 57 a few miles from a road. He was a year 
younger than I am now. One might say that had he not chosen the biggest 
mountain in New Hampshire, he might not have collapsed. Can we know 
that? He could have collapsed almost anywhere. How and when people die 
can be the result of choices—or not. How we live determines (somewhat) 
the quality and length of our days. But no one can be complacent. One June 
afternoon I suffered heart palpitations and dizziness on a small mountain 
I had tried to run up after work. Later I found myself on a cardiologist’s 
treadmill, resting my hand on the nurse’s shoulder as she took my blood 
pressure. “You’re fine,” the doctor said. I had let myself get dehydrated, which 
is an error someone like me should know not to make. I could have collapsed. 
I thought of Mr. M.
Even now, I wrestle with what happened that day, five years ago. I learned 
something about myself: I had not hesitated to help. Until then, I hadn’t 
known whether I had the nerve, but all of us are capable of things we aren’t 
sure we can do. The team we made there on the rocky incline worked in 
harmonious purpose. We did not know each other’s names and would never 
learn them. But we did know each other briefly during that moment of doing 
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In Yellowstone
I’d have backpacked there had I been that young.
I see its beauty from across the continents.
Also, I watch a thieving coyote 
take an otter’s catch of a cutthroat trout 
fished through a little opening into the ice.
After the long hibernation a grizzly 
or a black bear seizes the wolfpack’s 
kill of an elk in spring or early summer. 
A bald eagle swoops down on a red fox’s 
meal of a vole or a shrew caught 
after its repeated foxy jumps into the snow. 
A mother osprey from its high perch looks on.
The bison herd grazes nonchalantly for the moment 
if not getting warm near hot springs, geysers 
or bubbling mudpots in mid-November.
Common loons swallow eggs of trout 
from the lake’s tributaries; trumpeter swans 
also dip their necks underwater. Boreal 
toads and spotted frogs struggle in bull snakes’ jaws; 
prairie rattlesnakes and garter snakes 
do not simply flick out their forked tongues. 
Bighorns fight for their right to smelly rumps 
on the rugged mountain slopes;
both bull moose with their palmate antlers 
and pronghorns fight during the rut. 
After resting too long in their dens, 
bobcats, lynxes and cougars yawn out, 
about to roar for yet another fresh kill in days.
Sofiul Azam
Sofiul Azam is an assistant professor of English at Victoria University of Bangladesh 
and author of three poetry collections, including Safe under Water (Magnum Opus, 
2014).
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Mount Washington’s  
Quirky Record Holder
A writer follows the intensity of Alton Weagle
Dan Szczesny
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I wait near the beginning of New Hampshire’s Mount Washington Auto Road, dressed as Walt Whitman, about to attempt to set the record 
for the first person to hike up the road reading poetry.
I think about the man who inspired crazy records on the mountain, and 
my own crazy adventure and those of the other people with me, after which 
Alton Weagle Day is named. I wonder what sort of man would decide to run 
up the mountain backward. Or blindfolded. How did he even come up with 
the idea of pushing a wheelbarrow full of sugar all the way up without setting 
it down?
As I scan the Alton Weagle Day class on May 27, 2017, that answer becomes 
less important. We gather early on the morning of the climb, under the huge 
Auto Road sign where Route 16 meets a gigantic parking lot, nineteen souls 
eager to try our hand at making it into the silly record books. 
A man dressed as the Cat in the Hat waits with two young ones, Thing 
One and Thing Two. Two unicorns, one fairy, and one Hawaiian princess 
fiddle with horn, skirt, and tiara, respectively. Superman and Superwoman 
smooth their red and blue costumes, and a unicyclist stares nervously up 
at the steep Auto Road slope. He says he plans to juggle as he rides, but he 
laughs when I ask him about it, saying, “Well, I didn’t realize the grade was 
so pronounced!” 
A man prepares to drive his remote control car up the mountain, and a 
woman waits before starting her walk up while carrying a giant dream catcher. 
Finally, I see a woman dressed as a nurse intent on pushing a wheelchair 
with an eight-foot stuffed rabbit for a patient. I feel Weagle would have been 
particularly proud to have inspired this last one. Hers is clearly the most 
nonsensical stunt of the day.
My own record attempt is part of a yearlong journey of exploration on 
Mount Washington. I have visited the notches; snowshoed off the moun-
tain in a nor’easter; and ridden the shuttle, the Cog Railway, a Snow Cat, 
a Mini Cooper (during Minis on Top day), and a motorcycle (during the 
Ride to the Sky). I have been part of the team that helped a 97-year-old run 
up the mountain. I have weeded the summit of dandelions in the fog, and 
I’ve watched World War II veterans cry upon reaching the summit for the 
first time. I’ve spent a glorious week in mid-April as a volunteer for the 
Betting that no one else had ever done it, Dan Szczesny reads from Leaves of Grass 
while walking up the Mount Washington Auto Road. COURTESY OF DAN SZCZESNY
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Mount Washington Observatory, living at the summit, where I interviewed 
scientists, cooked for the winter crew, and attempted to walk outdoors in 
86-mile-an-hour winds. I am writing a book on these experiences. And here 
I stand, ready to channel the enthusiasms of Alton Weagle, who used to be 
called Mr. Mount Washington. 
I happen to know that the view from the 7-Mile Post of the 
Mount Washington Auto Road is the most magnificent of any near the 
summit. To the north, the great granite mounds of the Northern Presidentials 
surge up, and the plunging Great Gulf seems to lift Mounts Adams, Jefferson, 
and Madison higher than their 5,000-plus feet. The summit towers of the 
Mount Washington Observatory and the hulk of the other summit buildings 
rise from the south. It’s stunning, but I see none of this. I peer into my copy 
of Leaves of Grass, by Walt Whitman, and read out loud:
 
Scaling mountains . . . pulling myself cautiously up . . . holding on by low 
scragged limbs,/Walking the path worn in the grass and beat through the 
leaves of the brush.
My right hand holds open my paperback copy of one of the most famous long 
poems in the world, while my left hand secures my wide-brimmed, black felt 
hat to my head. The cool Canadian northwest wind has already whisked it 
away more than once. 
I’m so lost in Whitman’s words that I don’t even hear the ultrarunner 
overtaking me. He asks, “Did you lose your way looking for the subway?”
“What?” I ask, watching him pass in his black headband, sleeveless jersey, 
and yellow tights as he huffs his way up the mountain. 
“The subway,” he calls back over his shoulder. “You look like you belong 
in the city.”
This thrills me. I think it would have pleased Whitman, too, and maybe 
even Weagle. 
It has been a long road of discovery to get me nearly to the summit of 
this mountain dressed like a nineteenth-century poet, on a day meant to 
celebrate a twentieth-century mountain man. My goal was to bridge the 
gap between the two men, to bring theirsouls of exploration together on 
this climb—and in the process, I hoped, shine a little more light on 
Mr. Mount Washington, Alton Weagle, the hike-guiding, drum-playing, 
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square dance–calling, horseshoe-throwing baker and mountain watchtower 
guard who holds the most records for Mount Washington ascents. 
In the mid-1930s, Weagle raced the Cog Railway car to the top, on foot, 
and won. Another time, he climbed the mountain three times in one day via 
trail, road, and Cog tracks. This is the guy who once walked up the mountain 
blindfolded, another time barefoot, and another time backward.
Most famously, Weagle is the guy who once pushed a wheelbarrow full of 
sugar all the way up the Auto Road without ever setting it down.
My own road, the one that led me here, chasing my own ridiculous record 
in memory of Weagle in the persona of Walt, began in the Nash Stream 
Valley, in a village so tiny it has no stop sign: Stark, New Hampshire.
Alton Oscar Weagle was born in Stark on April 18, 1911. Weagle’s 
father, Jason Henry Weagle, a laborer, abandoned the family soon thereafter. 
Weagle’s mother, Nina Elizabeth Montgomery, divorced Jason Weagle 
and made some hard decisions so that she could support her family. She kept 
Alton’s younger brother, James, and sent Alton to live with his grandmother 
Manettie, who also lived in Stark. Apparently this had no ill effect on Alton, 
primarily because the two main women in his life, his grandmother and his 
mother, were deeply self-reliant, each the head of her own family in a difficult 
rural setting. Manettie had to deal with raising Alton, of course, a young 
rascally child who spent more time in the river or the woods than indoors. 
But Manettie also had three other children of her own, beside Nina: three 
teenage uncles and aunts who became Alton’s de facto siblings.
And Nina? Her legacy can be seen in the thousands of images every year 
that artists and photographers around the world take of Stark’s famous Pad-
dleford truss covered bridge. In fact, from a rise at the very back row of Stark 
Cemetery, the family plot sits with a grand view of the elegant, 151-foot white 
wooden bridge as it crosses the river. Built around 1860, the bridge washed 
away in a flood in 1890, but men with oxen pulled it back upriver, added 
extra arches, and refastened it to its pilings. The bridge failed again, and in 
the mid-1950s, the people of Stark voted to tear it down and replace it with a 
steel trestle. But Nina was having none of that.
By that time, Weagle’s mother had earned her place as a village elder. For 
years she served as the Stark station agent, ticket master, and postmistress, 
and that bridge was her view every day as she managed the passengers and rail 
men who worked the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railway—a line that passed 
through Stark on its route between Montreal, Canada, and Portland, Maine.
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When her fellow villagers voted to take down the bridge, Nina must have 
felt a stab in the back. She sent notices to covered bridge aficionados, artists, 
and friends and declared she would drag her kitchen stove under the span, 
setting up residence there to prevent the bridge’s destruction. The vote was 
rescinded, and a new motion carried to renovate the bridge instead. A con-
crete pier was added, along with steel stringers for support. Nina died in 1960 
without ever having to live under her beloved bridge.
In Nina Montgomery (the name she used most; she was Mrs. Weagle only 
briefly), I discovered my first clue into the character of her son, the man who 
would make Mount Washington the palette of his life, relentlessly pursuing 
the nobility of the aesthetic. 
As I wait near the start of the Auto Road for the annual 
Alton Weagle Day to begin, trying to settle into my Walt Whitman character, 
I think about what an unusual man Weagle was. Like his mother, he discov-
ered and followed passions—tokens that connected them to community and 
place. It seems right that I’m dressed as Whitman today, even though the 
poet died nineteen years before Weagle was born. For his part, Whitman was 
fascinated by the pursuit of creative impulse, and he didn’t care what form 
that pursuit took.
At a talk Whitman gave at the Brooklyn Art Union in 1851, four years 
before the first edition of Leaves of Grass was published, he laid out his 
grand vision on the character of heroics. He insisted all heroic action and 
impulses that improve life—empathy, love, joy—are strictly derived from the 
artistic impulse. 
“He who does great deeds,” Whitman said, “does them from his 
sensitiveness to moral beauty.”
What could be more moral and beautiful than the preservation of a crucial 
structure that literally spans a waterway and figuratively spans the history of a 
small New England village? To Nina, that bridge wasn’t wood and concrete. 
That bridge was—is—the moral fiber of her home. 
Alton Weagle’s moral beauty would be a little grander and a little taller. 
The Mount Washington Auto Road, a privately owned entity, 
launched Alton Weagle Day in 2011 to celebrate its sesquicentennial. Only six 
participants attempted records that year. The Auto Road’s general manager, 
Howie Wemyss, tells me the road inspired record breakers even at its begin-
ning, in 1805, as a carriage road.
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“The road has always attracted people who have wanted to challenge it 
in some way,” he says. “Consequently, we have quite a history of accepting 
and even encouraging folks to find their personal challenge here on Mount 
Washington.”
Wemyss is a legend in his own right in White Mountain hiking circles. 
Today he is dressed as a Scottish gentleman, in a kilt. He planned on “pursuing” 
his wife up the mountain. She’s dressed as a hobbyhorse Loch Ness Monster.
I think about my own decision to participate as Whitman. It was born 
out of a 36-second wax-cylinder recording of the poet reading from his poem 
“America,” which I first heard in 2016. In mid-1951, an NBC Radio program, 
“Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow,” played the recording. There’s no reference 
in anything Whitman or his colleagues wrote about making this recording, 
but a letter from Thomas Edi-
son survived, in which Edison 
expressed interest in making 
the cylinder. It apparently was 
put to wax around 1890, when 
Whitman was in his 70s, living 
as a hermit in Camden, New 
Jersey. Voice analysts and sound 
engineers have happily debated 
ever since whether it’s actually 
Whitman or not.
I don’t know whether Wea-
gle heard the recording back in 
1951—or whether he read Whit-
man. I do know Weagle, too, 
wrote poetry. Over the years, 
he struck up a friendship with 
William Loeb, the powerful 
and controversial publisher of 
New Hampshire’s Union Leader 
newspaper. Loeb published 
many of Weagle’s poems, most 
of which praised his home state.
In “New Hampshire,” an 
11-verse ode the New Hampshire Alton Weagle setting out on one of his record-
breaking climbs. COURTESY OF BARBARA WEAGLE 
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tourist board would have been proud to publish, Weagle doesn’t shy away 
from heavy-handed rhyme:
If you like to swim, hike: camp or ski
There are plenty each for you and me.
From Mt. Washington, with its beautiful view
To the deep virgin forests where song birds coo.
Like nearly everything else Weagle did, he wrote poetry with a childlike ear-
nestness, oblivious to anything but celebration and joy. 
He had that in common with Whitman. And those 36 seconds, back in 
the summer of 2016, just as I had begun to track down the ghost of Weagle, 
was what convinced me that my own record attempt would be in the persona 
of Whitman. 
Sitting on my bed late one night, I played that recording on my 
smartphone: from wax to microchip, with 125 years between us. Behind the 
haunting crackle and fuzz of that early marvel of sound engineering, there 
he was, that old man with the long beard, the elder statesman of American 
letters. I hope Weagle heard it or knew of Whitman. I will choose to believe 
he did.
 How else to explain Weagle’s wanderlust, his connection to the mountains, 
his almost transcendental desire to use his flesh and bone to forge a bond 
between himself and the landscape, much as Whitman did in New York City?
I decided that night I would try to become the first person ever to climb 
Mount Washington dressed as Whitman, reading poetry. I would meld 
Whitman’s words with Weagle’s actions on Alton Weagle Day.
Whitman’s haunting voice plays over in my mind as a group of 
us gathers in front of the Auto Road sign for photos. The air feels warm, but 
we know that on the summit fog and clouds have moved in. I’m worried that 
I’ll freeze above treeline; I don’t know how wool and corduroy will make me 
feel up high. 
There is no stress, no feeling of competitive angst, in the air. Weagle once 
told a newspaper reporter who’d asked why he decided to set such curious 
records, “I like to do things that no one has ever done before.” That seems 
about right.
A mini cannon boom signals the beginning of the climb. But as the sound 
of the shot echoes through the valley, no one runs, no one hurries. Instead, we 
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all wish each other well, pat each other on the back, and slowly make our way 
to the gatehouse. As the road begins to slant up, we walk, ride, navigate, run, 
and push—some slowly, some quickly, all of us laughing at how wonderfully 
absurd such a thing is.
I enter the forest, open Leaves of Grass, and begin to read to the mountain. 
 
I’m sitting at the North Country Family Restaurant in Groveton, 
sipping steaming burnt coffee cheerfully given to me by a thin waitress with 
sunburned cheeks and platinum hair. In a corner, two men with identical 
beards and identical wrinkles around their eyes—one wearing a baseball cap 
that proclaims his Navy service—talk politics, and the talk in Groveton, like 
always, is jobs, or rather the lack of them.
When the Wausau Paper mill shut down for good in 2008, the trains 
stopped coming, and then the people stopped coming. Now tourists driving 
along Route 3 from the mountain notches to the south, or from Canada to 
the north, look out their windows at Groveton and see nothing but piles of 
red brick bones and brown shuttered windows. They shake their heads and 
drive a little faster through town.
As of 2010, just over 1,100 souls lived in Groveton, and nearly 15 percent 
were living below the poverty line.
The person I’m here to meet wants all that to change. I slide a few bucks’ 
tip under my coffee mug and make my way down the puddle-filled side-
walk to meet Jim Weagle, the great-nephew of Alton. Jim is a selectman 
in Groveton. This tiny former mill town has always been his home. He’s 
never left. 
I meet Jim at an intersection across from the town hall. His wife works as 
a crossing guard there. He’s leaning against a street sign as I approach, blue 
jean jacket over a hoodie, salt-and-pepper hair and beard. 
Jim Weagle also serves as fire precinct commissioner, Groveton Elementary’s 
PTO chair, a member of the Northern Gateway Regional Chamber of 
Commerce, the Lancaster Renaissance committee, the town’s planning board, 
and the school board. 
“I keep very busy,” he says. “Come on, let’s walk. I’m getting my son from 
school.”
We head south down the main street, dodging mud and puddles. Jim 
walks with a pronounced limp, and I try to be casual as I ask about it, not 
knowing if he’s willing to talk. But he’s fine. He worked on a sanitation truck 
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when he was 20. Jim lost his grip, fell off, and was run over by the truck’s 
back wheels.
“They told me they’d never seen a crush injury like that,” he says. “Told me 
I’d never walk again. That was twenty years ago, and here I am.” He smiles.
“Are you still in pain?” I ask him stupidly. 
“Every day,” he says. “Every moment.”
I remember reading in an old article that Alton Weagle had a glass eye. 
He lost the real one playing with a dynamite cap when he was 14 years old. 
That injury kept Alton out of the military during World War II. I very 
nearly mention Alton’s glass eye but resist the urge to make conversation by 
comparing injuries. Instead, I ask: “How did that injury affect your head? 
How did you manage to be able to come back and work so hard?”
Jim shrugs. “I’ve been back to work a little bit here and there,” he says. 
“After the injury, I felt sorry for myself for a time, but I remember some 
teachers I had back in school that got me interested in politics, so that’s what 
I did. I can’t really work but I want to contribute.”
Having one eye certainly didn’t stop Alton, either. 
“Do you remember much about Alton?” I ask. 
“I do remember my mom saying that he always had some new thing he 
was doing.”
I press him a bit.
“He wanted to be known, I think,” Jim says. “My guess is that, a lot of 
time, people told him he couldn’t do this or that, and he wanted to show 
them otherwise.”
Jim’s son comes running up, and they greet with a fist bump; then all three 
of us begin the walk back to the intersection. 
We chat a little more. Jim points out some of the former mill property and 
mentions ideas he has for getting Groveton back on its feet. Even broken as it 
is, Groveton has a sort of lost-world charm—the sort of place where old, bald 
men make weekly trips to the local barbershop and Pink Floyd plays through 
warbling speakers at the tiny grocery store. 
I begin to understand that, ultimately, the connection between Jim and 
his mom’s uncle may not be about family. I came to Groveton looking for 
family ties, but as it turns out, the great wandering soul of Alton may have 
been forged in geography, in the mill where Alton worked, in the nearby hills 
where he cut his teeth as a mountain guide. 
Alton’s great-nephew is tethered to his home community, his love of the 
ground under his feet, in good times and bad. But Alton felt that connection 
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differently, through constant movement. Alton’s connection to the hills drove 
him to achieve obsessively, even if that achievement seemed insane to some. 
My first real insight into the heart of what drove Alton Weagle was 
waiting for me a few blocks away, in a nondescript, white clapboard apart-
ment building with two faded cardboard pink flamingos pinned to the 
front door.
The first thing I notice as I step into Barbara Weagle’s home is the 
sound of a thousand toy sun dancers clicking in unison. They line every inch 
of space along every window. The eastern sun beats down through the win-
dows and lights them up. They plink and rock, so many small noises forming 
a trinkety heartbeat. Barbara’s home is a living metronome.
Alton Weagle as a young man. He could have inherited his exuberance from his collect-
ing family. COURTESY OF BARBARA WEAGLE 
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“Watch where you step,” Alton’s niece says, as I enter the doorway where 
the pink flamingos are pinned. “I haven’t had the chance to clean up.”
Her house, where she has lived since 1977, is packed floor to ceiling with 
amazing collections of tchotchkes and artifacts from around the world. Com-
memorative plates, primarily of churches, line the walls. Wind chimes dangle 
from every corner of the ceiling. There are magnets; pictures of family and 
places; thousands of VHS tapes and DVDs; homages to Elvis, the Beatles and 
“Star Trek”; and, lining a sofa covered with a thick, colorful afghan, dozens 
of stuffed animals.
“Wow,” I say out loud, unable to conceal my wonder. “Look at the spoons.”
But there is no need to feign nonchalance. “Oh, yes,” Barbara says. “Would 
you like to see them? Come on!”
Barbara is comfortable, calm, and happy in her little museum home, cura-
tor of the joy and contentment that comes with being surrounded by the 
spinning colors of her life. She sits on the long sofa, nearly the only surface 
unoccupied by a collection, and smiles under her spoons, queen of collec-
tions, archivist of Groveton.
“My mother used to say that my grandmother was a hoarder,” Barbara 
says cheerfully. This is Nina she’s talking about, Alton’s mom. “But that’s not 
it. It’s collecting. Just about anything you give me, I’ll collect.” There is an 
innocent exuberance in Barbara that draws me in, fills me with wonder. The 
colors alone of her home dare you to write her off as a North Country rube. 
I like her from the moment I walk in. 
Born in 1948, after Alton had set most of his endurance records and had 
already moved away, from Stark to Walpole, Barbara remembers her uncle 
mainly through her father, Alton’s brother James. Barbara and James worked 
in the mill, of course. In fact, if I peer between the sun catchers lining the 
east-facing window of her home, the great open space where the mill used to 
sit is a constant reminder of her past and, perhaps, her future.
It must have been like a record wall of her life, right outside her window, 
brick by brick, coming down until all that remained was open, empty space. 
To some, the removal of that mill might signal rebirth. But to the Weagles, 
that open plot might as well be a giant grave.
Barbara worked at the mill as a checker, which was exactly what it sounds 
like. As the paper inventory came off the line and before it went out the door, 
Barbara’s job was to inspect and tag the items on their way out. It was solid 
North Country work, something she was proud to be a part of. Every day 
she’d come home to her family, her knickknacks, and her spoons.
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I search in my memory for some Whitman parallel and can’t find it. But 
as Barbara begins to talk about her uncle, so much more becomes clear, and I 
finally realize the truth about Alton’s Mount Washington obsession was right 
there in front of me all along. I just didn’t see it.
“The times I saw him, he was already not living here, so when 
he did come up, he was always bragging about the stuff he was doing,” Barbara 
says. “My father would always say, ‘Here comes the old bullshitter!’” 
We both have a good laugh at this, but when I ask her about those 
records—the blindfold, the Cog race, the wheelbarrow full of sugar —she 
shrugs. “I don’t know.”
“Do you have any pictures of him chasing these records?”
She shakes her head. “He did them alone.”
Wait a minute. Over the course of the next few days, I ask Howie from the 
Auto Road. I ask Jim, the selectman and Alton’s great-nephew. I consult the 
town archives, the history books. We go through photos. Those records that 
for years have been reported in newspapers and whispered in hiking circles. 
Those records that spurred Alton Weagle Day, that created a White Mountain 
industry of Mount Washington challenges. Those records that gave me so 
much depth and pleasure and joy as I donned my own Walt Whitman outfit 
to walk in the footsteps of Weagle.
The only person, it appeared, who ever recorded those records was 
Alton Weagle. 
“Barbara,” I begin, almost not wanting to ask the obvious question, “did 
Alton actually set those records?”
She smiles, and her eyes shine. “He said he did.”
Was I chasing a character instead of an actual man? A myth? I’d find the 
answer halfway up Mount Washington’s west slope, at a place called Jacob’s 
Ladder, where the most documented and famous of Weagle’s records took place. 
With a half-mile to go, I am sweating and freezing in turns near 
the summit. The heavy peacoat had to come off down below, but I’ve put it 
back on as a deep and foggy wind kicks up, whips along the relatively even 
cow pasture, and sneaks under my damp shirt. I have to put away my Whit-
man hat and pull a stocking cap over my ears to keep my head warm. I justify 
this breach of costume—along with my modern hiking boots—by thinking 
that, had Walt had such outdoor-appropriate wear when he was walking, he’d 
have approved.
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I first climbed Mount Washington in 2000, with no previous hiking or 
climbing experience. My mentor, the great “seven summits” climber Jim 
Gagne, had to use all the tricks in his magic hiking bag to get me up there, 
in early spring, with ice and snow on the summit. We headed up in the dark. 
We got back down in the dark. I could not get out of bed the next morning.
I touched the Mount Washington summit sign for the first time as the sun 
began to set behind me. I was so tired, but there was nowhere else I wanted 
to be at that moment. Fifteen years and a new summit sign later, there is still 
no place I’d rather be.
Since that first climb, I’ve made it up by various means perhaps twenty 
times, or about once a year since I arrived in New Hampshire. Weagle, on 
the other hand, claimed to have climbed Mount Washington 531 times by the 
time he was 44. That would be once a month, every month, since he was one 
month old.
And all this—the records day, the path through Groveton and Stark, the 
covered bridge and the mill, indeed the very words you read right now—might 
have been lost to history. Alton Oscar Weagle might have slipped quietly into 
obscurity were it not for a stunt he pulled on September 10, 1955. For all of his 
(mostly) self-proclaimed accomplishments on Mount Washington, the one 
record that brought Weagle into the public eye, that received media attention 
throughout New England and that landed him his nickname, Mr. Mount 
Washington, took place about 4,800 feet up on the mountain’s west side.
Named by the famed early settler Ethan Allen Crawford, the section of 
the Cog Railway known as Jacob’s Ladder has a steepest grade of 37 percent. 
It was at the very top of this trestle, on a cool but clear September morning, 
that Weagle and his new bride, Cora Carter, became the first couple to get 
married on the Cog Railway.
The railway smelled a public-relations bonanza and helped Weagle in 
designing the event, not to mention publicizing it heavily. So heavily, in 
fact, that this event propelled Weagle into the national limelight. Dozens 
of newspapers covered the wedding, and the public learned about most of 
Weagle’s records then.
In fact, Weagle’s own local newspaper, the Keene Sentinel, opened its story 
on the wedding with the following less than epic line: “Alton O. Weagle, well 
known Keene square dance caller, will be married Saturday.” And while I was 
thrilled to learn that among all of his other talents, he was also a square dance 
caller, I was disappointed to see that Weagle’s climbing records mostly took 
a back seat. 
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But Weagle and the Cog aimed to change that and went all in for the 
wedding. Weagle was interviewed again and again, and over and over he 
repeated his records to eager newspaper reporters. The Cog named the car 
used for the wedding the Honeymoon Special and fixed a banner to its side 
for photographers. They had the Cog park in the middle of the trestle, with 
the steam engine stopped to add to the solemnity of the event. 
The Cog reserved an entire 44-seat car for the wedding, and in the end, 38 
of those seats ended up being the wedding party. Everyone wanted a piece of 
the publicity. Mayor Laurence Pickett of Keene was a member of the party, 
along with two councilmen. The former New Hampshire governor Hugh 
Gregg sent a congratulatory note, which was read. The Cog Railway’s man-
ager, Arthur Teague, made the trip himself. Weagle invited as guests of honor 
Mr. and Mrs. James Main of Groveton, who, in 1941, had become the first 
couple to get married at the summit of Mount Washington.
Practically lost in all the hoopla was the new Mrs. Weagle, whom Alton 
had met while working as a driver for the Cheshire Beef Company. Cora 
Carter, whose first husband had died, is quoted only once in all of the writing 
about the wedding, saying she was “very much excited” about the event. She 
baked her own wedding cake, a three-tiered fruitcake that was served at the 
summit reception on Mount Washington after the Cog ride.
In this final act on Mount Washington—the 1955 wedding appears to have 
been his last on the peak—Weagle finally purged the mountain from his soul. 
But he wasn’t finished setting records. He went on to found the Keene Horse-
shoe Club in 1957, organized a large square dance on Keene’s Main Street, 
worked as a fire tower guard on Mount Monadnock, and donated more than 
50 pints of blood to the American Red Cross. While these later chapters in 
his life are stories for another day, far removed from Mount Washington, they 
provide examples of Weagle’s endless desire to turn the mundane into the 
truly unforgettable. 
The weather up here is less than ideal. A foggy mist rolls up over 
the Tip-Top House and seems to cascade down onto the summit cone, a 
swirling gray blob of air. I am sweat-soaked through and through, and clearly 
a bit dehydrated and dry-mouthed from reading aloud to the mountain. 
I’m only about 10 vertical feet from the actual summit, but I hesitate to 
make that last walk.
I think about how many times Weagle was up here, how—when he was 
taking tourists to the top via the Cog—he would put them on the train and 
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pocket his ride share, running alongside all the way up to make a little extra 
cash. This place, this holy place, gave Weagle life, energized him, tested him. 
Mount Washington gave him a reason to be Alton Weagle. 
All that despite the tourism, the hot dogs at the concession stand, the 
cars and shuttles and motorcycles. All that despite the “damn fools” Weagle 
recalled helping to rescue.
I bunch up my collar and smile pleasantly at the few people who look 
sideways at me. I stick out up here, of course, but perhaps not as much as 
the tourists who are wandering around at 6,288 feet, freezing in shorts and 
T-shirts because it was 70 degrees at the base when they started up.
Weagle’s love affair with this mountain to me seemed identical to Whit-
man’s love affair with New York. The poet took long constitutionals—he 
called them saunters—aimlessly seeking out signs of the lifeblood of his city, 
much as Weagle sought personal epiphany from the rocks, trails, and eleva-
tion of this mountain. 
Whitman would sit for hours in one place, watching and writing about 
the hectic lifestyle of those who passed him by, people who “run after steam 
boats, with hats flying off and skirts streaming behind!”
The wind blew off his Walt Whitman hat, but the author keeps reading. 
 COURTESY OF DAN SZCZESNY 
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That was just like what I was doing now, watching tourists rushing to the 
museum to buy a refrigerator magnet, shivering in line to get their picture 
taken next to the summit sign, or dropping their quarters into a tower viewer 
to try to find some distant landmark.
And then it occurred to me: Both Weagle and Whitman didn’t find revela-
tion in spite of the rushing of people; they found it because of the crowds. 
Walt loved standing out, proclaiming his witness to the heartbeat of America, 
not just in New York but among all living things. And Weagle loved showing 
off, not to be boastful but because he wanted others to feel about this place like 
he did—and he didn’t care if those people were his family, hikers, or tourists. 
Both men created their own passions and then lived them unapologetically.
I take a long, deep breath in the swirling mist, the mountain air tinged 
with the fumes of the nearby shuttle exhaust. I stand and begin to read: 
 
My left hand hooks you round the waist,
My right hand points to landscapes of continents, and a plain public road.
Not I, nor anyone can travel that road for you,
You must travel it for yourself.
It is not far . . . it is within reach.
The tourists seem to move aside as I climb the final few feet, parting as if a 
madman is passing. My voice grows stronger as I attain the summit; the two 
souls of Alton and Walt feel comfortable in my breath, like the three of us are 
sharing the same lofty air here above New England. 
I run my fingers over the damp summit sign, the deep groove that forms 
the “W” in Washington. I look around. There is no view, and perhaps that’s 
as it should be. People are waiting, watching me.
“All done,” I say to the spirits, as I shut Leaves of Grass and head off to find 
a shuttle down. 
Dan Szczesny moved to New Hampshire in 2000 to cover the presidential 
election for the Associated Press—and stayed. He writes fiction and nonfiction. 
His books include Mosquito Rain (Folded Word, 2016) about Alaska; The Nepal 
Chronicles (Hobblebush Books, 2014), about his marriage in Kathmandu; and his 
independently published Invincible One, Poems (EKP Books, 2017). His new book, 
The White Mountain (Hobblebush Books), is set for release in spring 2018. He lives in 
Manchester with his family.
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Tragedy at Skyline—
September 17, 1967
One who was there investigates
David Govatski
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Fifty years after the worst accident in the history of New Hampshire’s White Mountains, I went looking for the reason it 
happened. I remember September 17, 1967, very well. Eight people died, 
and more than 70 were hurt. The engine and a car of the popular Cog 
Railway derailed high on Mount Washington, at a spot called Skyline 
Switch. I worked that year on the crew at the Appalachian Mountain Club’s 
Pinkham Notch Camp (as it was called then), in the valley, and I was sent 
up to rescue people from the wreckage. I have always wanted to understand 
what really happened. Last year, I pursued as many former railway workers 
and witnesses as I could find.
This is the story of the people I tracked down and the details of what 
probably caused such a horrific accident. We’ll never know for certain what 
went through the minds of everyone on that awful evening. 
The Witnesses
William “Bill” Arnold was the AMC assistant hutmaster at Pinkham Notch 
Camp and a member of the rescue team. 
Greg Gordon was a new observer at the Mount Washington Observatory and 
the second person on the accident scene.
Peter Carter was riding in the engine as an off-duty Cog Railway brakeman.
Jack Middleton was the lawyer for the Cog Railway from 1962 to 1968. 
The Background
The Mount Washington Cog Railway is the oldest mountain-climbing rail-
road in the world; construction started just after the end of the Civil War in 
1866 and reached the summit on July 4, 1869. The railway was the idea of 
Sylvester Marsh, an inventor and native of Campton, New Hampshire. In 
1858, the state legislature granted a charter for a 99-foot-wide right of way to 
the summit. Marsh was not the first to use a cog, also called a rack-and-pinion 
The Cog Railway’s engine lies overturned after hitting a misplaced mechanism on the 
sidetrack. Out of sight, the passenger car lies crashed. The accident killed 8 people and 
hurt 70. It’s unknown why the police circled the rocks on the right side of the photo. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE POLICE 
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system, on a railway. The first cog railway, designed and patented by John 
Blenkinsop,, began running in 1811 in England. Marsh modified that system 
for climbing a mountain. 
A cog is simply a wheel with teeth on it that engages a special center rack 
between the two load-bearing rails. This center rack is open to allow snow 
and ice to fall out. The cogwheels get the train cars up steep grades without 
derailing. A railway is the same thing as a railroad: a system of track the train 
runs on. In terms of usage, railroad is more common in the United States and 
railway in other nations. A cog railway steam train consists of three parts: a 
locomotive or engine, a tender, and a car. The cog engines and cars are not 
connected. The car is always on the uphill side: On the way up, the engine is 
pushing the car; on the way down, the car rests on the engine as it slowly goes 
down. During the descent, a brakeman in the car helps control the speed, 
especially at the sidings.*
Police investigators peer at the stilled passenger car where it landed. NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE 
POLICE
* Sidings are short sections of track where trains can pull off to let another pass. The Cog Rail-
way formerly had two sidings, one of them a complicated nine-movement switch high on the 
mountain called Skyline Switch, the location of the 1967 accident.
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The Mount Washington Cog Railway starts at a location known as the 
Base Station, at an elevation of 2,700 feet. The railway ascends 3 miles to 
the 6,288-foot summit of Mount Washington. The railway is technically 
considered narrow gauge because it is a half-inch shy of the standard gauge 
railway measurement of 4 feet, 8½ inches. The point of maximum grade, 37 
percent, is located on elevated tracks at the site called Jacob’s Ladder. 
By 1967, at nearly a century old, the Cog Railway advertised it had never 
had an accident in which a passenger was killed (although a worker had died 
in 1929). A 1960s-era brochure promised: “The cog rail is securely bolted to 
the cross ties of the road and into play with perfect security [with] the heavy 
toothed wheels under the engine. Each locomotive has two pairs of cylinders, 
each operating independently of the other on its own cogwheel. There are 
also two cogwheels on the cars and large friction brakes of great power so 
that the cars can be stopped independently of the engine. The various safety 
devices make the descent equally as safe as the ascent.”
Only twice before 1967 had the Cog encountered accidents. The first was 
when the original Engine 1, Old Peppersass, climbed the tracks for the New 
The Cog Railway climbs the steep pitch called Jacob’s Ladder in 1895. HENRY G. PEABODY/
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
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England Governors’ Conference at the Mount Washington Hotel on July 29, 
1929. The front axle broke, and the train began to rapidly pick up speed as 
it descended out of control. Five people were riding, including the engineer 
and his 16-year-old son, a fireman, and photographers Winston Pote and 
Daniel Lassiter. Four of the five jumped to the rocks and escaped with broken 
bones, cuts, and bruises. But for some reason, the railway’s photographer, 
Daniel Lassiter, hung on. The engine derailed at high speed, and he was killed 
instantly when he landed on the rocks.
The second serious and less known accident occurred on August 10, 1946. 
A flat car loaded with garbage broke loose from the summit and collided 
with an ascending train 600 feet below the summit. Twenty-two people were 
injured. A reward of $1,000 was offered for finding out who released the 
brakes on the flat car. Hikers were blamed, and the reward was never claimed, 
but the cause of the crash probably was crew member error: not securing the 
flat car on an especially windy day. 
The Accident
September 17, 1967, was a warm and relatively calm day. It was a Sunday, and 
the last train of the day, the Sunset, was leaving the summit at 5:10 p.m. The 
locomotive was called Number 3 Base Station, and it pushed a new aluminum 
car named Chumley 11 after one of its designers. The engineer, Gordon Chase, 
56, of Lincoln, New Hampshire, supervised Charles Kenison, 18, of Jefferson, 
New Hampshire. The fireman was Guilliaem “Rusty” Aertsen (whose age was 
not recorded; he was in his 20s), who was responsible for feeding a ton of coal 
into the engine each trip. Also in the engine was Peter Carter of Jefferson, 
an off-duty brakeman who turned 20 that day. He sat up front because the 
car was overloaded. Carter was riding with his girlfriend, Julia Swenson, on 
the last train of the day because he was waiting for his brother—the train’s 
brakeman, Nathan Carter, 23—to finish work.
The capacity of the new car was 56 passengers. Nathan Carter stated in the 
accident report that just before leaving, all of the seats were filled and another 
25 passengers plus two crew members were standing—a total of 83 people in 
the car—at the time of the accident. 
The fatal spot, Skyline Switch and Siding, was located a little less than a 
mile below the summit, at an elevation of 5,600 feet. The switch and siding 
were removed several years ago. The historic Westside Trail, built by J. Rayner 
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Edmands, crosses underneath the trestle at Skyline. Gulfside Trail, a section 
of the Appalachian Trail, runs only 240 feet away from Skyline. 
In his report, Aertsen, the fireman, stated that he looked to make sure 
the rails were OK as the train descended toward Skyline Switch and that the 
switch points were in the proper position. 
The young trainee engineer, Kenison, had only started working for the 
railway a few weeks earlier, on August 27. From his position on that fatal day, 
he examined and determined the line was clear at Skyline Switch. He also 
stated that visibility was good, with “some dusty fog” at the time. 
Chase, the head engineer, had previously been fired, apparently for a lax 
attitude toward safety. When interviewed by investigators in the hospital 
in Berlin, New Hampshire, he said he’d looked ahead at the switch before 
passing through it and hadn’t seen anything in the path of the train. But 
something was in the way: The locomotive hit it. Immediately, Chase and 
Kenison grabbed for the hand brakes.
According to published accounts, Peter Carter “felt the locomotive bounce 
in the air and return again to the trestle.” He watched Chase and Kenison 
The engine called Number 3 Base Station and its coal tender (foreground) rest here after 
flipping off the trestle. NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE POLICE
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apply the hand brakes and felt the engine slow, but then the car seemed to 
bump into the engine, pushing them off the trestle. 
Nathan Carter believed the train was descending at normal speed before 
it entered the switch. After they passed over the switch, he saw the engine 
“pop up and down.” It pulled away and flipped off the trestle. He applied 
the brake and thought the car would stop, but it soon picked up speed. He 
estimated it reached 20 to 40 mph when it finally left the trestle. He suffered 
a shoulder dislocation. 
What did the train hit? Accident investigators found a section of flip 
rail—a short, steel, hinged rail that supported cars as they moved on or off the 
track at Skyline Switch—lying across the cog rack* at an angle of 9 degrees. 
This section of flip rail was 5 feet, 4¾ inches long and when set for the 
siding projected 2½ inches above the cog rack. The locomotive cogwheel 
struck the flip rail, bending it about two inches out of line; meanwhile, the 
engine was lifted up, to the right, and out of the cog rack and main rails. This 
rendered the cogwheel and brakes useless. The locomotive and coal tender 
* The cog rack is the ladder-like apparatus that runs up the center of the track, with openings 
into which the cog fits so that the train can be controlled.
The passenger car called Chumley 11 sits crumpled  after it careened out of control and 
crashed into rocks high on Mount Washington. NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE POLICE
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continued down the trestle, out of control, for about 68 feet until tipping off 
the trestle. 
The overfilled passenger car rolled past the overturned locomotive and 
gained speed until it flipped off the trestle about 516 feet from where it had 
derailed at Skyline Switch. Many people jumped out of the car as it tumbled. 
The car fell a couple of feet to the rocks below, but because of the speed and 
weight, it slid for about 60 feet until it hit a large jagged rock. 
Peter Carter was lightly pinned in the overturned locomotive. Once he 
freed himself and colleagues, he raced down to the badly damaged car. Julia 
Swenson was shaken up but not seriously injured. She originally had been 
sitting in the front right seat but had given up her seat to a couple, both of 
whom died. In the midst of chaos, Swenson and Peter Carter tried to help the 
injured and dying passengers. 
The Aftermath
Word of the accident was communicated by track phone from the scene to 
the ticket office at Base Station. At the time, the only outside telephone line 
from the Base Station ran to the summit. The track phone was a crude affair: 
two wires running along the tracks, connecting military-surplus field tele-
phones. Radios were not in general use then. 
Greg Gordon, age 21, was working at the Mount Washington Observatory 
on the summit. This was his first two-week stint gathering weather data. He 
was making dinner when John Davis, a state park employee who was working 
at the Tip-Top House, came rushing over to say the Cog had crashed and that 
he would be heading down to help. Gordon turned off the oven, gathered 
first-aid supplies, and hastened down the tracks on foot. He was the second 
person on the scene.
Gordon saw the locomotive on its side and realized that the crew was 
pretty banged up. He came across a man sitting still on the trestle. “I asked 
him if he was OK, and he replied that he broke his leg,” Gordon later said. 
The man had decided to try jumping off the back of the car as it left the 
tracks. He’d landed on the tracks, and one leg went between the ties. Gordon 
soon found more passengers who had jumped from the out-of-control car. All 
of them had broken bones from hitting the rocks. 
Dr. Francis M. Appleton, a Concord physician, happened to be visiting 
the summit. He followed the other rescuers down to the accident scene. 
An Observatory staffer, probably Charlie Haggart, who was also working 
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on the summit, contacted emergency personnel, including fire, police, and 
ambulances. Meanwhile, another train was coming up the mountain to 
relieve the Sunset of its overloaded car. It arrived on the scene with a handful 
of other passengers. 
The news soon reached the AMC’s Pinkham Notch Camp, where I was 
working, having just arrived from a summer job on trails in Vermont. I was 
cleaning up dishes from the guests’ dinner when I heard the Cog had derailed. 
I ran to my room, grabbed my pack and a headlamp, and joined others 
loading supplies on a truck. We had a cache of military-surplus Stokes litters, 
or wire cots that could be used to safely transport accident victims.
Bill Arnold was working that summer as an assistant hutmaster. He was on 
his way to spend the evening at his family camp in Randolph when he stopped 
at a gas station in Gorham to fill up his Corvair. He saw ambulances heading 
toward Pinkham Notch and asked what was going on. He immediately 
turned around and went back to Pinkham, where the crew was loading first-
aid supplies onto two trucks. Bruce Sloat, AMC’s huts manager, was directing 
AMC’s response. 
We drove the heavily laden trucks up the Mount Washington Auto Road, 
stopping periodically to prevent the engines from overheating. We finally 
made it to the section near the top called Home Stretch. This was the site of a 
former Air Force test station, and we were directed by Forest Service personnel 
to park there and take the shortcut over to Gulfside Trail. We were told to 
take blankets but not litters. We lashed the blankets onto our packboards and 
made our way over to Gulfside Trail. There, we met another ranger who said 
that yes, they did need litters, too. So a few of us returned for the Stokes litters 
while the others hurried down to the wreck. 
We lashed several litters together and used slings to help carry the heavy 
load. Once we reached the tracks, we slid the litters down to the accident 
scene at Skyline Switch. Bill Arnold told me, “I saw what had happened. 
A rail was across the Cog track, and it was all bent and it looked like it was 
damaged when the train ran over it.”
By then it was dark, and the smell of coal and the moans of the injured 
met us at the wreck scene. The passenger car had traveled about 500 feet past 
where the locomotive had derailed and tumbled off the trestle. The injured 
were scattered around, calling out to us. Appleton was treating them. We 
helped him patch them up as best we could, lifted them onto the litters, and 
carefully moved the litters into the railroad car that had arrived from below. 
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Gordon, the Observatory worker, had gone back to the summit for more 
supplies. When he returned, he found our AMC crew and others from the 
Auto Road and the local television station WMTW all there. The horror of 
the crash was starting to seem real. “What struck me was that people had tried 
to climb out of the windows as the car was speeding down the trestle, out of 
control,” Gordon later said. “The car reached a curve, and the car flipped and 
rolled on top of those people, and they were crushed between the rocks and 
the car. I remember that the front right side of the car was crushed and that 
an elderly man was crushed and still inside the car.” 
Arnold, Gordon, some other rescuers, and I finished loading the injured 
into the recently arrived train. Some passengers who were lightly injured 
refused to get onto the rescue train, but New Hampshire State Trooper Robert 
Loven ordered them on. We watched as the train departed to Base Station.
The Dead
Arnold and the others of us from AMC were soon directed to line up the eight 
bodies. As we gathered blankets to cover them, my headlamp illuminated a 
young boy’s body. It took me a very long time afterward to get this sight out 
of my mind. 
Arnold told me later, “Seeing a deceased 3-year-old little girl—and I had a 
nephew that age—it bothered me a lot.” 
Peter Carter, who had stayed to help, said, “I remember seeing the 
headlights of ambulances on the Base Station Road on the way down. The 
weather was warm, and it could have been a lot worse if the conditions were 
not as mild.”
The mountain was eerily quiet once the flat car carrying the dead had 
left for Base Station. The accident scene was littered with clothing, purses, 
eyeglasses, and even false teeth. Two U.S. Forest Service rangers, Casey 
Hodgdon and Rene LaRoche, stayed behind to guard the scene. State Trooper 
Loven and a conservation officer helped gather up the personal effects of the 
passengers and joined the rangers for the long night on the mountain. 
Four trains transported the injured and dead down the mountain. The 
first arrived at Base Station just after 7 p.m. with the passengers still standing. 
The second trainload of injured passengers arrived at 8:50, the third at 10:40. 
The flat car with the dead reached Base Station at 12:29 a.m.
One of the lessons learned from this tragic accident was that the triage, 
or sorting of patients, should have occurred at Base Station. Instead, almost 
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all of the patients were brought to the Littleton Hospital, about a half-hour 
away, where teams of doctors and nurses worked to determine levels of injury. 
In retrospect, according to Appleton, this effort should have been done closer 
to the scene so that patients could have been sent to area hospitals prepared 
to handle the wide severity of cases. 
From Littleton, patients were sent to hospitals in Conway, Berlin, Hanover, 
and Whitefield, New Hampshire, and St. Johnsbury, Vermont. Ambulances 
from all over the region were called into service. The dead were taken to the 
Pillsbury Funeral Home in Littleton, where the garage was set up as a morgue 
so that state police could identify the deceased. 
Arnold spent the night at the Mount Washington Observatory to help 
answer phone calls coming in from all over, seeking details on the accident. 
He didn’t sleep much that night. The next morning, he hiked back down to 
the accident site with coffee and doughnuts for those guarding it.
On the way back to the summit, Arnold met Governor John King and 
a state police trooper who were walking down to see where the train had 
crashed. A few hours later, King returned to the Observatory, where he asked 
Arnold if anything was needed. Arnold replied that he needed to get back to 
work at Pinkham Notch—could he have a ride? He was covered with coal 
dust and grime. The governor said, “Get in,” and they drove him to Pinkham 
Notch. I just about dropped my jaw on the floor at Pinkham when, who 
walks into the old Trading Post but Bill Arnold, accompanied by Governor 
King and the trooper. 
A Tough Year for the Cog Railway
Jack Middleton, a Philadelphia-area native, spent summers in the late 1930s 
in Maine and New Hampshire, where he developed a love of the mountains 
and outdoors. “My parents wanted me to get away from the polio outbreaks,” 
he told me. He’d worked for AMC in the late 1940s and for the Observatory 
in the early 1950s. After he served in the U.S. Marines during the Korean War, 
he graduated from Boston University Law School. By 1967, Middleton was a 
38-year-old lawyer representing the Cog Railway. In 1962, Henry Teague, then-
owner of the Cog Railway, had died and left the Cog Railway to Dartmouth 
College. Colonel Arthur Teague (no relation to Henry Teague) bought the 
railway from Dartmouth in 1961, and Middleton served as a lawyer on the 
legal transaction. Middleton recalled, “After the sale closed, Arthur asked me 
to stay on as attorney for the Cog Railway, and I was honored to do so.” 
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Colonel Teague was a highly decorated World War II hero and served 
as a battalion commander on Utah Beach at the 1944 D-Day landings in 
Normandy. Colonel Teague led his men from the beach, and they fought their 
way through German lines to link up with paratroopers who had landed four 
miles inland. Teague later married Ellen Crawford, a nurse from Philadelphia. 
They had three children together. 
Arthur Teague was cost-conscious and managed the railway with skill but 
limited resources. He did not purchase liability insurance during the first five 
years. He felt it was too expensive. 
As Middleton recalled, 1967 “was a tough year for the Teague family. Their 
house at the Base Station burned down in November 1965. Just as the 1967 
season was about to commence, the state of New Hampshire would not allow 
the Cog to open the leased Summit House due to various issues, and this 
caused a big drop in business. This upset Arthur greatly and he had a couple 
of heart attacks over the stress. Finally on August 4, 1967, he took his deer rifle 
and shot himself in the head.”
Middleton added, “Earlier that day, the Board of Directors met and 
discussed the liability insurance issue. Ellen Teague gave the go-ahead 
to purchase a policy, and the Board approved this. After the meeting, I 
accompanied Ellen Teague and the Cog accountant over to Lunenburg, 
Vermont, where the Teagues had just bought a home to replace the one 
destroyed by fire. We drove back to the Base Station in the afternoon, and 
there was great commotion going on. An employee by the name of Jitney 
Lewis rushed over and said the colonel had just shot himself.” 
A second major tragedy happened exactly two weeks later, when the 
Teagues’ daughter Lucy was killed in an auto rollover accident in Tilton, on 
her way to a horse show. Lucy was buried next to her father.
Somehow, in all of this tragedy, the Teagues went ahead with buying a 
$100,000 liability insurance policy for the railway from the New Hampshire 
Insurance Company. Middleton recalled, “We added another 1-million-
dollar umbrella coverage plan with the Saint Paul Fire and Marine Insurance 
Company.” They thus had coverage just before the accident.
Without the insurance, the Cog Railway Corporation would have been 
put out of business. “We settled all of the claims and nearly exhausted the $1.1 
million coverage,” Middleton said. “Only one case went to the federal district 
court, and that was settled after one or two days in court. It is hard to imagine 
how 1.1 million dollars would cover 8 fatalities and over 70 injured today.”
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On the afternoon of September 17, 1967, Middleton had been on the 
summit with his family. They hiked down the Jewell Trail and arrived back 
at Base Station around 3 p.m. and headed home. It was a beautiful day. A few 
hours later, Middleton got the call from Ellen Teague, gathered a suitcase, and 
drove back. He arrived as a flatbed was bringing down some of the casualties. 
“The next morning I went up and saw the wreck,” he said. “There was 
clothing and things strewn everywhere. It was everyone’s opinion that part 
of the Skyline Switch rail was lying over the Cog track and that this caused 
the derailment. We did not know who did it, but our defense was that a 
hiker could have done it. We had a witness from a previous train who said 
that the switch was properly set when he saw it earlier. Regardless, it was the 
responsibility of the crew to check that the switch was clear, and something 
happened and it was not checked. There was no escape from liability.”
Middleton went on: “On October 4, 1967, we were given a set of 
instructions from the PUC [New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission] 
after it was determined the cause was human error. Ellen Teague wanted to 
get the Cog running as soon as possible and not to shut down and have the 
case linger over the winter. I think it was a good idea to get the trains running 
again for another few weeks, until the season ended.”
The railway did operate again. Because the cause of the accident was 
attributed to human or crew error, the PUC required the railway to adopt 
and follow a set of safety regulations:
1. Trains ascending the mountain must stop before passing over any 
switch, following which the brakeman shall examine the switch, and 
the train will proceed upon his motion only after he is satisfied that 
it is properly set. 
2. All descending trains shall stop before passing over any switch, 
and both engineer and fireman shall make a physical inspection, 
acknowledging to each other that it is safe for passage and that passage 
through the same be made at very slow speed not to exceed 1½ miles 
per hour. 
3. The brakeman, while ascending the mountain, shall be stationed in 
the forward end of the car in a position to observe and ascertain that 
the Cog rack, rail, and structure is in normally safe condition without 
obstruction. 
4. The descending trains, while under way, shall have a qualified 
engineer and fireman in their proper positions in the locomotive and 
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a qualified brakeman at the brake control in the car with no other 
duties to perform. 
The Official Cause
In a press release five days after the accident, the PUC announced its findings:
1. It is our conclusion that the cause of the accident was human error 
and not due to any structural or mechanical deficiency of the railroad. 
2. It has been established beyond doubt that the switch at the Skyline 
Station was not in the proper position at the time of the mishap. It is 
our conclusion that it was the duty of the crew of the involved train 
to notice this fact and to stop the train prior to its entering the switch. 
3. While the train crew responsible for changing the switch insists that 
the switch was properly closed by them, and while conjecture has 
been raised that possibly a hiker changed the position of the switch 
afterward, we can come to no positive conclusion as to the exact facts 
of the matter in this preliminary investigation. 
4. It is our conclusion that there was no relationship between the number 
of people on the train and the cause of the accident. 
5. It is our conclusion that the braking capacity of both the engine and 
the passenger car were more than adequate to stop the train had the 
cog not been disengaged from the rack. 
The Search for a Reason
The Cog’s owner, Ellen Teague, believed that someone on foot had vandalized 
the tracks, placing the flip rail over the center rack rail, causing the derail-
ment. Cog owners also had blamed a hiker for the 1946 accident, when a flat 
car loaded with garbage at the summit rolled down the mountain and col-
lided with an ascending train, seriously injuring two dozen people. No hiker 
has ever come forward, nor was any evidence ever found that hikers caused 
either wreck. In any case, it was the duty of the crew to safely operate the 
engine, regardless of who left the flip rail in the wrong position. 
The Preliminary Accident Report by PUC’s transportation director, 
Winslow Melvin, concluded, “The immediate cause of the derailment was the 
location of the 5 foot section of flip rail. The failure of those on the engine to 
notice this, in view of the fact that they looked at it as the train approached 
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is very difficult to explain. Had it been noticed and the train stopped before 
striking it, the accident would not have occurred.” 
Hindsight
I’ve come up with this list of possible reasons the crew missed seeing the 
flip rail:
• Blockage of view: The tender preceded the engine downhill, and the 
engineer or the trainee engineer did not look out the window around 
the tender.
• Blinding sun: The sun was low in the sky. The train crashed at 5:30 p.m. 
Official sunset for September 17, 1967, in Carroll, New Hampshire, 
was at 6:54 p.m. The estimated time for sunset at Skyline Switch was 
several minutes later. Did the sun angle blind the view of the engineer 
or the trainee engineer?
• Lack of attention: This was the last train of the day. Is it possible the 
crew was not paying attention? There were four crew members in the 
engine. Could they have distracted one another?
• Speed: Was the trainee engineer going too fast and unable to react 
before hitting the flip rail? There was no data recorder to reveal the 
answer. 
• Possible incompetence: Some have questioned why the 
engineer, Gordon Chase, continued to work after he had been 
fired. According to Joseph McQuaid’s book, Cog Days: A Boy’s 
Life and One Tragic Summer on Mt. Washington (Plaidswede 
Publishing, 2017), Chase might not have been qualified for his 
job. He was described in the book as “heedless of safety concerns.” 
Per Ellen Teague’s desire, the Cog restarted service in early October. Glen 
Kidder wrote in Railway to the Moon (Courier Print Co., 1969), “Both the 
coach and engine suffered comparatively little damage and were repaired and 
restored to normal operating conditions and are again back in service.” The 
locomotive that crashed, Number 3 Base Station, was renamed No. 3 Agioco-
chook and ran for several years. It’s now in storage.
Ellen Teague faced an enormously challenging year. She had to run the 
Cog after its worst accident, and following two family tragedies. But her 
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husband’s suicide, her daughter’s death, and the derailment did not change 
the fact that people still wanted to ride the trains. 
The accident investigation was still underway, but she decided to get 
the trains running as soon as she could get approval from the Public Utility 
Commission. The commission gave conditional approval on October 5, 1967, 
and the loudspeaker at Base Station proclaimed, “The Mount Washington 
Cog Railway is now running and will operate for the rest of the season.” Ellen 
felt that if the trains did not run that year, the Cog might never operate again, 
given the dark cloud hanging over it. 
The first train to operate following the accident carried members of the 
Public Utility Commission and the press and left Base Station at 11:45 a.m. 
October 5. A second train with paying passengers left ten minutes later. 
The PUC meeting minutes do not disclose whether there was an incident 
involving the second train, but that train did not arrive on the summit until 
about an hour after the first.
An investigation into the unexplained delay revealed that the second car’s 
improperly adjusted brake cable got caught on a rail at Skyline Switch. It was 
discovered that some recent mechanical work on the braking system had not 
met the tolerances required. The cable was removed, and the car operated 
with only one brake to the summit and back to Base Station. This incident—
not made public at the time—is a jarring reminder of what had happened a 
few weeks earlier at Skyline Switch. 
The complicated and troublesome Skyline Switch designed in 1941 was 
removed about five years ago. A second switch lower on the mountain, 
known as Waumbek Switch, was replaced in 2004 and supported by a new 
1,800-foot-long passing loop that is electrically and hydraulically operated. 
This modern design operates the switch mechanism with a battery charged 
by solar panels. The loop allows ascending and descending trains to safely 
pass each other—and allows more trips, and more passengers, to the summit. 
To the delight of steam enthusiasts, the Mount Washington Cog Railway 
continues to use one coal-fired steam engine. Each run of that engine 
consumes a ton of coal and about 1,000 gallons of water. Several other 
Cog engines, built locally, are powered by cleaner bio-diesel (B-20) that 
contains up to 20 percent plant-based fuel and burns only 18 gallons of fuel 
on a round trip. 
The Mount Washington Cog Railway was purchased in 1983 by a group 
of local New Hampshire businessmen. Then, in 1986, Wayne Presby and 
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Joel Bedor bought it, and their families ran it together until last year, when 
the Bedors sold out to the Presbys. In late 2016, Presby announced plans to 
build a seasonal hotel near the site of the accident, at 5,600 feet of elevation. 
Opposition to the proposal mounted as discussions with Coos County 
planning officials continued. As of late summer 2017, no formal proposal 
had been filed but the plans and a petition were posted at Base Station. 
The Cog carried 110,000 passengers in 2016. In 2018, the Cog expects to 
celebrate 150 years.
This story is dedicated to those who lost their lives or were injured on 
September 17, 1967, and to their rescuers, both volunteer and professional.
 
Editor’s note: Govatski is a founding member of a citizens’ group called Keep the 
Whites Wild, which opposes a hotel on the railway’s former Skyline Switch site. In 
summer 2017, the railway posted a drawing and description of a future hotel and 
asked riders to sign a petition. For more, see Ian Crouch’s August 25, 2017, article 
in AMC Outdoors magazine, “Proposed Cog Railway Hotel Sparks Debate,” 
available online at outdoors.org/coghotel.
David Govatski retired from a career with the U.S. Forest Service and lives with 
his wife in Jefferson, New Hampshire. He can see the scene of the accident from his 
home. His most recent article for this journal was on the Great Gulf Wilderness, in 
the Winter/Spring 2015 issue.
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Red-Bellied Woodpecker
But it is the back of the head you notice,
the quick flame of the red flap.
Conspicuously it sneaks and swoops
between the snow ground and snow light.
The dry trees crackle in their ice
as the little darting target stops,
kisses the green steel feeder once,
where the flocks have ceased to fight,
have decamped; the distracted Broad Wing
is flaying a squirrel upon a branch.
Today is a catch-as-you-go thing
when brown is camouflaged white.
Francis Blessington
Francis Blessington’s poems have appeared in Arion, Arizona Quarterly, Denver 
Quarterly, Harvard Magazine, The Sewanee Review, Yale Literary Review, and Yankee, 
among many others. His new book of poems, Poems from Underground, published in 
2017 by Deerbrook Editions.
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Climbers Who Volunteer
Everest climber and White Mountains 
fixture Rick Wilcox reflects 
Story by Erik Eisele 
Photo research by Joe Klementovich
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Editor’s note: This tribute to climber Rick Wilcox offers a glimpse into the lives 
of volunteer mountain rescuers who live in New Hampshire’s North Country. 
They leave their day jobs and homes at all hours to stage dangerous searches high 
on mountains. Wilcox, in Mountain Rescue Service, has been at it longer than 
most, and his low-key approach to the work means that most people who step 
into his store on Main Street in North Conway have no idea that this cashier 
in a T-shirt has helped save many people over half of his life. Wilcox has said he 
believes it’s time for a new generation to lead, and term limits have ended his 
leadership in this active rescue group formed in 1972 by the state, the Appalachian 
Mountain Club, and climbers. Longtime member Steve Dupuis took over as 
president in 2017. The author of this piece has worked alongside MRS for years.
Crampons had no front points a half-century ago, when Rick Wilcox started climbing. They were floppy affairs with ten 
downward-facing points, great for walking in but with nothing to offer 
bite on steep terrain. Ice axes were similarly primitive: long and wooden-
shafted, with picks that weren’t built for waterfall ice. They broke regularly 
on icy inclines. Climbers had gone up the gullies in Mount Washington’s 
Huntington Ravine in the 1930s, but in the 1960s, these water-carved ravines 
still stood as the apogee of ice climbing. Mountaineers chopped hundreds of 
steps. This might take all day.
On rock, sticky rubber climbing shoes would not appear for years. 
Most rock climbers wore Limmer boots and, as harnesses didn’t exist yet, 
tied twisted-nylon ropes directly around their waists. At Yosemite National 
Park, the pioneers of modern rock climbing had only recently reached the 
summits of Half Dome and El Capitan; it was the start of a golden age there. 
The outdoor industry was in its infancy. Yvon Chouinard had just begun 
manufacturing pitons as Chouinard Equipment, the outfit that would one 
day grow into both Patagonia and Black Diamond. 
Back then, in the mid-1960s, Rick Wilcox was a high school student in 
Middleton, Massachusetts, one of four children. His father, the Rev. Dr. 
Richard F. Wilcox Sr., was the pastor at Middleton Congregational Church, 
and his mother, Jean Ferguson Wilcox, taught preschool and kindergarten.
Rick Wilcox, left, with George Hurley on a cliff in 1982. COURTESY OF RICK WILCOX
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Wilcox spent his high school free time hiking in the Blue Hills 
Reservation south of Boston, where he discovered the challenge of climbing 
on Rattlesnake Rocks. He began learning to rock-climb under the tutelage of 
the local Appalachian Mountain Club chapter, practicing the techniques on 
Boston crags. Soon he was looking for bigger objectives, like Whitehorse and 
Cathedral ledges in the White Mountains of New Hampshire.
“I did Whitehorse and Cathedral when I was in high school,” Wilcox said, 
sitting in the basement of International Mountain Equipment, the iconic 
North Conway climbing shop he owns that stands only a few minutes’ drive 
from both cliffs.
These two crags still offer a modern measure of a climber’s mettle. But 
in the early days of the mid-1960s, Cathedral Ledge held only a handful of 
routes. And Whitehorse was still a wilderness crag; the road, golf course, 
housing development, and hotel now carved into the forests at its base 
wouldn’t show up for years. Wilcox hiked in half an hour to reach a slab 
route. He hiked for much longer to reach the South Buttress of Whitehorse. 
Despite its proximity to town, Whitehorse was a big, remote cliff. And 
Wilcox was there, before climbing routes wound their way up every wall of 
these two celebrated New England crags. The flurry of activity that would 
Leather Limmer boots with crampons lacking front points: Wilcox’s footgear for cliffs  
in 1967. COURTESY OF RICK WILCOX
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one day become North Conway’s thriving climbing scene had yet to arrive; 
the sport had not yet exploded into the mainstream; but a young Wilcox was 
making some early stirrings. Here were his beginnings: Rattlesnake Rocks, 
North Conway, Cathedral Ledge.
From these early smallish adventures, he would evolve into a pillar 
of the New Hampshire climbing community. Wilcox started climbing 
with the Appalachian Mountain Club, and then he used his University of 
Massachusetts college loans to finance his first climbing expedition to Alaska. 
In the 50 years that have passed, Wilcox has become one of the 
most recognizable names in New England climbing. His store, IME, is a sort 
of headquarters for rock climbers, ice climbers, and mountaineers in North 
Conway, New Hampshire, and across New England. It’s one of a handful 
of places in the Northeast where climbers gather as a tribe. The upstairs is a 
school, where clients prepare for summer rock ascents and winter adventures, 
and the basement is a consignment shop, where the frugal mountaineer can 
find deals on anything from jackets to approach shoes, ice tools to skis.
Wilcox is there most days, working the floor, running the register, helping 
customers fit into ski boots and backpacks, sprinting up and down the stairs 
like a kid late for his high school geometry class. At 69, he might seem poised 
to slow down, but the former secretary of the American Alpine Club and vice 
president of the American Mountain Guides Association shows little sign of 
such movement. 
His youth was marked by some of the most important ascents in modern 
northeastern climbing. “My three main climbing partners were John Bragg, 
John Bouchard, and Henry Barber,” he said: three men who became pioneers 
in the emerging sport of climbing. Each was known for putting up hard new 
routes on rock, on ice, and in the mountains, from New Hampshire to the 
Shawangunks of New York to Yosemite Valley, the Alps, and farther afield. 
Paired with partners like these, Wilcox climbed his way into almost all of the 
storied ascents of early New Hampshire.
Like Pinnacle Gully on Mount Washington. First climbed in 1930, it 
was still one of the hardest ice climbs in North America three decades later. 
Ascents were rare, sometimes only coming once a year, and they would take 
as long as two days. Climbers would employ the primitive long ice ax to chop 
steps and fix ropes. By 1970, methods were about to change.
Wilcox was finishing college and working for Eastern Mountain Sports, 
where he crossed paths with Chouinard, the future Patagonia retailer founder. 
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The much admired climber, a decade older than Wilcox, visited EMS to pitch 
new equipment for ascending frozen waterfalls: rigid crampons, ice hammers, 
and shorter ice axes. He said climbers in Europe were using such equipment 
to ascend steep routes without cutting steps.
“I was intrigued,” Wilcox said, so he bought Chouinard’s new tools. He 
hiked in to the Harvard Cabin at the base of Huntington Ravine, where he 
met Jim McCarthy, another storied climber a few decades older. McCarthy 
was looking for partners. He took one look at Wilcox and his newly purchased 
Chouinard equipment and approached him. “Son, how would you like to 
climb Pinnacle Gully tomorrow?” McCarthy asked.
“The reason he came to me was the tools,” Wilcox said. They were the 
latest equipment, the newest gear in the sport, and the future of ice climbing. 
The next morning, the team set out to climb. With Wilcox’s Chouinard axes 
in hand, McCarthy cut not one step, completing the formerly two-day route 
in a matter of hours. A new era was dawning, and Wilcox found himself 
on the rope team. That would become his habit. He usually climbed in the 
supporting role on cliffs.
Two years later, the 18-year-old John Bouchard climbed the plumb line of 
the East, a dirty split of rock on New Hampshire’s Cannon Cliff that oozes 
brown and orange ice called the Black Dike. Bouchard made the ascent in a 
snowstorm, alone, climbing a line that was an unbelievable leap in difficulty 
compared with Pinnacle Gully.
But few believed such a young and inexperienced climber could complete 
so difficult an ascent. So the next winter Wilcox joined Bouchard, along with 
Henry Barber, who would go on to become the best rock climber in the 
world in the 1970s, to repeat the route. The trio climbed their way to the top, 
confirming Bouchard’s story of the ascent. Once again, standards of difficulty 
were changing, and again Wilcox was at the fore.
And he would be there again, this time on Cathedral Ledge with John 
Bragg. The route called “Repentance” was a well-known rock climb, but 
Bragg had been watching it as it grew choked with ice. He wanted to climb 
it, and for the ascent, he partnered with Wilcox.
In the 50 years that have passed, Wilcox has become one of 
the most recognizable names in New England climbing.
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“John did all the leading,” Wilcox said. “I was the belayer and the guy with 
the camera.”
Together, they ascended terrain that would have been impossible just a few 
years earlier, pitch after pitch of vertical ice. The route still gives experienced 
climbers pause.
In a handful of years, the Black Dike had taken the place of Pinnacle 
Gully as a contender for the hardest route in North America and was then 
supplanted by Repentance. After 30 years of stagnation, climbing difficulty 
was making a meteoric rise. And to each ascent, Wilcox’s name would be 
permanently affixed.
Wilcox’s work for EMS started in Wellesley, Massachusetts. The company 
asked if he’d open a new store in North Conway, New Hampshire, near 
Whitehorse and Cathedral ledges. That landed him where he is today. From 
1971 to 1976, EMS was in the spot on Main Street where IME now operates. 
The store, EMS’s fourth, filled one story. As manager, Wilcox worked the 
register and the floor, fitted customers for boots and packs, sold skis and 
sleeping bags—just as he does in his own store today. He served as the 
president of the EMS Climbing School, which brought the burgeoning 
worldwide sport to the nearby cliffs.
Rick Wilcox modeling wool bib knickers in an old IME catalog. JOE KLEMENTOVICH
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It’s around then the rescues began. The first big one was 
on Katahdin.
“I remember it vividly,” Wilcox said. In February 1974, six members of an 
AMC climbing party were trapped high in a gully on Pamola Peak. They had 
been ice climbing, had failed to make the summit, and wound up spending 
the night on a ledge a few hundred feet from the top. It was 30 degrees 
below 0 Fahrenheit and blowing to 100 mph, not a time to be out past dark 
and exposed.
Who could help them? The park rangers weren’t trained for such conditions 
or for climbing. Ice ascents were a new thing, and no one knew what to do in 
an emergency. Someone at Baxter State Park came up with an idea to call the 
climbers in North Conway.
“There were five of us,” Wilcox said, all local climbers and guides. “At first 
everything went well.” The park flew the impromptu rescue team from the 
airport in North Conway directly to Millinocket, Maine, a short drive from 
Katahdin, and they made their way to Chimney Pond.
That’s when the confusion began. The ragtag rescue group met a cool 
reception from the rangers on scene, who were expecting a professional rescue 
team with uniforms and badges, not a pack of “hippie climbers.” That, paired 
with the darkness and weather, left Wilcox and the rescue crew bivvying in 
the snow. “There was no way we were going up at night.”
The next morning, four of the AMC climbers made it off Pamola Peak on 
their own, but two remained stranded high up. The North Conway rescue 
team climbed to the summit in the daylight and rappelled down to the ledge, 
where they found the two remaining climbers in dire straits. One would later 
lose his legs, Wilcox said. The other, Thomas Ketty, died. 
That, Wilcox said, was the start of what he would become best known 
for: the Mountain Rescue Service. MRS became synonymous with Wilcox’s 
name—even more so than his 64 climbing expeditions, his 36 trips to Nepal, 
or his successful 1991 Mount Everest expedition. MRS is a specialized team 
made of climbers, mountaineers, and guides who volunteer their skills in 
technical terrain and extreme environments. Its members have been rescuing 
lost, injured, and stranded climbers for more than 40 years, and for almost all 
of that time, Wilcox has served as its leader.
“It’s climbers taking care of climbers,” he said. “It’s not one person. There’s 
a core group, and I’m not the only guy with 40 years under my belt.”
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MRS team members are on call 24 hours a day, any time of year. MRS can 
respond to anything from a multiday or nighttime winter search to technical 
rope rescues to ski resort lift evacuations. Since its founding, MRS members 
have gone on roughly 500 rescues (“including nine times we’ve rescued 
members of the rescue team,” Wilcox said), some of which turned into 
dramatic events that made national news headlines. MRS goes into terrain 
unapproachable by most people, and lives have been saved as a result.
From 1976 until October 2016, one climber was in charge: Rick Wilcox. 
An era has ended.
For many decades, the state of New Hampshire had coordinated 
mountain rescues with the help of groups like AMC, which has a long history 
of providing trained rescue personnel on emergency calls. MRS formed in 
1972 at the request of AMC’s Search and Rescue Committee, which sought 
a specialized team of local rescuers who could handle the rising number of 
accidents on cliffs and in bad weather. More people were venturing onto 
vertical terrain, ice-covered cliffs, and above treeline in winter. Climbers had 
the expertise to deal with such inevitabilities.
Climbers, however, were—and still are—a notoriously independent bunch. 
In the 1970s, they were particularly aloof because technical climbing was a 
new sport practiced by only a few. But the entities that started MRS found 
a way to engage them in rescues. The U.S. Forest Service, New Hampshire 
Fish and Game, New Hampshire State Parks and AMC joined together and 
incorporated as the nonprofit Mountain Rescue Service. Then they took 
a bizarre step: The heads of this new organization called the climbers to a 
meeting. “They said, ‘We’re Mountain Rescue, and you’re the team,’” Wilcox 
said. “They just didn’t trust climbers, a bunch of dope smokers sleeping in 
their cars.”
Trust them or not, they knew they needed them. Four years after MRS 
started, Wilcox was elected president, and served in that role until he stepped 
down at the end of 2016. Term limits exhausted the amount of times he 
could be reelected. But Wilcox also said he recognized that it was time to step 
aside and let new generations get involved. His leadership style was low-key. 
“The president is a cheerleader,” he said. “He’s not really above anyone.” But 
anyone who has overheard Wilcox giving mountain advice or coordinating a 
rescue can’t deny that he was confident and in command.
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It started this way: Conservation officers would call Wilcox when they 
needed special assistance. “I would start with a phone list and just call guys,” 
he said. And the climbers answered. “There was always somebody to respond. 
We proved ourselves to do a good job.”
Over time, the organization evolved. The state and federal officials left 
the board, and MRS became a climber-led, climber-governed operation that 
worked alongside the U.S. Forest Service and New Hampshire Fish and 
Game. MRS routinely responded to calls to pluck hikers and climbers out 
of dire conditions. MRS team members were on Cannon Cliff; Cathedral 
Ledge; Mounts Washington, Lafayette, Lincoln, and the Presidential Range; 
and throughout the White Mountains.
Under its soft leadership, MRS grew. It includes an A Team and a backup 
team, team leaders, elections, and regular trainings. It sponsors climbers and 
guides, men and women from competing businesses who all come together 
Rick Wilcox at International Mountain Equipment, better known as IME, his climbing 
school and gear store in North Conway, New Hampshire. JOE KLEMENTOVICH
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at 2 a.m. to grab backpacks and trudge through the snow in search of lost or 
hurt brethren. “It’s a wonderful team,” Wilcox said.
Not every rescue goes smoothly. Sometimes things end tragically, and not 
just for the victims. In 1982, the 29-year-old MRS team member Albert Dow, 
a friend of Wilcox’s, died in an avalanche while searching for two climbers 
missing on Mount Washington. No MRS member has suffered a similar fate. 
But this is risky work. Many times conditions that cause a rescue are tenuous 
for rescuers too, and team leaders are left to make difficult decisions about 
how much risk is appropriate to accept in any effort to offer assistance.*
“Sometime you can find them, and sometimes you can’t,” Wilcox 
said. “Every incident has a story to it. It’s like climbing a mountain you 
don’t know.”
Wilcox helped lead the revolution in climbing technology, the one that 
led to the popularity of the mountains and the need for MRS, but today he 
casts a wary eye on the ways technology interferes with outdoor recreation. 
Cell phones, GPS units, and personal locator beacons have become standard 
equipment in the backcountry, and they can change the rescue game, he said. 
Sometimes that change is helpful, as when cell phone signals give an exact 
location in a search, but other times all those electronics don’t change a thing. 
He pointed to Kate Matrosova, who froze to death above treeline in 2015 in 
the Northern Presidentials. (See “Too Cold: The Death of Kate Matrosova,” 
by Sandy Stott, Winter/Spring 2016.) Matrosova had a cell phone, a satellite 
phone, and a personal locator beacon, but all those electronics could not 
prevent her death. What she lacked was bivouac gear to survive in extreme 
conditions.
“Nothing but good judgment would have saved her,” Wilcox said. MRS 
rescuers tried to reach her, but they were turned back by subzero temperatures 
* Dow’s tragic death sparked tense discussion about the risks volunteer rescuers take. The two 
climbers he was trying to save survived. (The day after Dow’s accident, AMC Pinkham Notch 
employee Cam Bradshaw found their tracks while she was out snowshoeing. Their limbs were 
frozen, but they were taken to hospitals.) Reporting in the New York Times on March 2, 1982, 
Dudley Clendinen wrote that a rescuer’s death “has stirred a debate about regulation and 
responsibility in the wilderness, about who should be held liable for the cost and hazard of res-
cue efforts, the state or those rescued. In letters to newspapers, many residents have expressed 
the feeling that the burden should be on those who choose to accept the challenge of the 
mountain.” Less than two months after Dow died, the New Hampshire legislature voted to 
extend workman’s compensation insurance to volunteers like Dow, giving his family a $1,200 
death benefit. All rescue volunteers have since been covered under the auspices of the state’s 
lead rescue agency, New Hampshire Fish and Game.
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and 100-plus mph winds. (The next day, as teams of rescue groups searched 
the mountain, Matt Bowman of Androscoggin Valley Search and Rescue 
found Matrosova’s body.)
Cell phones serve as standard backcountry equipment now, which could 
mean that many climbers rely too heavily on them. “As we get more advanced 
technology, there gets to be more finger-pointing,” Wilcox said. But climbers 
should understand the risks they take each time they go into the mountains, 
and if they fall into danger, it’s those choices, not technology, that is to blame.
But Wilcox is generally reserved with criticism of those who wind up in 
need of a rescue: “The climbers understand the risks. Putting yourself on the 
mountain puts you at risk. It’s part of climbing. We are risk takers ourselves.” 
Part of the allure of the backcountry is the freedom to take risks, even though 
there can be consequences. Wilcox knows about consequences. He has a long 
list of friends whose lives were claimed by climbing.
Members of Mountain Rescue Service at work on Boott Spur, below Mount Washington, 
in 2001. JOE LENTINI
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But the mountains have given him his life. And he shows no signs he will be 
forsaking their company anytime soon. He has three more Nepal expeditions 
and a Mount Kilimanjaro trip planned, all before the close of 2018.
In between trips, he’ll be doing what he has been doing for decades: 
working the retail floor at IME, selling climbing gear, fitting people for rock 
shoes, explaining backpacks and harnesses, still brimming with more energy 
than most 30-year-olds. Always friendly and talkative, Wilcox is ever ready to 
chat about upcoming trips or the latest climbing news. “It doesn’t occur to 
me to not go to work.”
And he might not be the sitting president of MRS anymore, but the team’s 
elder statesman will still answer the phone for a 2 a.m. callout. “Nobody 
wants to admit they’re getting old,” he said. “I’m a little more careful now”—
long litter carries, for example. “You want young blood on those.”
And MRS has young blood. Called to Whitehorse recently, a handful of 
team members plucked two climbers off the cliff and delivered them to 50 
waiting fire and emergency personnel at the cliff base in less than two hours. 
Two of the team members were under 30. “I just took so much pride in those 
young guys,” Wilcox said.
New Hampshire Fish and Game and the U.S. Forest Service have been 
infiltrated by climbers today, as have the state parks. No longer are these 
agencies sitting on one side of the table with climbers on the other; the 
climbing community is now the rescue community. There is no longer an 
“us” or a “them.”
That, perhaps, is the best lesson Wilcox has to offer: Whether you’re in 
the mountains to save lives or trying to reach their top, no one does it alone.
Erik Eisele is a New Hampshire climber, a professional guide, and a freelance jour-
nalist. Joe Klementovich, a photographer from North Conway, New Hampshire, 
took original photos, tracked down archival shots, and worked with Eisele on the 
story. 
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Weakness in Numbers
How a hiking partner can be dangerous
Ty Gagne
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I’m about to tell an embarrassing story that I’ve told in a few other places, including in a book I’ve written. But unlike those other occa-
sions where I’ve shared this tale of personal struggle, this time I peel back 
more layers of my errors in the hope that others can learn from my near 
catastrophe in the mountains.
Human nature sometimes causes us to be critical of those who choose to 
go it alone. If a solo mountain climber runs into trouble, even the kind that 
proves fatal, our criticism often transitions to condemnation. As a by-prod-
uct, many who yearn for a trip by themselves don’t go. Some of them reject 
the idea because they fear stinging judgment. That anxiety cloaks their own 
insecurities over stepping outside their comfort zones. They choose, instead, 
the familiarity of doing things the way they have before. Others fear that 
alone they would miss glaringly obvious signs of impending problems as they 
climb and get lost, hurt, or worse.
But for each instance where collective effort in the mountains leads to 
extraordinary results, I will argue that an equal number of group trips results 
in a close call, a minor accident, or complete disaster—due to group dynam-
ics. Many of these troubles escape public notice.
I do not intend to persecute those who choose cooperation or collaboration 
over self-reliance. Countless examples of shared achievement on battlefields, 
soccer pitches, at work, and in the backcountry prove that groups safeguard 
their members in many situations.1
My point is to open up our thinking so we can enjoy the mountains fully, 
guiding ourselves through knowledge and not fear. A group is not safer just 
because it’s a group. 
In his book The RideR (Bloomsbury, 2016), the Dutch journalist and 
novelist Tim Krabbé describes the effect of “splendid isolation” on one’s 
psyche. Those moments when you are completely alone, exerting physi-
cal and emotional effort, connecting intimately with your pursuit—that’s 
Struggling to keep up during a stormy traverse of the Franconia Ridge in New Hamp-
shire’s White Mountains, the author was unaware of his true motivations. TY GAGNE
1. Editor’s note: Group adventures are a safe and fun way to go into the mountains, but group 
dynamics matter. All Appalachian Mountain Club trips are led by a person who went through 
outdoor leadership training. For more about this training, see outdoors.org/skills-leadership/
leadership-skills/. For further reading on group dynamics, see AMC’s Mountain Skills Manual 
and AMC Guide to Outdoor Leadership, both available at outdoors.org/amcstore.
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bliss, flow, the passion of it all. It’s what the late alpinist Jean-Christophe 
Lafaille described as being “reduced to your most basic and essential self.” The 
spiritual, emotional, and physical gifts—both earned and given—in these 
moments are elusive and cannot be replicated or fully realized in the pres-
ence of others. This form of isolation is one of the many reasons why Henry 
David Thoreau chose Walden, and Austrian skydiver Felix Baumgartner the 
stratosphere. 
But solo pursuits, particularly in the outdoors, are not for everyone. Self-
confidence levels, anxiety, or outright fear may contribute to the avoidance of 
individual activities, but many simply prefer the social bonds created through 
action and interaction with others. There is no right or wrong approach; the 
decision to go alone or to join in is personal. When one is properly prepared, 
has the requisite experience to be truly self-reliant, and anticipates and man-
ages the variability of the conditions then isolation can in fact be splendid. 
And while there are risks associated in going alone, as I’ve said, the risks can 
be equal to—but not necessarily greater than—adding numbers. 
What follows is my true and somewhat embarrassing story of the total 
absence of psychological safety.
Franconia Ridge, White Mountain National Forest,  
New Hampshire
February 2008: I was in trouble. Not the kind I was in when, at age 16, I was 
pulled over for speeding and, rather than issue a ticket, the officer called my 
father. No, this was the kind of trouble where I was placing myself and the 
people I was with at risk. As a new driver, I had ignored the speed limit; a 
little more than two decades later, I was ignoring my own limit. 
The trouble began for me as soon as I awoke that morning. Low visibility 
outside, the cocoonlike microclimate of my warm bed, and a stout westerly 
wind pushing against the bedroom window were combining to create a 
contradiction in sensory stimulation. Was this really a good day to do the 
Franconia Ridge traverse? It was not. Red flag number 1. 
Then I thought about my level of physical fitness for the challenging trip 
ahead. Marginal at best. Red flag number 2. And was I sure I wanted to spend 
a long, grueling day with two guys I had never met, let alone hiked with? 
No, not feeling it. Red flag number 3. 
As I considered what to do, I allowed myself to suppress that initial grasp 
of the obvious—my rational acknowledgment that today wasn’t the day to 
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get after it—in the interest of preserving my ego. I was not going to be the 
one to back out, so I rolled out of bed to prepare for the hike I’d committed 
to: a winter traverse of the Franconia Ridge with two people I didn’t know, 
while out of shape and in what would surely be described as adverse hiking 
conditions. Somehow I knew that those first red flags would not be the last 
of the day. 
When my wife said, “Honey, it looks really bad out. Are you sure about 
this?” I think I just clenched my jaw, avoided eye contact, and replied, “Yep, 
I’m good.” 
I was going to Franconia Ridge. My ride pulled into the driveway, 
and I collected the gear I’d set out the night before. I hadn’t skimped, and the 
load was heavy. The weight of the gear would further challenge my already 
mediocre fitness level. Better safe than sorry, I’d figured. I loaded my pack 
into the back and introduced myself to the vehicle’s sole occupant, whom I’ll 
refer to as Greg. We made the quick trip over to the next town and picked up 
our third team member, whom I’ll call Dave.
In a 1999 research article, Amy Edmondson, a Harvard University econo-
mist, calls team psychological safety the “shared belief that the team is safe 
for interpersonal risk taking.” Dr. Michael Roberto, a trustee professor of 
management at Bryant University, expanded on that definition in his 2002 
case study analysis of the 1996 Mount Everest disaster, when eight climbers 
died in a sudden storm: “Team members demonstrate a high level of trust and 
mutual respect for one another,” he wrote. “Team members do not believe 
that the group will rebuke, marginalize, or penalize individuals for speaking 
up or challenging prevailing opinions.” 
Outdoor organizations are collegial groups with shared interests, and they 
organize group events with trained leaders. But some adventurers forgo orga-
nizations and go out in loosely organized groups of families, friends, and 
acquaintances. A shared passion and sense of belonging can create a percep-
tion of collective understanding and high trust. But if we do the necessary 
work and dive a bit deeper into the dynamics described, we are apt to find the 
unspoken of, or ignored, vulnerabilities that arise when hikers arrive at the 
trail with differing expectations and values for a day or more in the backcoun-
try. Even groups with members who’ve known each other for a long time face 
these vulnerabilities. Each of us must self-assess and recognize that we bring 
our own “stuff” to the trail.
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I’d met Greg and Dave through my wife, who knew Greg’s partner 
and had learned that Greg and his friend Dave would traverse the Franconia 
Ridge that weekend. Although I had climbed Mount Lafayette many times 
in winter, and often in high winds, I hadn’t continued on from its summit, 
over the 2.8-mile exposed ridge to Mount Haystack. I had always wanted to. I 
had never hiked with these guys, but I knew both of them had a lot of winter 
experience. They were close friends who climbed ice and took long outdoor 
trips together, and I sensed a strong backcountry chemistry between the two 
that I didn’t share. My experience level wasn’t much different from theirs, 
but the trust they had in each other was based on shared experience and easy 
camaraderie. We would get along fine, but I was, in a sense, the outsider.
According to Roberto, three conditions drive group or team behavior and 
decision-making: member status differences, leader coaching and support, 
and level of familiarity or prior interaction.
Member status differences: It is quite normal for us to “size up” others 
within our group. This kind of scorekeeping causes us to label others, allows 
us to make assumptions about levels of experience and expertise, and can 
contribute to the construction of perceived hierarchies within the group. 
Although these instinctual reactions sometimes can be a positive trait, helping 
us recognize strengths and weaknesses before activities commence, they can 
also create a significant barrier to establishing an environment of transparency 
and, ultimately, trust. When members of a group or team perceive differences 
in a negative way, they are much less apt to express concerns out of fear of 
isolating themselves or projecting personal weakness.
Leader coaching and support: On those occasions when there is a clear leader, 
that individual’s leadership style established at the outset has a tremendous 
impact on how the team itself will behave. It is not realistic to believe there’s a 
one-size-fits-all leadership style for every situation or activity. But leadership 
behavior sets a tone, whether positive or negative.
Level of familiarity or prior interaction: Unfamiliarity with others in the 
group or team can create a sense of insecurity, similar to the insecurity created 
when measuring perceived status differences. At the same time, companions 
who have gone out together can feel overconfident or complacent, particu-
larly if they’ve done well before.
The ride north with my two hiking companions was quiet. The winter 
wind whooshed against the car, nudging it from side to side as if the driver 
were drunk. He wasn’t, but I recall wishing I were a little bit buzzed, just to 
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take the nervous edge off. Up in the front seat, my companions chatted, and 
their easy relationship reminded me of the bond I shared with my climbing 
partner, Ron. In that moment, I wished he were there. If he had been, I know 
I would have felt more relaxed. I had moved to the back seat when we headed 
north, and I didn’t talk to them. It’s not that I didn’t like these guys or that 
they were shutting me out. My own “stuff”—mental baggage—was getting in 
the way. I felt I had something to prove to them, something they already knew 
about each other, and that made me insecure. I would chime in here and there 
like an awkward teenager trying to make conversation with the cool kids.
My team had status differences, and it had no clear leader. We did not 
have psychological safety. We had an environment where individuals might 
not speak up, even if they perceived the system changing so that they felt 
uncomfortable. As Roberto identifies in his Everest analysis, “An absence of 
candid discussion and constructive dissent makes it difficult to identify and 
solve problems before they trigger a series of other breakdowns in the system.” 
When respected and embraced, the three components of team 
psychological safety mitigate risk and heavily influence how well the team 
does. That means not just reaching the summit but also making the choice to 
turn back if unfavorable conditions affect the group or any of its members. 
The 1996 Everest disaster showed how weaknesses in teams create danger. 
Although some climbers were technically stronger than others, the social and 
emotional vulnerabilities of the Everest climbers drove the tragic outcome. 
This effect is not isolated to Everest in 1996 nor to 8,000-meter peaks in 
the wilderness. Group dynamics affects team performance in all types of 
conditions and circumstances. 
But for the purposes of this essay, let’s keep things closer to home as we 
continue with my own story on the much lower and more accessible Franco-
nia Ridge in New Hampshire.
We arrived at the Lafayette trailhead, parked the car, and retrieved 
our packs. There were downed branches and other debris scattered about the 
parking area; the wind was crazy loud; and I couldn’t even see the summits or 
the ridge, which were socked in with fog. 
“Hmm—full conditions,” deadpanned Greg, whom I’d perceived to be 
the trip leader, maybe because he was the driver. Packs on, we started moving. 
No time to waste, too cold to dilly-dally. The weather on Mount Washington, 
not far from where we stood in Franconia Notch, tells the day’s story: 
Maximum temp: 27º F
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Minimum temp: 6º F
Average temp: 17º F
Average wind speed: 61.1 mph (from the southwest)
Maximum wind speed: 118 mph
Had I checked the weather leading up to departure? No. Did I ask Greg 
or Dave if they had checked the weather? No. Was the weather in the parking 
lot bad? You bet. I wanted to go home. By that time, I had already lost count 
of the red flags. 
The start of the Old Bridle Path is relatively flat, and I felt good weaving 
through snowy woods, crossing over partially frozen streams, and staying 
close to the other two. But as the inevitable inclines appeared, things began 
to change for me. Greg and Dave were moving at a pretty good rate, faster 
than I usually would have, even at a higher level of fitness. It was early, and I 
was already pushing myself, with steeper and more challenging terrain ahead. 
I was not drinking water, not snacking. This was not good.
I soon fell behind. I could see Greg and Dave, but the gap between us was 
obvious. I probably had burned more calories in 45 minutes than I’d burned 
in any exercise all winter. I labored up the steeper sections of the approach 
to Greenleaf Hut. High on the trail, close to treeline, the wind erupted in a 
cacophony of violent and intimidating noise. This felt dumb. This felt wrong. 
I arrived at the hut, which had been boarded up for winter, shortly after 
Greg and Dave. They were layering up out of the wind, hydrating, fueling, 
and making small talk. I added a jacket, but I can’t remember if I ate or drank 
much. The quick break was over. Again, no time to dawdle. Our momentum 
toward treeline and the Mount Lafayette summit continued. 
The walk from Greenleaf Hut to treeline is really quite beautiful, and 
despite my struggle to keep going, I couldn’t help but admire my surroundings. 
Across a frozen pond and into a thick patch of spruce trees, I enjoyed a brief 
interlude of splendid isolation, even with partners near.
But once we arrived at treeline and headed into unprotected terrain, reality 
bit again. I’ve never skydived, but standing at treeline and preparing myself to 
continue onward felt like standing in the open doorway of a small plane. The 
wind, like a thousand bitterly cold hands, forced an unwelcome, deep-tissue 
massage on my back, my entire right side, and my brain. 
Soon I fell farther behind. On occasion, I lost sight of my companions, 
who were making great haste to get up and over the backside of the summit 
and out of the strongest wind gusts. It’s impossible to re-create with any 
coherence what I was thinking and feeling at that point. It was mainly 
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sensory perception: wind high, visibility low, body cold and tired. I was losing 
confidence at every step. And I was feeling stupid.
Why is there complexity in what would seem to be a casual group hike? 
How can a team be firing on all cylinders one minute and knocked back on 
its heels in a defensive posture the next? Why does a leader continue march-
ing a group forward when all arrows point in the opposite direction? And why 
does the group allow it? Although location and weather can contribute, the 
answer often lies in human factors.
Human factors are the behaviors and actions that exist or emerge within 
individuals and groups. Behaviors influence the decisions and performance of 
those individuals and teams, and as such, that performance has a direct effect 
on the outcome. Individual behaviors of the soloist have influenced both 
good and bad outcomes, but when you integrate the behaviors of any number 
greater than one, things can get really interesting.
Dive headfirst into a copy of Nick Howe’s Not Without Peril (AMC 
Books, 2010), immerse yourself in Peter Kick’s book Desperate Steps 
(AMC Books, 2015), or read Sandy Stott’s Accidents report in this journal 
and you will find ample examples of good times lost through the decisions 
made by pairs and groups. Whether alone or with others, hikers manage risk 
by considering individual and group dynamics and perceptions and biases. 
They arrive at the trailhead with varying degrees of life and technical experi-
ence—some known to the rest of the group, and others not shared. Perceived 
differences among group members serve as a powerful force in how the group 
as a whole behaves. If those differences are understood and accepted, that 
information provides a healthy framework for the team as it moves toward its 
planned objective. If these differences are ignored or hidden, they will likely 
emerge during periods of uncertainty and stress, or when things actually do go 
bad. Aaron Gorban, director of risk management for the Appalachian Moun-
tain Club, said that any adventurer should consider both environmental risks 
and human hazards when deciding whether to go out. “Say my ankle’s not 
feeling great, the weather’s turning, and I’ve got some kids in tow,” he said. 
“The probability that something bad can occur goes up.”
Groups of friends usually can work out problems, Gorban said, but he rec-
ommends finding “someone whose risk tolerance is reasonably aligned with 
your own.” AMC works with its chapters to offer a hiking-skills curriculum 
and was training leaders in late 2017 in Rick Curtis’s “Dynamics of Accidents” 
model, taught at Princeton University.  
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Finally, I tagged—or rather grazed—the 5,260-foot summit 
of Mount Lafayette, the highest peak along Franconia Ridge. We had climbed 
almost 3,500 vertical feet to get there. On many days, the summit more than 
rewards the work, offering a stunning view of the Pemigewasset Wilderness. 
Of course, that day, we could see nothing. Wind gusts forced us to hurry off 
and take shelter behind a rock formation on the leeward side of the peak. 
At that point, my two fellow climbers and I started behaving like the steel 
balls in a poorly designed Newton’s Cradle experiment. In our case, the balls 
kept smashing away from each other rather than creating the momentum to 
move on and up together. The wind was too loud and the air too cold to talk. 
Greg asked me for my camera and took a picture of me. I had one glove off and 
a look of pure misery on my face. When I saw what the photo exposed, it made 
A solo backpacker pauses along the Gulfside Trail below New Hampshire’s Mount Wash-
ington. JERRY AND MARCY MONKMAN/ECOPHOTOGRAPHY
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me angry. I looked done, cooked, defeated. In fact, I was so upset with what I 
had revealed that I deleted the image a few days later. Had to preserve that ego.
I wanted to turn around. I definitely did not want to traverse the narrow, 
wind-battered ridge. But I said nothing to Greg or Dave. Given the strength 
and direction of the winds, I’m now unconvinced that retracing the way we 
had come would have been a better option. But the real point is that I had 
felt I could not speak up much earlier, when I first felt nervous. I had not felt 
I could talk to these guys about my misgivings and our options.
I am not saying that if I had gone alone that day, I would have been safer. 
I am saying that if I had realized this was not a good group for me—that we 
were poorly matched in temperament and didn’t know each other—I would 
not have gone at all. On Franconia Ridge that particular day, for me safety 
would have meant turning around much lower on the mountain, say at the 
hut, or staying home. In the group I chose that day, I could not listen to my 
own wisdom.
So, we started our traverse of the ridge. Things got worse. Shortly after 
descending the slope of Lafayette and venturing onto the ridge, we approached 
a sharp drop-off to our right: a drainage gully. As the southwesterly wind 
slammed into the slope below us, it caught the water, snow, and debris that 
usually run down the gully and catapulted them upward, onto, and over the 
ridgeline. It was, by far, the strongest wind I’d ever experienced, the proverbial 
freight train so often described by those who spend their time in alpine regions. 
Greg was out front. As he approached the drainage, he stopped at the 
edge of the drop and turned to face the wind, extending his arms outward 
at shoulder length. Then he leaned forward over the edge, into the full 
force of the wind. Trusting the strength of the headwind to keep him from 
plummeting headfirst down the long, steep drop, he remained suspended, as 
Dave and I watched. He was enthusiastically embracing the “full conditions,” 
while I was retreating from them.
When I reflect back on that moment, I don’t consider Greg’s action to be 
reckless or risky. The winds were certainly strong and steady enough to hold 
him up. What is clear to me, though, is how far apart he and I were in that 
place. We were feet from one another physically but galaxies away from one 
So, we started our traverse of the ridge. Things got worse. 
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another emotionally. Exhausted and fearful, I felt alone. At that moment, 
I was hiking solo, not willing to share my state of mind with the other two.
Moving along the ridge, the high winds pummeled us from the side. I 
struggled to walk in a straight line. I grew increasingly fatigued. I hadn’t 
drunk or eaten and had expended nearly all of my body’s blood sugar. I was 
The Franconia Ridge’s exposed stretch: lovely one minute, deadly the next.  JERRY AND 
MARCY MONKMAN/ECOPHOTOGRAPHY
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now in survival mode. My legs were cramping, and as the stiffness worked its 
way upward, I went to the one-foot-in-front-of-the-other contingency plan. 
By this point, my companions were out of sight, and I had to attempt to 
trace their path in the snow before their footsteps were erased by the wind. 
I desperately searched for cairns to be sure I was staying squarely on the 
trail and not getting too close to the edge. Greg would occasionally emerge 
from the frozen fog, retracing his steps back toward me until we could see 
each other. No words were exchanged—just a brief glance—before he’d turn 
around and continue, but it was during those small moments of connection 
that I felt a sliver of safety. I have no idea whether he thought I was just tired 
or really in trouble, but with this small gesture, he was acknowledging and 
subtly managing my slow, halting progress. 
After what seemed like an entire life span, we finally reached Little Hay-
stack’s summit, marking the end of the torturous ridge walk. Shortly thereaf-
ter, we were back at treeline and, blessedly, out of the raging wind. I inhaled 
a peanut butter and jelly sandwich and some hot chocolate, and immediately 
felt better. At that moment, the day’s story began to change. 
That was awesome! I just crossed an exposed ridge in winter and epic conditions! 
I was feeling euphoric even though, in reality, I was lucky to have survived the 
outing with only a badly bruised ego. 
My two hiking companions never spoke of my difficulties that day, and 
I have not hiked with them again. I’m not even sure they were aware of the 
degree of distress I was experiencing. We had shared a first date and then 
never called each other again for a second one. Happens all the time, right? 
A couple of days after the hike, I returned to the warmth and security 
of my office—where I work in risk management. That’s right: My day job 
involves working with clients on how to manage their risk. And, yes, I am 
aware of the disconnect.
 
Since 2015, I’ve frequently given talks to groups about the 
mountaineering accident of Kate Matrosova in February of that year. I always 
tell my own story on Franconia Ridge. After almost every presentation, a line 
forms near the projector. A few people want to share their own close calls 
while climbing alone. Most of them tell stories of disaster courted and barely 
averted in groups of two or more.
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Their stories join that of Matrosova’s accident and its decision-making 
and risk-management lessons, both for outdoor recreation and in our day-to- 
day lives. 
Considering my audience members’ epic tales recounted quickly while 
others wait in line, a clear trend emerges: A pair or group embarks on an 
adventure; the weather, terrain, or both surprise them. And although they 
realize each step is leading them deeper and deeper into trouble, they keep 
right on going. As each person shares his or her story, his or her clenched jaw 
eventually turns into a smile as he or she describes navigating the gauntlet and 
emerging safe on the other side. It is almost as though the storytellers and I 
are briefly reliving our incidents, and at the story’s conclusion, we collectively 
see where luck or perhaps divine intervention won the day for each of us. 
By profession, Ty Gagne helps municipalities deal with risk. He runs Primex3, a 
public entity risk pool in New Hampshire. He also has training in wilderness rescue 
and is a member of Androscoggin Valley Search and Rescue, the volunteer rescue 
team in Gorham, New Hampshire. He contributed to some of the analysis in 
this issue’s Accidents report. Gagne discusses the other side of team psychological 
safety in Where You’ll Find Me: Risk, Decisions, and the Last Climb of Kate Matrosova 
(TMC Books, 2017), on which parts of this essay are based. 
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Tundra Swans
December, near solstice, hundreds arrive
in the not-quite-frozen bay—white bodies
descending from the gray sky to drift
and entwine necks, tip tails-up to feed—
we go home to a cold that drops us
into polar vortex night bringing questions
for our books—tundra/whistling trumpeter,
or mute?—comparing bills and calls and shapes—
almost forgetting the fragility of life on ice,
planetary flight, the bonds of family and flock,
the return of light that fills their wings.
Robin Chapman
Robin Chapman is the author of nine poetry books, most recently Six True Things 
(Tebot Bach, 2016). She is recipient of Appalachia’s 2010 Poetry Prize. Her poems 
have appeared recently in Flyway, Poetry East, and Terrain, among other journals.
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The First Women  
on Katahdin
Was it a race or merely an exciting phase?
William Geller
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Editor’s note: For some years now, we have been publishing amateur historian 
William Geller’s stories about Maine’s outdoor past. This essay relates obscure 
details of women on Maine’s highest peak. As you will read, Geller stumbled upon 
the stories while working on something else. For more, see his paper, “The Mount 
Katahdin Peaks: The First 12 Women Climbers,” available at digitalcommons.
library.umaine.edu/mainehistory/118. 
The first two women we know to have climbed Katahdin’s uppermost ridgeline did so on an August day in 1849. We haven’t known 
much about them for generations. Elizabeth Oakes Smith, then 43, and a 
companion scaled Maine’s tallest peak that August 11. The second woman 
remained unknown in the mountain’s chronicles for 140 years. Finally, in 
1989, the writers Laura and Guy Waterman mentioned only her name, Nancy 
C. Mosman, in their history Forest and Crag (AMC Books, 1989 and 2000, 
soon to be rereleased by SUNY Press). 
I became curious about Mosman while researching the identity of another 
person, called simply “T,” who climbed Katahdin in March 1853. While 
working on that mystery, which endures, I stumbled upon much more about 
the early conquests by women on Katahdin.
Since 1989 Mosman’s name has appeared in two articles, with no other 
information about her. Nancy Crockett Mosman, born in 1822 and 16 years 
younger than Elizabeth Oakes Smith, grew up in Portland, Maine. In 1842 she 
married David Mosman, a successful Bangor hardware merchant, and they 
resided in Bangor. They raised two children, Mary and Fitz Howard, both 
born in Bangor before the ascent. Nancy was a supporter of and a contributor 
to the Female Medical Education Society and the New England Female 
Medical College in 1853. How Mosman and Smith knew each other remains 
unknown, but they both lived in Portland until 1838, and their families may 
have attended the same church. 
The women climbing Katahdin in 1849 likely stopped to admire this view (a photograph 
taken at least 60 years after they were there) of Katahdin’s Keep Ridge (left) and the 
northern Katahdin Peaks from Katahdin Lake outlet. They traveled by buckboard from 
Bangor to the Hunt Farm on the East Branch of the Penobscot River and nearly opposite 
the confluence of Wassataquoik Stream. They crossed the river in a bateau and took Rev. 
Marcus Keep’s rough trail to Katahdin Lake. BERT CALL, COURTESY OF FOGLER LIBRARY, SPECIAL  
COLLECTIONS, UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
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Smith was married to Seba Smith, a successful newspaper owner. Seba’s 
success as a writer peaked in the mid-1830s, and the family’s financial 
situation forced them to move in about 1838 to Brooklyn, New York. There, 
Elizabeth, who had always written, continued to do so with renewed vigor to 
support her family. Her writing of the 1840s started by focusing on folklore 
and spirituality and gradually progressed to public advocacy that included the 
women’s movement. At the time of this trip, Elizabeth was a successful writer 
and recognized as a transcendentalist.
Some writers, offering scant support, would have a reader believe Smith 
and Mosman were in a race to be the first women on top. A group of five 
more women climbed just nine days later, along with Rev. Marcus R. Keep, 
a Maine minister who had pioneered climbs on Katahdin beginning in 1846. 
The Keep party members found a bottled birch bark note in a rock cleft below 
the summit of Pamola Peak on their way down from climbing Katahdin. 
The note began with a nod to Shakespeare before venturing into uncharted 
female territory:
 
Whereas, some achieve greatness and some have greatness thrust upon them, 
and it is the privilege of man to carve out his own career, whether in the council 
hall, the battlefield, or the varied walks of literature and art; while women are 
doomed for the most part to regard these as Pisgah heights overlooking to her 
an interdicted land what wonder, then, that having achieved even an ordinary 
greatness she should be tenacious of its honors; what wonder if by the exercise 
of courage and endurance beyond her sex she has been able to reach a point 
never before attained by any of her kind she should desire to secure the glory 
thereof, to magnify her office as it were. Know then that we the undersigned 
did, on the day specified, reach to the highest point of Mount Katahdin; the 
first women who were ever here; the first and only women who have achieved 
the perilous and toilsome ascent. And lest it should be thought we arrogate 
too much to ourselves, we must acknowledge our indebtedness to the manly 
aid of David Mosman, Esq. and the most efficient and careful pioneering of 
our guide, Mr. James H. Haines, who certainly bore unwonted hardship in 
providing for our comfort as the unconscionable packs of each fully testified, 
and the aching shoulders therefrom we fear may bear painful witness. So 
much to the chance pilgrim.
Keep, who when his group found this note thought he had just led the first 
women to the summit of Katahdin, now understood his female companions 
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might have been beaten by nine days. We will never know if the women who 
left the note had reached the summit or not. Keep copied the note and sent 
it to the Bangor Democrat, which published it that fall along with Keep’s 
account of the women he climbed with. Without those two acts, neither 
Nancy C. Mosman’s name nor her motivation would be known.
The first and second female groups on Katahdin climbed within days of 
each other, but the third women’s party, which I also learned of during my 
research, went out six years later, in 1855. I read letters of trip leader Thomas 
Wentworth Higginson, who was then a Unitarian minister in Worcester, 
Massachusetts. He was an ardent abolitionist, friend of Henry David Thoreau 
and Emily Dickinson, and women’s rights advocate.
One of the documents I found listed the real names of the five women on 
that trip. Higginson had given pseudonyms in two earlier published accounts 
and subsequent writers have unknowingly used those made-up names as the 
women’s real names. I have learned that the five women also used trail names, 
something we think of as a more modern hiking tradition. In a 1908 letter 
to the ornithologist Fannie Hardy Eckstorm, Higginson provided the key to 
the naming puzzle. The real names of the 1855 party—with corresponding 
character name, pseudonym, and Massachusetts town—were Lucy Chase 
(Pilgrim, Alice, Worcester), Sarah Chase (Quaker opera dancer, Fanny 
or Kate, Worcester), Martha Gordon (Stage struck nun, Fanny or Kate, 
Worcester) Mary LeBaron (Little Bo Peep, Mary, Worcester), and Rebekah 
Northey (La Fille du Regiment, Rachel, Salem).
Let’s return to the scene in late August 1849 on Pamola Peak, 
when the second group of women to go high on Katahdin found the first 
group’s bottled note. They had just returned from the summit and might 
have wondered if the first group had beaten them. But was this a race? Were 
women hurrying that year to climb Katahdin first?
It’s possible. That second group had publicized its plans. In September 
1848 Caroline T. Eastman of Bradford, Maine, and Martha L. Mason of 
Bangor, Maine, volunteered for the trip that was for the expressed purpose of 
demonstrating that women could make the ascent. They set the trip start date 
as August 13, 1849. The trip was not kept secret, and apparently some people 
expressed skepticism and thought the attempt was ridiculous. The trip leader, 
experienced climber Keep, was confident, citing examples that included the 
significant farm work done by women.
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During 1849, Esther Jones of Enfield, Maine, Almira Lowder of Bangor, 
and Hannah Taylor, who married Keep just before the journey, joined the 
party. John Lawton (a farmer) and Thomas Lawton of Passadumkeag, Maine 
(where Keep lived), were also on the journey. 
Apparently the party started around August 13, camping on the way. They 
reached Pamola Peak and then crossed the Knife Edge, going on to the main 
peak, Katahdin. As they topped each of Katahdin’s five major outcrops, each 
woman chose a name for a peak. Whether the names were ever put forth for 
official recognition is unknown.
All of the women who climbed Katahdin that year apparently believed 
in and wanted to demonstrate that females were capable mountaineers and 
should be able to share the mountain’s glory. These women were representative 
of accomplished Maine women from large and small communities. Smith 
was a writer. Mosman was a medical educator. Eastman was a teacher in Old 
Town. Lowder became a member of the faculty of East Maine Conference 
Seminary of Bucksport; Jones worked at her parents’ inn in Passadumkeag, 
farmed, and became a merchant. Hannah Taylor Keep worked alongside her 
clergyman husband. The women quieted the naysayers. 
William Geller, a retired University of Maine comptroller who explores the 
outdoors in every season, has conducted extensive research on Maine’s nineteenth-
century life and written many articles for Appalachia. Visit him at sites.google.com/a/
maine.edu/mountain-explorations/.
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Perception
If my life’s a mere blink of the eye,
what’s there to contemplate in yours?
— Mei Yao-Ch-en
A gray fox falls through river ice and drowns,
 stiff corpse floating to an eddy where the unreliable
ice that took the fox’s life forms around its head
 and body. Only ears prick above the slab
which holds the shape of former suffering,
 and we look down in disbelief, our own feet unsure
of what bears them up.
Todd Davis
Todd Davis, a frequent contributor to Appalachia over the past decade, is the author 
of five books of poetry, most recently Winterkill (2016) and In the Kingdom of the 
Ditch (2013), both published by Michigan State University Press. He teaches environ-
mental studies at Pennsylvania State University’s Altoona College.
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Monadnock: What Changes and What Doesn’t
I’ll Have the Usual
Mount Monadnock always delivers
Marty Carlock
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Editor’s note: In the first of two views of the famous Mount Monadnock, a woman 
who knows the peak as well as her own shoes celebrates the familiar.
For about a dozen years, I’ve repeatedly climbed Mount Monad-nock, a mountain that stands alone in southwestern New Hampshire. It 
is close enough that I spend more time on the trail than I do on the road, a 
major criterion for a good hike. And although it tops out at just under 3,200 
feet, it is a respectable mountain, ringed with a girdle of easy but interesting 
cliffs and offering omnidirectional views from its naked summit.
People often ask me, “Don’t you get bored, climbing the same mountain 
over and over?”
No, I do not. This mountain has so many trails, I have yet to set foot 
on some of them. Every season, for those who pay attention to seasons, is 
different.
But that’s not the point.
The point is that the mountain is the same, unchanging, unaltered.
My brother and I went back a few years ago to the neighborhood where 
we grew up. The drugstore on the corner was gone. The vacant lot where we 
played was covered by a townhouse built to the very edges of the property. A 
new middle school covered the block where my best friend’s house had been. 
I found it something of a miracle that my parents’ house still stood, although 
it was painted mauve and the elm tree, the arborvitae, and the English ivy 
have all been ripped out.
The town where I live now—aggressive about buying tracts for 
conservation—bristles, fights, and claws when open space is threatened. Yet 
even that land is not safe but vulnerable when the state deems it needs some 
of the acreage, as happened recently, for something like a water tank.
In the time and place where I was reared, in the Southwest, everybody 
seemed to think “progress” and “development” were the best goals of a society. 
It was a place thrilled and prideful at its inexorable progress. I wondered 
about it at the time. I remember asking my father what we were going to do 
when all the oil in the world was used up. He laughed. 
My present hometown knows better. We tend to gnash our teeth at land 
lost to development.
The familiar girdle of easy but interesting cliffs on Monadnock. CHRISTINE WOODSIDE
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When I go to the mountains, I’m looking for more than peace and 
quiet. I’m looking for a place that looks the same as I remember. In this 
protean, morphing, shifting, diversifying, destroying, rebuilding, constantly 
improving, and despoiling society where we live, there is comfort in finding 
places left mostly alone.
Even something that seems not to change still changes. Time does its 
thing, even here; trees grow, streams cut, rocks fall. The climate is changing 
on my mountain. But here, time did go backwards, too. Only the foundation 
stones remain of the Victorian hotel that stood halfway up its flank in the 
1860s. Old trails have been lost; some aficionados of this mountain make a 
hobby of tracing them out again. In the woods on its lower slopes, I still see 
stone walls marking the bounds of pastures where optimistic farmers grazed 
cows. Earlier in its history, the mountain was forested to the summit, but fires 
a couple of centuries ago changed that for good. 
Even in my memory, which goes back a few decades, I think there was 
a refreshment stand on the peak, above treeline. The only clues that I’m 
right are the remnants of iron bolts in the bedrock. That’s one change I’m 
happy about.
I know time works its will, even on granite. Over 80-some years, a good 
bit of engineering skill was expended in keeping the rocks that formed New 
Hampshire’s famous profile of the Old Man of the Mountain on Cannon 
Cliff from cascading into the anonymity of the valley. Futile. He’s gone. 
There’s talk from some of restoring him somehow, but New Hampshirites 
bristle at that. Enough phony stuff in the world, they say; let nature act. 
When I climb my mountain, the only decision I need to make is which 
of my favorite spots I will visit today. The only rude surprises (aside from 
an occasional rowdy group encountered straggling up the summit cone) are 
provided by the cooler temperatures 2,000 feet higher.
Yes, it’s a very tame mountain. If I want solitude, I don’t choose this place. 
But going there is like taking a familiar road home. Through the little village. 
Up the state road, past the Bible camp, to the park entrance. Through the 
trees to the ranger’s hut, where the parking fee has remained the same (how 
many parking lots can say that?) as long as I can remember.
If it’s winter, I know where to park to get some sun through the windshield; 
if it’s summer, vice versa. Once on the trail, I know that in early spring I’m 
likely to step across a specimen of yellow violet growing right in the middle 
of the path. I’ll hear the hoarse chant of the black-throated blue warbler, a 
bird I first (and only once) saw here. As the season progresses, I can count 
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on seeing alpine rhododendron in bloom, cotton grass tufts above a tarn, 
mountain cranberries lying low. Above treeline, there’ll be ravens, golden 
eagles cruising, juncos foraging for hikers’ crumbs, cedar waxwings twittering 
from the same spruce as last year.
I do forget, from climb to climb, how much this mountain asks. How 
there’s no trail that avoids a scramble up its bastion of ledges. How the summit 
is almost always windy, sometimes violently so. How much longer the descent 
is than I want to admit. Patiently, the mountain repeats these lessons for me 
every time, like a grade school teacher going over the same material for a slow 
learner. There’s satisfaction in thinking, oh yeah, I knew that.
I know better than to think of mountains as benign. Mountains are 
indifferent. But if we take care of them, they provide us a place, one of the 
few places, where we sort of know what to expect.
Marty Carlock is a Boston-based journalist and fiction writer. 
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Monadnock: What Changes, and What Doesn’t
Supporting a Mountain  
as It Changes
People, climate, and the absence of trees
Caroline Ailanthus
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Editor’s note: A science writer offers another view of the mountain everybody loves: 
its landscape tells the story of climate change and calamity.
Ecology is a process, not an heirloom. If you don’t understand that, go for a walk on Mount Monadnock with a forester.
Monadnock is the mountain you can see on a clear day from pretty much 
anywhere in southwestern New Hampshire. It’s a big, solitary dome set in 
otherwise low, rolling country; if the land were a ship, the mountain would 
be its mast. The summit is open and rocky, the views are amazing, the trails 
are mostly fairly easy, and the trailheads are a few hours’ drive from pretty 
much anywhere. Not surprisingly, Monadnock is the second-most climbed 
mountain in the world, after Mount Fuji, in Japan.
The forester will probably have some connection to Dr. Peter Palmiotto, 
director of the conservation biology concentration at Antioch University New 
England in Keene, New Hampshire. He founded and directs the Monadnock 
Ecological Research and Education Project, or MERE. If Mount Monadnock 
is a ship’s mast, MERE is the crow’s nest from which Palmiotto and his 
students and colleagues are watching climate change.
Monadnock is a good place to watch the process of climate change across 
time because of the way mountains alter climate change across space. We are 
used to climate change across space; Florida does not have the same climate 
as Maine, nor does it grow the same trees. If the climate of Florida moved to 
Virginia (as it may well do before the century is out, barring a miracle), the 
trees of Florida would follow. A complicating factor is the speed of human-
caused warming; most tree species will not be able to keep up, so Florida 
forests will not simply shift north altogether. Forest compositions will likely 
be reshuffled in the coming decades. But if you could keep track of all the 
trees in the country over a long enough period, you could watch the different 
kinds of trees surging south and then north again over the centuries like the 
wrack lines of some giant, green tide.
If you want to keep an eye on the tide without running transects across 
hundreds of miles of North America, you can see the same shift in climate 
Picturing change: trees once grew on this spot on rocky Mount Monadnock in Jaffrey, 
New Hampshire, and trees could grow here again. JERRY AND MARCY MONKMAN/ECOPHOTOGRAPHY
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and trees by climbing a good-sized mountain. Mountains foreshorten forest 
zones because a few hundred feet of elevation changes climate the same way 
hundreds of miles of latitude does. Start at the base of Mount Monadnock on 
a fine day in late fall (after the leaves are off, so you can beat the crowds) and 
you stand among red oaks, white pines, and hemlocks—pretty typical of the 
woods in southern New Hampshire. Walk uphill, and you climb into forests 
of red spruce, a plant you might otherwise have to go to Canada or Maine to 
find. If you are walking with a forester, you might stop at one of the perma-
nent study plots MERE has established on the mountain so you can see how 
the trees are doing this year. Growing fast or slow? Living or dying? Sprouting 
up with happy little red sprucelings, or the first, bold oaks? It’s not so much 
that red spruces like the cold, but that they dislike the cold less than the oaks 
do. Without the cold to reserve a space for them, the spruces can’t compete, 
and they’ll give ground, retreating up the mountain—until they run out of 
mountain. This is important, because as go the spruces of Monadnock, so go 
the spruces of Maine and Canada, and so go all the animals and other plants 
that make up the boreal forest. So how are the spruces doing today? The for-
ester doesn’t know. 
I have climbed Mount Monadnock, though not with a forester. Today 
I stayed home and spoke with Palmiotto by telephone. I’d heard about the 
issue with the spruces before (I am an unrepentant plant geek), but what 
I didn’t understand is why MERE is also looking for changes in subalpine 
plant communities on the summit. Generally, yes, a mountain can poke up 
into the alpine zone just as Monadnock pokes up into the spruce forest. Such 
a pokey mountain will sport a spot of tundra on its tip. Just as the spruces 
need the cold to keep the oaks at bay, so do the sedges and little heaths and 
cushion plants need the cold to keep at bay the spruce. Climate change means 
the alpine communities, too, will head upslope until they finally run out of 
mountain.
But Monadnock is not actually that high. It is not tall enough to have 
tundra normally, and until 1800 or so, the whole mountain was forested. 
In that year, there was a fire, and twenty years later, there was another one. 
Between them, the two fires denuded the upper cone of the mountain, and 
without the trees, most of the soil washed away. What is climate to the little 
subalpine plants, since it was fire, not climate, that created the opportunity 
for them?
Palmiotto explains that these plants are vulnerable, not so much to changes 
in temperature, but to changes in moisture. With hotter summers will come 
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drought, and that may be more of a problem than the warming itself. But the 
issue of whether the subalpine plants are actually in “their” climate touches a 
nerve. Apparently, some people are wondering why MERE’s alpine stewards 
are working so hard to protect plant communities that are in the wrong spot. 
Why try to restore a mountain that isn’t in its natural state anyway?
This is what I meant when I said ecology is a process, not an heirloom. The 
beautifully engraved chest of drawers your Great Aunt Jo gave you derives its 
value from how close it is to its original condition. It’s a piece of history. The 
glittery unicorn stickers you added when you were 10 didn’t help. But Mount 
Monadnock is less like that chest of drawers and much more like Great Aunt 
Jo herself—with living beings, the point isn’t to preserve the original condi-
tion; the point is to protect and support the processes of their lives.
Plants don’t grow where they are supposed to; they grow where they can. 
Though taller mountaintops and polar sweeps have the right conditions for 
tundra plants more consistently than Monadnock does, there is no wrong 
place to be a plant. As Palmiotto explains, the exposed summit of Monad-
nock is, at present, a bad place for trees. The little subalpine plants and lichens 
cope with the wind much better; therefore, it is the right place for them now. 
Should the trees get a chance to come in, the growing shrubs and saplings will 
provide shelter for each other and conditions will change. The point is not to 
Forest succession has been thwarted by feet. JERRY AND MARCY MONKMAN/ECOPHOTOGRAPHY
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prevent change, to turn back the clock to some more pristine era; the point is 
to support the integrity of the mountain’s own processes as it changes.
“My whole goal is to monitor change over time, educate people about 
change, and maybe, give the parts of the mountain that can revegetate 
the chance to do so,” Palmiotto says. The trajectory of revegetation can 
probably be predicted, based on our knowledge of succession and species, 
but we haven’t predicted it yet. But if those plants just get stepped on . . . 
there’ll be no opportunity to study succession if everything just gets crushed.”
Getting stepped on is a serious possibility on the summit. Remember that 
Monadnock is the second-most climbed mountain in the world. In 2009, 
the busiest 24 days of the year saw 16,111 visitors; that’s 32,222 feet! That’s a 
lot of footprints, especially for small plants and lichens not adapted to any 
human foot traffic at all. I ask what Monadnock would look like now if 
hardly anyone had hiked on it since the fires. Would the summit be closer to 
being reforested? 
“Oh yeah, a lot closer, a lot more forested,” Palmiotto replies immediately. 
All his other answers have come slowly, careful as the growth of trees. This one 
tumbles out like water leaps off rock, tinged, suddenly, with something like 
nostalgia for a forest that does not yet exist and that Palmiotto, being merely 
human, cannot now hope to live to see.
“The gravelly patches and grassy areas would be shrubs and small trees. 
People would look at the summit and think it was forested; the trees would 
be tall enough to hide the summit cone, but just not on the bare rocks . . . 
like a lot of areas that are sparsely forested, with a lot of bare rock underneath. 
But the places that could hold seeds, that could support germination, have 
been stomped on. The trees haven’t had a chance. There are some patches of 
shrubland already—you can see in aerial photos. But succession has been 
thwarted, halted, arrested by human trampling—so I will claim.”
The young forest, which would exist but for 190 years of trampling, blos-
soms in my mind. I have been to the top of Monadnock, sheltered from the 
whipping sky behind big gray blocks of bare stone, and crawled carefully 
along ridges of rock to harvest scraps of candy wrapper from pools of chilly 
water. I can place myself there with a thought. Now, young shrubs and trees 
sprout from the grassy hollows in my mind, spill out from sheltered crevices, 
and gain the height of my head and keep going. Spruce limbs meet and cross 
like reaching fingers over me and my rock. The stone beneath my fingers, also 
protected from feet, scales itself with lichen, little discs, green and brown like 
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leather coins. If MERE has stopped the trampling with its education efforts, 
the clock of succession that was stopped by feet will move forward again. 
The new forest will come—in about 180 years.
In 180 years, the climate will have changed—how much depends on 
human choices now, but the climate is still adjusting to the pollution already 
up there. Some further warming is inevitable. By then, the spruce could be 
gone from Monadnock, chased upslope by oaks. That the upper few hundred 
feet of mountain will not grow trees in the coming decades means the spruce 
will run out of mountain that much sooner.
Palmiotto does not say this. It’s true I did not ask, and he does not have 
much time today for chitchat, but what comes across is not dread of the 
future but curiosity about it. MERE is too young a project to have much 
in the way of results yet. Let the rest of us issue warnings. There is certainly 
plenty to warn about; global climate change is real, and we are in trouble. 
But science never arrives; it never runs out of questions. Take a walk with a 
forester, and your companion will listen more often than speak, watch more 
often than perform. If we and the forests are all moving, at least someone is 
up in the crow’s nest watching where we go.
Caroline Ailanthus is a Maryland-based science writer and novelist. This 
essay first appeared on her blog, The Climate in Emergency. 
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See One, Do One,  
Teach One
The path branches a lot
Elissa Ely
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We had never been to Prairie Mountain. For that matter, we had never been to Canada. The traffic signs leading west out of 
Calgary were rich with restraint and politeness: “Important Intersection 
Ahead,” read one. With the same calm manners, a herd of cattle watched 
us from behind their fence. This was unhurried country, where one could 
contemplate important intersections and exactly what made them so.
Prairie Mountain stands outside of Bragg Creek, in the Kananaskis 
wilderness of Alberta. It’s 7,253 feet high—although, to be honest, Bragg 
Creek’s elevation is 4,266 feet, so if you’re jetlagged and altitude-confused, 
you’re ahead before you begin. Our guidebook described it as a “starter trail.” 
Actually, there are steep switchbacks, and sometimes—even worse—no 
switchbacks. Much of the way is scree. The rest is plain dirt. Canadians are 
not only very polite; apparently, they are also very fit. 
There appeared to be no real trailhead, just a parking lot across from Elbow 
River Falls and a mess of unidentified but intersecting paths that seemed to 
know where they were going. I thought I might meet a colony of gigantic ants 
scurrying industriously up and down.
We took the Buddhist way, along one of the middle paths. It offered no 
guarantee of leading anywhere and, at first, headed discouragingly down, 
toward what sounded like a river below. Then it began to ascend, in a courtly 
and gentle way, as if it were looking over its shoulder to make sure we could 
keep up. After a minute or two, it rose more swiftly, until, around a corner, it 
abandoned its manners altogether.
Now we were scrambling at an angle, digging hiking poles into dust. In 
an opening between trees, the Elbow River looked up from a long way down, 
and the Kananaskis peaks looked down from a long way up. They took away 
what breath we had.
Rivulets of paths led right and left. For no particular reasons, we followed 
one then another; choosing X, abandoning Y. A struggle ought to have its clear 
reward, a hike its clear destination, but we had none. This can be intriguing 
for the intrepid. Not for us.
Fatigue, jetlag, doubt, incipient despair. After about an hour, a man 
in camouflage came swinging briskly down from above. He was like a 
descending god, with his water bottle clipped to backpack loops and an army 
knife strapped to his belt. I could have embraced him, but it might have 
Up switchbacks and through steep dusty stretches, and then, behold, a calm woman.    
JEFFREY JOSEPH
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overstepped national protocol. He nodded to us and started to pass, crab-
walking rapidly along the steepness. He assumed that we, like he, knew where 
we were.
—Is this Prairie Mountain? I asked. 
—Prairie Mountain? he said, stopping and balancing.
—We’re heading to the top of Prairie Mountain, I said, and rephrased 
foolishly—Are we on it?
Now he recognized us: two panting beginners were from a different 
country. He nodded. 
—You’re sure? I asked. Certainty at these moments is imperative.
—The path branches a lot, he said—but it comes together again, eh? All 
roads here lead to Rome. 
We had never been to Rome. But the words gave reassurance where reas-
surance was required. Developmental psychologists like to talk about the 
fixed temperaments infants begin life with. Why should hikers be any differ-
ent? If you are someone who needs to know exactly where you are and where 
you’re going, maplessness is the best route to panic. Tell me where I stand, 
and you behold a calm woman before you.
It was only another hour or so up after that, past more steep switchbacks 
and dust-scrambling. But now our boots had little Canadian wings. We knew 
an Important Intersection was ahead. 
The final grade was suddenly gentle, through a field of alpine flowers. 
(They had no idea what efforts it had taken to reach them.) Prairie Mountain’s 
summit was crowded: families lying in sunshine, fathers belly-up with their 
shirts off, little kids haggling over juice boxes, wagging dogs. In front of a flag, 
an elderly couple posed while someone snapped pictures. It was a village filled 
with citizens who knew the address—and now, we were among them.
Coming down was straightforward, as it usually is. The route to follow was 
perfectly clear. When we had gone about halfway, a laboring couple stopped 
us. They were heading up, and I recognized their looks. 
—We’re a little lost, the man said.
My husband gazed at him with sympathy and a hint of satisfaction.
—The path branches, he said—but all roads lead to Rome.
He assumed that we, like he, knew where we were.
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I was reminded of a much-overused phrase from medical school: “See one, 
do one, teach one.” If we couldn’t remember the branches of the facial nerve 
or hear a heart murmur, we could always fall back on this. The concept is 
nothing but hubris, of course; no one can become a master so quickly. And 
yet, when reassurance has been given to you, it is a civic duty—the only polite 
thing—to pass it along.
Elissa Ely is a community psychiatrist, the writer of many short essays 
for this journal, and the founder of public radio station WBUR’s 
Remembrance Project, a series of pieces memorializing people who have died 
in the Boston area.
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How I Died Hiking
An imagined story that could happen to anyone
By Mike Cherim
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Author’s note: This work of fiction isn’t meant to be shocking or morbid. Nor is  
it meant to point out any glaring errors or huge lapses in judgment. You’ll find,  
in fact, that it could really happen to anyone. It can creep up on us. In a moment, 
an innocuous experience becomes something else. The scariest part is that no mat-
ter how much we know, if we reach the point where we can no longer reason, the 
downward spiral can be swift and irreversible without intervention.
Chapter 1: Like Any Other Day 
The day began on the warm side. Light winds and clear skies were noted 
on the 4:50 a.m. summit report. The forecast told of increasing winds and 
dropping temperatures, courtesy of a front also possibly bringing snow 
squalls or freezing rain late in the afternoon or early evening. Being a fast 
hiker, I figured I’d be up and back well before any of that nastiness rolled in. 
I was going to go do this with a buddy of mine, but he ended up fighting 
a bug, according to a text he sent at 3 a.m. I was on my own. No big deal. I’ve 
gone on so many winter hikes I’ve lost count. I may be from out of state, but 
it is no reflection on my ability. I green-lighted my trip without giving it a 
second thought. After a quick breakfast, I hopped in my car and made for the 
mountains. “The mountains are calling and I must go,” I posted to my friends 
on Facebook in the wee hours of the morning.
Before I knew it, the mind-numbing drive was over, and I was on the 
trail. It was nice. I was cruising up the mountain, taking it in big strides. 
Since the forecast for the better part of the day was decent, I didn’t bring my 
really heavy gear, so that allowed me to hike a little faster. Bear in mind, I’m 
experienced and didn’t head out without the essentials; I just didn’t bring the 
really heavy stuff, like my big parka, pad, or sleeping bag. 
The temperatures were unseasonably warm, and I began to sweat. I knew 
better than to sweat out my clothing too much, so I de-layered. I could 
have slowed my pace, too, but I wanted to be off the mountain by early 
afternoon, so I got down to my base layer and continued on. The effort paid 
off. Before long, I was in the krummholz zone at treeline and putting a layer 
back on, thanks to the winds. Apparently, they were building more quickly 
than expected. I couldn’t see to the west yet, but based on the winds, the 
In a moment, an innocuous experience becomes something else—something dangerous.    
ILLUSTRATION BY REBECCA M. FULLERTON
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front was coming through earlier than forecast. Mountain weather can be 
unpredictable at times.
Within a half-mile of my last position, the winds had picked up, and the 
sun had become a dim, gray light bulb. The clouds were descending. I loved 
it, actually. I was having a great day. I had the mountain to myself, it seemed. 
Not many people took the route I did, so that added to my feeling of solitude. 
It was a bummer my buddy couldn’t make it, but I was far from unhappy. 
I was in my happy place, after all.
I finally made it to the ridge. I looked to the west—except, well, I couldn’t. 
The clouds from the west had made it to the ridge at the same time I did. I 
found myself wrapped in a wet blanket of gray and white mist. I donned my 
hardshells. The temperatures were dropping as forecast, and soon I found 
myself shrouded in ice. My hood became a helmet, my trekking poles like 
two thickening limbs. I’d been in worse and decided to press on. I was close 
to the summit, and I had done this so many times before. I barely gave it a 
second thought.
It didn’t take me long. The winds were picking up, nailing me from my left 
side on the way up—and would be on my right on the way down—but I was 
able to stand on the summit in my ice suit. I was rocked by a gust, and it took 
me aback for a second, but this was grand. “Woooooo-hooooo,” I shouted. 
I was slammed by another gust and decided enough was enough. I retreated 
from the summit and retraced my steps back down the mountain.
Chapter 2: A Turning Point
The front came in early, that’s for sure, and the wind grew not only in inten-
sity, but it shifted direction, albeit slightly. This wasn’t in the forecast, but 
mountain weather will always be fun like that. Now it was in my face more, 
so I altered my angle of descent a bit so I could see better. My goggles were 
able to do their job. I was heavy with ice, but the wind still tried to pick me 
up and set me down at times. My poles helped a lot, doing their job as well. 
Having altered my course some, I found myself off the regular boot pack and 
into some softer snow. I postholed a few times in unseen spaces between the 
rocks, but I was making it OK. It was a little tiring and tedious.
The biggest problem with the uneasy footing was that it was coupled with 
gusting winds. The winds were wet and heavy with ice, and the gusts violent 
and unpredictable. At this point, the grandness of it all was diminished, and 
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I just wanted to get down below treeline. I had about a mile and change 
to go. Usually I’d cover that distance of descent plunge-stepping down the 
mountain in about ten to fifteen minutes. I was thinking about this very 
thing when it happened.
A gust caught me off guard and sent me to my knees. One of them, my 
right, struck a rock. I cursed. I knew I had injured my knee. I tried to get up 
and managed to do so, but I was in severe pain. Not only was I slowed by the 
weather, ground conditions, and visibility, I was now favoring a painful knee. 
No speed records would be broken on this descent. I was making it, though. 
Hobbling. Meanwhile, in the world above treeline, the winds continued to 
gain in intensity, and the temperature was dropping like a rock. I was getting 
chilled having slowed my pace. My mind wandered. I thought of my big 
parka, back in my closet. I continued to descend.
A sudden gust twisted my body, causing me more knee pain and snapping 
me out of my daydream. I was laden with ice and couldn’t seem to be rid of 
it. I was getting tired and cold. It was raw. Always thinking—still thinking, 
thankfully—I had a snack close at hand and managed to take a few bites of 
a dense, nearly frozen PowerBar. It was amazing as it thawed in my mouth. I 
felt a surge of energy. I continued on shouldering the wind, stronger, and feel-
ing slightly warmer. I reacquired the boot pack. This would be no problem, 
despite my knee.
I was doing OK, but the falling temps and increasing winds intensified the 
challenge. The precipitation changed from freezing rain to heavy snow, and 
it blew everywhere, making visibility even worse. I was still on the boot pack 
and not fearful of getting lost (plus, I could use my compass if I needed to), 
but I was mindful of my painful knee and the difficult walking conditions. I 
continued on, using up the last of my PowerBar buzz, and once again found 
myself thinking of my parka. I was getting cold again.
I stumbled. A gust caught me off guard, and a crampon nicked my 
hardshells above the gaiter as I high-stepped around a rock. In doing so, I 
tweaked my knee again. I sounded out, but the wind carried my cries away 
so quickly they weren’t audible, even to myself. That’s when another sudden 
gust hit me and sent me down hard, bending my trekking pole in the process. 
I landed on my effing knee! This time whatever damage I did in the first blow 
was complete. My patella was in pieces. I was injured to the point that I was 
no longer able to remain upright or mobile. The pain was relentless.
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Chapter 3: In Decline
Where the hell was everybody?! I crawled along on the ice and snow for what 
seems like hours, my tears freezing to my face. I knew I was in trouble. Not 
dead yet, no impending doom, not even thinking that way, yet, but this was 
not only no longer fun, I was getting pretty worried. This could end bad—
nah, I couldn’t believe that, not really.
I didn’t get far. I was shivering. I needed to find cover. My mind was still 
working. I thought so, anyway. I told myself, I be, therefore, I think I am . . . 
I am Sam, Sam I am . . . green eggs and . . . what the ham?! So muddled. I was 
losing it. Crawl to the krummholz, I told myself. I made it. I took off my pack 
and dug out all of my layers with a strange, nearly silent laugh. My fingers 
wouldn’t cooperate as much as I’d like them to. Everything took so long. I 
fumbled for my light puffy and my clavibala, baliclove—whatever. This sucks! 
I couldn’t get it on my head. I struggled in the krummholz. My hood came 
off. Was it even on? I shivered so hard it hurt. Then that subsided. I began to 
think I was screwed. Some snow fell down my back. 
It’s nice here in the krummholz. Not as bad as being out there in the wind. 
I didn’t bring my pad but I have put myself in my pack a bit, and I’m sitting 
on my gear trying to stay off the ground. I am clinking thearly. I wish I had 
brought my big parka. I keep daydreaming about it. The snow that fell down 
my back melted. I want to eat some snow, but I need to wait a little to warm 
up. I eat some anyway. Sooooo good. I have some more. My knee doesn’t hurt 
any more—I don’t think so, anyway—but my pants are bloody. It’s really nice 
in here. I bet dandelions grow here in the summer. It feels like summer. My 
mind wanders.
Somehow, I nod off but wake up again, this time feeling nothing, yet also 
feeling incredibly stiff. I no longer feel cold. I want to take off my puffy, but 
somehow it’s already off. I then decide to put it on but I don’t move. I forgot: 
I’m not cold anymore. It’s so confusing. I just sit there . . . in my happy place.
I nod off again, thinking about parkas and dandelions. Maybe. I don’t 
know that I am thinking. Maybe I’m not thinking. Maybe I just am. Then 
maybe, I wonder, if even that’s true. Day becomes night. Time moves on. I 
slip away into the alpine zone.
“He died doing what he loved,” they said.
Mike Cherim of North Conway, New Hampshire, is a search-and-rescue 
volunteer and owner of Redline Guiding. 
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Ornithologist
For Leo
 What he sees, he mostly sees in dreams.
 Red winged-blackbird, field rough 
 with songbirds. He listens for the damp 
 growing cold, the saw-whet calls
 to the black-capped chickadee. 
 On the table beside his lantern, 
 a pellet of the great horned owl: 
 matted fur and tiny bones. 
 Under night sky, he sleeps 
 as a mockingbird sleeps— 
 his arms tucked like wings. 
Francis Lunney
Francis Lunney began writing poetry while a graduate student at the University of 
New Hampshire. His poems have appeared in the Owen Wister Review, Salamander, 
and Outside Bozeman magazine. He works as an elementary school reading specialist 
in Manchester-by-the-Sea, Massachusetts.
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Backwaters 
A writing mentor surfaces
Jeff DeBellis 
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Bear Creek originates high in the Rockies, spills over the Front Range, and ends unceremoniously in a lake between two high-
ways in suburban Denver. One late-spring day, I packed a rod, a few boxes 
of flies, and some old sneakers and followed the creek toward its source. The 
water was high, fast, and turbid. I made two casts and called it quits. There 
was no way I could fish it. Disappointed, I pointed my car back toward my 
apartment and began the drive home. The disappointment gave way to intro-
spection, and I thought about the outsized role that fishing played in my life. 
How, no matter what was going on, I could always find solace in an isolated 
stretch of water. I put my thoughts into an essay, titled it “Rise,” and sold it 
to a magazine. A couple of weeks after it came out, I got an email.
“Man, I really hope this is still your email address,” it began. “I just came 
across this amazing essay called ‘Rise.’ It was written by a Jeff DeBellis, and 
based on context and description of author, I think it’s you. If it isn’t, well 
then the rest of this email is going to be weird.” The irony is that the friend 
who sent me the note is probably the person most responsible for me being a 
writer in the first place. We hadn’t talked in a decade.
In summer 2005, I was working on a trail crew in the North Woods of 
Maine with about a dozen other people. Mike, who ten years later would 
send me that note, was one of them. Trail work is bone-crushing, the hard-
est physical labor I’ve ever done. We would load metal pack frames with 
50 pounds of tools, food, and gear and hike miles over wet, rocky trails to 
get to a worksite. Once there we would fell trees, de-bark them, buck them 
into stringers, skid them through the mud, and build bridges across roaring 
brooks. With pry bars, we would roll boulders the size of small cars to build 
erosion-control structures. For one of our projects, we set up a highline with 
steel cable that lifted rocks out of a ravine and hauled them onto a ridgeline 
trail. We were typically covered in a putrid cocktail of mud, sweat, gasoline, 
and blood from scratching open black fly bites. We would dig, drag, and 
heave until we were all but too exhausted to hike back out to the van at the 
end of the day.
All summer, Mike kept a small notebook in the pocket of his work shirt. 
Every once in a while, he would step back from whatever we were doing to 
scribble a quick haiku. I was struck by his rare ability to keep his feet so sol-
idly planted on the ground while keeping his mind so unencumbered. Here 
Bear Creek in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado flows so fast that the author couldn’t fish 
it. But he could write about that.  ANDREW DIMLER/WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
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was someone willing to run a chain saw while standing knee-deep in mud but 
who could also remain coolly detached enough to rend the experience into 
poetry. I wanted to cultivate that same duality.
Since we had to hike in and out of the backcountry to reach most of our 
worksites, we worked four ten-hour days in a row and got the next three off. We 
would usually spend these hiking or fishing. Northern Maine is a patchwork 
of tarns, kettle lakes, and small streams that feed into the Penobscot River. 
Many of these ponds were once part of private camps owned by the wealthy 
industrialists of the Gilded Age. Now many of them are on land accessible to 
the public. Most times, we’d have a whole pond to ourselves. Every now and 
then, we would have to share it with a loon, a moose, or the occasional tourist 
from suburban Boston.
On Sundays, a few of us would make the long drive into Millinocket, the 
closest town, to pick up supplies for the coming week. One Sunday evening, 
I was sitting on the cabin porch swatting mosquitoes and reading a borrowed 
copy of Jack Kerouac’s The Dharma Bums. Mike walked up with an armload 
of groceries, saw what I was reading, and told me that the novel’s main char-
acter is based on Gary Snyder, a poet who also spent a number of summers 
working on trail crews.
A few months later, it was fall, and I was back at school, back in 
the city. I was scrounging around a used bookstore on a rainy afternoon and 
found a beat-up copy of Gary Snyder’s The Back Country. I bought it and took 
the bus back home. Like Mike, Snyder could find the poetry in hard, monot-
onous labor. He took apart cars, hitchhiked through deserts, and drank in 
shift bars. He wrote about trail work, fishing, mountains, and other things I 
knew and loved. Instead of reducing life to poetry, he raised poetry up to life. 
His writing was simple and free from gimmicks. One of my favorites of his 
poems is—on the surface—essentially a recipe for beef stew.
The next summer I signed on for another trail crew, this time in the Green 
Mountains of Vermont. Before driving up to the mountains, I stopped at 
the stationery store near my school and bought a small notebook, the kind 
with waterproof pages, so I could carry it around in my pocket and jot down 
haikus while I worked in the woods. For the next few years, I would continue 
to move back and forth between the two worlds—sometimes in the woods 
and sometimes in the city. Wherever I was, I kept a small notebook to scratch 
down thoughts. Eventually I began to write longer poems, then essays. At 
some point, I started sending them off to magazines and journals, and occa-
sionally they would be published.
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Writing, like fishing, also 
began to take on an outsized 
role in my life. They aren’t so 
different. They are both crafts 
that require an intense atten-
tion to detail. We do them in 
the hopes that publishers will 
accept our stories and fish will 
accept our flies. If they don’t, 
we convince ourselves it doesn’t 
matter, that we do them because 
we love the process and not just 
the end result. Maybe this is 
true, and maybe it’s a lie. In the 
end, it doesn’t matter, as long 
as we continue to do the things 
that make us feel most alive.
Mike and I met up to go 
fishing about six months after he 
sent me the note. Rods in hand, 
we scrambled through deep limestone canyons and thick forests, dropping 
nymphs into plunge pools. I learned more from him in two days than I would 
have in a year of fishing alone. The same way I learn more from helping a friend 
with one of his or her poems than I do from writing a dozen of my own.
Everything came full circle that spring as we hiked in the 
grit-gray woods surrounding the Savage River. From mouth to source. One 
day I set out to go fishing and wrote an essay instead. It led me to another 
trip, a new river, and an old friend. I had finally found that duality I had 
always admired—that ability to be fully engaged but still just a bit detached. 
I wrote most of this in my mind as I cast flies into the tumbling river that 
afternoon. As I put it on paper, I think back on every cast, every plunge 
pool—every backwater.
Jeff DeBellis is a geographer with the Prevention Research Center at the 
University of New Mexico in Albuquerque. His poem, “Settling Down,” 
appeared in Appalachia’s Winter/Spring 2012 issue. 
Poems, notes, book titles, lesson plans, and  
directions to trails fill the stained pages of  
this battered notebook, which has ridden in  
Jeff DeBellis’s pack for a decade.  JEFF DEBELLIS
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Accidents
Analysis from the White Mountains of  
New Hampshire and occasionally elsewhere
In Deep
When many of us set off from a trailhead, we hope at some point to “get in 
deep,” to arrive at a place and a state of mind seldom visited, one where the 
day’s only news is scripted by weather and the crawl of seasons. The madding 
tumult of polity and politics recedes then for a while, and we can attend to 
our old selves and the mostly hidden lives of animals and trees, to the so slow 
pulse of stones. That we can walk to and still find such places is both salve and 
miracle. That “getting in deep” also offers a common metaphor for trouble 
The Pemigewasset Wilderness in winter is beautiful, remote, and sometimes  
dangerous. JERRY AND MARCY MONKMAN/ECOPHOTOGRAPHY
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seems both a necessary and hard companion to our escapes. Sometimes, once 
found, “deep” can be a hard place to leave.
This column searches stories and rescues for the moment when a hike or 
a climb morphs from a day away to one of trouble. Often we clearly recall 
that moment—a slipped step, a blank wall of woods where the trail should 
be, lightning’s flashing announcement of a weather front—but even in these 
instances, reconstruction of the path to that moment can be chocked with 
small decisions, some made with foresight, some made without it. Knowing 
the content and character of those decisions can help us develop an awareness 
that offers a little added safety in our adventures.
Heartland
For a number of us, the beating wild heart of the White Mountains lies in the 
Pemigewasset Wilderness. There, we can be as remote (in crow-flight miles) 
from roads as anywhere else in those mountains; on Bondcliff, a slow sweep 
of the surrounding horizon reveals only more mountains. Like all of its breth-
ren Whites, Bondcliff and its siblings, Bond and West Bond, are oft-visited, 
so their solitude often contains other seekers, but there the feeling of being 
“away, in deep,” persists.
Pursuit of that feeling drew 26-year-old Jack H. to the Pemigewasset on 
December 24, 2016, a day when he was likely to be alone. The forecast for the 
day reinforced that possibility because it called for snow shifting to rain near 
the storm’s end; then, usual winter cold was predicted to blow back in. Jack set 
out from Lincoln Woods some time after 8 a.m., having left a trip plan with 
his father, Edward, indicating that he planned to climb the Bondcliff Trail 
to West Bond and then return later that day. He texted his parents around 
4 p.m. from the area of the Bonds, saying that he was running late but expected 
to be home around 10 or 11 p.m. Concerned when Jack had not returned by 
late night on the 24th, Edward contacted Lincoln, New Hampshire, police, 
who checked the Lincoln Woods parking area at 2 a.m. and saw Jack’s car. 
Edward called again in the morning, and at 8 a.m., Lincoln police confirmed 
that Jack’s car was still in the lot. That news prompted Edward to call New 
Hampshire Fish and Game; District 3 Lt. Jim Kneeland then called Edward 
back, gathered information, and set about responding. 
Edward said Jack was experienced, having climbed many of the high peaks 
in the Northeast, and well equipped but not carrying overnight gear. Still, the 
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22-mile length of Jack’s projected hike and stormy weather on the 24th sug-
gested a possible delay in his getting back out. Kneeland resolved to send a 
conservation officer in along the Lincoln Woods and Bondcliff Trails to look 
for a sign of Jack. A little before 10 a.m. Conservation Officer Kevin Bronson 
set off on his snow machine. Bronson called at 10:30 a.m. from the Bondcliff 
Trail where it turns northeast from the former Wilderness Trail junction, say-
ing that he’d found no sign of Jack. After Bronson waited there a half-hour, 
Kneeland then pulled him back out and summoned two more COs, Eric Flu-
ette and Brad Morse. By 1:30 p.m. Bronson, Fluette, and Morse were headed 
back in the nearly five miles toward the old trail junction on snow machines, 
and a little after 2 p.m. they donned snowshoes and heavy packs and began to 
climb the 4.6 miles to Bondcliff.
Thick snow slowed the COs. They took turns breaking trail, checked 
possible campsites, and managed their clothing layers to minimize sweating. 
The COs were hoping, of course, to find tracks that might lead them to Jack. 
But on Christmas, when many are tucked into tables and dinner at home, the 
COs found only fresh, heavy snow. Then, at around 8 p.m., the COs came 
upon tracks and, soon after, Jack’s body near the large cairn on the exposed 
summit of Bondcliff. They called Kneeland, and, after making a plan for the 
night with the COs, Kneeland set about turning the next day’s planned search 
into a recovery.
By the time the three COs found Jack, the temperature had followed the 
forecast to near 0 and the winds had ramped up. Kneeland asked the COs if 
they felt OK spending the rest of the night on Bondcliff, and they answered 
yes. When Kneeland checked back in with them a while later, they assured 
him they were OK.
By 5:30 a.m. they were up and about atop Bondcliff, where they awaited 
the sunrise so they could examine and photograph the scene of Jack’s death. 
The day broke windless and clear. Jack’s backpack was 10 feet away from him 
in between two rocks, and his crampons were just above the pack. Jack was 
wearing Merrill three-season hiking boots. Everything was open, and his gear 
was scattered. His phone and cables lay on the rocks under his pack, and 
batteries were out of the headlamp and on the ground. Jack had one arm in 
his Gore-Tex jacket but the jacket was twisted and unzipped. His puffy coat 
underneath was on upside down and unzipped.
At 7:50 a.m. the flight crew aboard a New Hampshire National Guard 
Blackhawk helicopter made contact with the COs, and, after ascertaining 
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that they couldn’t land in the area, hoisted the three COs and Jack’s body 
aboard and flew to the parking area at Lincoln Woods.
Comment: This is a straightforward hypothermia death, although how 
Jack got there forms a puzzle. When found, he was wearing winter clothing, 
but the outer layers of that gear were on in a “confusing” manner. Such a find-
ing is consistent with the tendency of hypothermia victims to grow confused 
about their condition and reality. Searchers frequently report finding victims 
partially undressed in response to the delusion that they are too warm, or 
because simple tasks such as donning a jacket become suddenly complex to 
the hypothermic mind.
Here, we turn to this question: How does a reasonably experienced hiker 
end up losing his way and life in such a fashion? Jack had spent a good measure 
of time in the woods and mountains during his 26 years and, according to his 
obituary, he also had the experience of a 72-day National Outdoor Leadership 
School training course in the Yukon while in college. 
We look first, as is often true, to the weather, both its essentials and what 
it implies. The forecast—snow on the 24th, going possibly to rain at storm’s 
end, followed by cold—joined with the holiday to suggest that few if any 
others would be out in this remote area, setting up the near certainty that the 
trail would, at some point, not be broken. And yet when found, Jack had no 
shelter, sleeping bag, or snowshoes with him. Because his experience would 
suggest carrying all three on this winter hike, we have to assume that he left 
them behind intentionally. Here we arrive in the decision-making terrain we 
all walk before we hike or climb.
Experience teaches us we should pack for worst-case scenarios, even when 
our plan is to go out and back in a day. But worst cases weigh more than opti-
mism’s minimal gear. And when our experience always has included coming 
back, we may begin to leave out some of the weight of safety; carrying that 
weight time and again and never using it can tempt us to say, “Oh, I’ll leave 
this stuff today. It will make me faster; I’ll sweat less; it will be easier.” 
The forecast for December 24 also carried a deceptively subtle warning: 
Snow with possibility of rain indicates warm-for-winter temperatures. We 
know enough to feel the elemental fear of deep cold and high winds; we 
shy from them. But this forecast also contains a killer—temperatures around 
freezing mean wet snow, and, as a hiker works at going up, especially if he 
must break trail, liberal sweat. Both of these are stage-setters for hypothermia. 
Once, while reading some of Laura and Guy Waterman’s work (few hikers in 
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the last 100 years have threaded as many trails in as many different weathers 
as the Watermans), I came across a picture of them hiking along on a snowy 
day. What made the photo odd was that, there in the snowy mountain woods, 
both Laura and Guy were carrying umbrellas like London strollers. Take a 
moment to count the number of times you have passed winter hikers using 
umbrellas. OK, we continue. Their article explained the umbrellas: Wet snow 
falling and melting on you is a surefire way to get soaked, they said. And get-
ting wet with snow everywhere and temperatures in the 30s makes getting 
dry and staying warm very difficult. Better to keep the snow off, they wrote. 
Here, we think, lies the likely key to Jack’s tragedy: The weather and work 
of hiking through thick snow soaked him; once wet, he couldn’t get dry, and 
the cold began to do its work. That scenario would have been perilous even 
had he carried shelter and a sleeping bag, but they would have afforded him a 
chance to strip off the wet clothes, keep any new snow or rain off, and rewarm 
himself. The scatter of Jack’s belongings that the COs found mimics the way 
the hypothermic mind scatters—clothing and reason get turned inside out; 
it all grows “confusing.”
Also, holding off hypothermia takes more than staying dry, or having 
shelter in which to dry off. When the COs found Jack, they noted that he 
had three water bottles, each under a liter in capacity. One of the bottles was 
empty; one was half- and one completely full. If, as is likely, those bottles 
represent the total of what Jack drank, he was likely to be dehydrated, which 
jumps a hiker’s susceptibility to hypothermia. As comparison, CO Morse 
said that to stay hydrated, he drank two full liters of water while climbing the 
4.6 miles to Bondcliff. COs also found no food with Jack. Even if he’d eaten 
liberally during the day, he’d have needed more food to fuel his walk out or to 
survive the night he was trapped in.
Finally, a 22-mile round-trip day hike on trails that are likely to have 
unbroken sections of new snow is a very ambitious plan. Jack’s 4 p.m. text 
indicated that he had gotten to his goal. It also indicates that the cold may 
already have been at work. If Jack texted from near the summit of Bondcliff, 
he was more than 8 miles and, in the day’s conditions, a good five-plus hours 
from his car. Add in a drive of three or so hours, and you find that the fig-
ures projecting his being home between 10 and 11 p.m. are off, just the sort 
of impaired calculation common to hypothermia. The way out must have 
quickly gotten as murky as the twilight from which he sent his message.
—Sandy Stott and Ty Gagne
(See Gagne’s article, “Weakness in Numbers,” on page 56.)
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You Don’t Have to Go Far
When you’re on the novice end of the experience spectrum, you don’t have to 
go far to get in deep. A 6:28 p.m. call for help on January 5, 2017, illustrated 
that. The caller, Xusheng “Alex” W., age 17, of Toronto, Canada, was having 
trouble making his stove work and couldn’t fully set up his tent at the Liberty 
Spring Tentsite on the Franconia Ridge. He was cold and dehydrated. Alex 
was also alone.
The rescue that ensued, coordinated by NHFG Lt. Jim Kneeland and 
accomplished by Sgt. Mark Ober and CO Bob Mancini, was a garden-variety 
sort: Ober and Mancini used snow machines to get to the Liberty Spring 
trailhead, climbed to the tentsite, warmed Alex with hot drinks and helped 
him hike out, arriving at the Flume parking lot a little before 1 a.m. The res-
cue’s backstory, however, asks telling.
After flying from Toronto to New York City, Alex took a bus to Hanover, 
New Hampshire, and, from there, a taxi to the trailhead for the Flume off 
Route 93 on January 5. He climbed away from the parking lot bearing a 
pack heavy with new equipment and an altered plan to spend the next four 
days covering 44 trail-miles in the Pemigewasset Wilderness. Alex’s original 
plan had been altered a day earlier when he and his mother had spoken with 
CO Jonathan DeLisle at NHFG headquarters in Concord, New Hampshire. 
Hobbled some by the difficulty the family had understanding English, DeLisle 
had advised strongly against Alex’s initial plan to hike from Woodstock to 
Gorham alone, adding that recent weather had made the trails very icy and 
travel hard, even for an experienced hiker. Kneeland later learned that the 
family had also called the Appalachian Mountain Club and received the same 
don’t-go-there warnings.
But there, on the night of the 5th, Alex was, and there at the trailhead 
Kneeland sat, in his truck that often serves as an incident command post 
during a rescue, on the phone with Alex’s mother, summoning her to fly to 
Manchester, New Hampshire, the next day to retrieve her son. Kneeland had 
just gotten off the phone with Alex after advising him to get in his sleeping 
bag and await the two officers climbing up. In his official report, Kneeland 
described what Ober and Mancini found:
At 2214 hours, CO Mancini and Sgt. Ober reached the Liberty Spring Tentsite 
and located Alex W., who was in his sleeping bag inside his tent, which was 
not staked up because he did not know how to set the tent up. The COs gave 
him warm fluids and got him dressed for the hike back out. CO Mancini 
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determined that Alex’s pack was very heavy, so he gave the tent to Ober to 
carry and then lightened the load further by leaving most of Alex’s food at the 
site, including two bags of mangos, four jars of Nutella, and a large salami.
Comment: At the heart of this incident lies a common parent–child ten-
sion—the child seeks to set out on his own, to become himself or herself 
through some sort of test; the parent tries to get the best advice about the saf-
est route. But once that advice suggests no trip-test at all, trouble ensues. It’s 
easy to see—even from spare details—that Alex had no business setting off in 
winter with equipment he couldn’t use properly on a multiday solo hike. As 
Kneeland pointed out later, Alex was actually lucky he hit trouble early, where 
it took only a few hours for help to get to him. Had he been in by Bondcliff or 
elsewhere deep in the Pemi Wilderness, where phone contact is sketchy and 
it would have taken longer hours to find him, Alex might have encountered 
a different ending.
Step now beyond the obvious understanding that Alex didn’t have the 
requisite experience and shouldn’t have been allowed to go. What then? 
Anyone who’s ever shared space with a brooding 17-year-old wants an answer. 
Kneeland’s last line of his report suggests one: “I then provided her [Alex’s 
mother] with the phone number for the International Mountain Climbing 
School in Conway [New Hampshire] to see if they could hook Alex up with 
a guide.”
That advice, given in the aftermath of the rescue, when Alex next proposed 
to his mother that he do a series of day climbs before going home, is perfect. 
If, when we reach our breakaway age, we are lucky, we find a guide. That 
guide, while serving in a demi-parental role, carries none of the real parent’s 
emotional baggage with her or his child, and so there is a chance the younger 
will listen, learn, and make a test trip without meeting trouble. Some guides 
or teachers are paid, as are those of IMCS; some may be friends or relatives, 
luckily found.
Night Phones: A Call from the Ridge
A scan of incident data makes it clear, but I still like to point out on occasion 
that much of the rescue work in the Whites takes place off hours. The two 
incidents just reviewed involved night work, as will the next two. Someone’s 
having an off night in the mountains often means no night off for rescuers.
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The sun was near setting on February 15, 2017, when NHFG’s Lt. Jim 
Kneeland got a 4:15 p.m. call that a hiker was having trouble finding his way 
near the summit of Mount Lafayette. Not that anyone could see the sun, 
as it was snowing heavily, and Vincent H., age 25, of Quebec, Canada, had 
called his girlfriend at home to say that, after reaching the summit at 3 p.m., 
he had lost the trail while trying to descend. Kneeland began the calls that 
gather the information needed to mount a rescue: Vincent’s intended route, 
how equipped he was, whether he had companions (he was hiking with his 
two dogs), and any other relevant details. Calls to Vincent didn’t get through, 
but a text did draw a 4:57 p.m. response to Kneeland’s question: Do you need 
help? “Yess,” said the text.
Kneeland texted Vincent to call 911, and the dispatcher transferred the call 
to him, where, with a translator’s assistance, Kneeland figured out that Vin-
cent had slid down an icy ledge and felt trapped at its base. Kneeland was able 
to match Vincent’s phone’s coordinates with a texted map location he’d got-
ten earlier to fix Vincent’s location just south of Lafayette’s summit. Kneeland 
figured it would take about six hours to reach him. He summoned NHFG 
COs from the Advanced Search and Rescue Team (of which Kneeland is the 
leader) and members of Mountain Rescue Service.
Then the 911 supervisor called to say that Vincent and the translator had 
continued texting; Vincent had rediscovered the trail and was going to go 
“down.” That worried Kneeland, because if Vincent followed a trail in that 
area it would be the Franconia Ridge Trail north up Lafayette or south up 
Mount Lincoln. Both routes are mostly above treeline and would further 
expose Vincent. If, on the other hand, Vincent actually went “down,” he 
might end up in the Pemigewasset Wilderness or in Walker Ravine. Kneeland 
told the 911 people that he hoped Vincent would stay put because they had 
a known location for him, but the link between Vincent and 911 had gone 
silent.
Not knowing if Vincent was moving forced Kneeland to split his NHFG 
team and send one group up the Old Bridle Path (at 7 p.m.) and the other 
up the Falling Waters Trail (at 7:40 p.m.). Snow was still falling heavily, with 
temperatures in the 20s. (Nearby Mount Washington got a foot of snow on 
the 15th and an added 11 inches on the 16th.) MRS rescuers were to follow 
with a Sked litter, which can be snaked through tough terrain. An 8:50 p.m. 
text from Vincent provided clarity that he hadn’t moved, and MRS started up 
the Old Bridle Path a few minutes later.
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Vincent’s audible panic on a 10 p.m. call further amped up the night but 
provided little other information, as the mix of a language barrier and Vin-
cent’s screaming made his words unintelligible. The NHFG teams reported 
slow going because they had to use snowshoes and break trail all the way. 
The Old Bridle Path team passed Greenleaf Hut (a mile below the summit of 
Lafayette) at 10:50 p.m., and the MRS team, following the first team’s tracks, 
caught them just shy of the summit a little after midnight. At 12:45 a.m., 
MRS’s Brian Johnston called from the summit, saying that they could see a 
flashing light and hear a dog barking. A few minutes later, the team was with 
Vincent, where, using the shelter of a Bothy Bag, they began the work of 
rewarming him. By 1:30 a.m., having rewarmed Vincent and given him some 
dry clothes, the teams began their walk out, getting back to the trailhead a 
little before 5 a.m.
Comment: This incident, while rife with uncertain communications and 
extended by the slow work of also navigating a storm that dropped waist-deep 
snow, suggests short analysis. A solo hiker set off at 9 a.m. on a winter-mild 
morning but in the face of a forecasted storm. He took six hours to reach 
the summit of Lafayette, a far too lengthy allotment of time for a February 
hike—a turnaround time of noon to 1 p.m. would have been OK. He then got 
caught by the storm, and once caught, didn’t have the skill to get down. Nor 
did Vincent know enough about where he was to figure out how he might 
get into safer terrain.
Vincent’s hours trapped in the storm were a near thing. Had NHFG’s 
and MRS’s teams not reached him, the storm and hypothermia would have 
claimed him. When MRS rescuers got to Vincent, he was cold and asleep, not 
waking until they were right with him, despite the barking of his dogs. Vin-
cent had also lost his gloves in the gale, he said, leading him to contemplate 
killing and cutting open one of his dogs to rewarm himself. Even as fantasy, 
that’s a desperate sign. Vincent acknowledged to Kneeland his debt to his 
rescuers, saying he felt that they had saved his life.
A Night Near the Boulder
A few minutes after midnight on April 23, 2017, NHFG District 1 Lt. Wayne 
Saunders got a call from the state police dispatcher. Alexander S., age 27, from 
the Czech Republic, felt he was in trouble somewhere above Glen Boulder 
on its eponymous trail. Saunders was able to make erratic phone contact with 
Alexander via 911 and learned that strengthening winds had bent Alexander’s 
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tent poles, tearing the tent fabric and letting in the flying snow. Neither wind 
nor snow had been present when Alexander set up camp for his first evening 
of a planned multiday hike. But Saunders also ascertained that Alexander was 
warm and mostly protected in his sleeping bag and extra clothing, and so not 
in immediate peril. The two agreed that Alexander would hunker down for 
the night’s remainder, and COs would start up at daybreak to check on him.
At around 5:30 a.m., Alexander made another worried call. NHFG COs 
Matt Holmes and Glen Lucas began climbing just after dawn, and around 
9:30 a.m. they met Alexander just above Glen Boulder as he descended with 
support from a Samaritan hiker, Claude V., who had encountered Alexander 
earlier that morning. The COs escorted Alexander down.
Comment: The night scene of Alexander’s initial call marks this rescue, 
asking us to imagine what prompted a well-outfitted hiker to punch the three 
digits of emergency. When Alexander set out on his multiday hike, he was 
carrying all the essentials, and when he pulled over for the night somewhere 
above Glen Boulder, the wind was light. Both the spot above treeline and the 
weather seemed agreeable. Alexander awoke to a different night: winds up, 
tent poles bent, snow fingering into his shelter. Panic ensued.
And yet, the day’s weather summaries from the nearby Mount Washing-
ton Observatory don’t speak of what we often think of as extremes. Tempera-
tures hovered in the upper 20s, with the winds averaging 27 mph; the top 
gust blew through from the northwest at 51 mph; 2 inches of snow fell. The 
23rd reads similarly: temps in the 20s, winds averaging 39, top gust of 67, 
half an inch of snow. White Mountain veterans shrug at such reports, even as 
they also know trouble comes easily in such typical shoulder season weather. 
These veterans, however, are unlikely to be found in a tent, above treeline on 
Washington’s upper flanks, unless they’re training for some alpine escapade in 
the world’s big mountains. In that case, the veterans would be in winter tents 
built to withstand wind and snow. 
But for someone unfamiliar with the Whites and the way wind can work 
on a tent, the absolute darkness and the varied, pitched voices of wind could 
seem ready to blow life away. Those voices ask only questions: Will my tent 
last? Will it blow harder? Will the night wind, finally, blow me away? And 
so, the call. Saunders’s ability to get the essentials of the moment, even over 
sketchy phone connections, and build a plan to check on Alexander without 
exposing his COs to the risks of a night rescue is laudable. His experience in 
and knowledge of the Whites balanced out Alexander’s lack of both. Added 
voice: The second call at 5:30 a.m. underlined how long such a night can feel.
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A Short Note on Going Solo
All four incidents examined thus far involved solo hikers. Readers of this col-
umn have probably noted that I don’t condemn solo hiking as simply out of 
reason’s bounds. In fact, one can argue that an experienced, fit solo hiker can 
travel winter’s backcountry more safely than some groups. But choosing to 
go it alone puts a premium on all of a hiker’s readings—of weather, of self, of 
terrain. Should conditions, external or internal, change, you need to know in 
detail where and who you are. Although Jack seemed on his way and closest 
to such a level, none of the four solo hikers chronicled in these incidents had 
the familiarity and mountain-nous to be where he was.
Composed Rescue 
Editor’s note: The following incident, selected for its resonance with and contrast 
from a famous August 1959 tragedy on Cannon Cliff, is excerpted from Critical 
Hours: Search and Rescue in the White Mountains, Sandy Stott’s book due out 
in spring 2018 from University Press of New England. In 1959, two young men 
from Connecticut got trapped partway up Cannon Cliff, and the ensuing rescue 
attempt took two days to unfold. The young men died of hypothermia just as 
rescuers reached them. That rescue is told at length in Appalachia (“The Cannon 
Mountain Tragedy,” by George T. Hamilton et al., December 1959, 2 no. 4, pages 
441–461.)
Every day, as he sets out solo on his rounds, NHFG District 3’s Lt. Jim Knee-
land does so behind the wheel of a 2012 Chevrolet Tahoe that’s equipped as 
a mobile command post. Its truck bed can accommodate a snowmobile or 
all-terrain vehicle and Kneeland “usually carries enough equipment to equip 
a couple of rescuers, if they need more stuff.” The Tahoe is also supplied with 
mobile radios for contact with search-and-rescue units, as well as cell phones 
and laptops that are loaded with, among other things, a mapping program. 
“It is a very comfortable rig,” says Kneeland. Given that on a rescue-intensive 
weekend the Tahoe can become a second home for him, that’s a good thing.
On November 19, 2016, a 10:39 p.m. call for help from Cannon Mountain 
summoned Kneeland from a comfortable night at home back to his truck. 
It had been a moderate late-fall Saturday, with the temperature on nearby 
Mount Washington averaging 43 degrees Fahrenheit with light winds. A 
colder day was on the way, as was some rain, which up high sounded more 
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like ice. On Cannon’s iconic cliff, which rises above Franconia Notch, two 
Massachusetts climbers, William S., 29, and Michael F., 23, were stuck some 
few hundred feet below the top. Earlier in the day, the pair, who had climbed 
quite a bit throughout New England but never on Cannon Cliff, had aimed 
up a popular route named Moby Grape. But, after starting late and encoun-
tering route-finding difficulties that slowed them, they’d been benighted. Still 
they had persisted, until finally they felt unable to go up or down.
Kneeland used the climbers’ call to plot their location, and, after he advised 
them that they were around 390 feet below the helicopter-landing zone at the 
cliff’s top, the climbers said they’d try to find another route up to that point. 
Kneeland checked back in with them just before midnight and found them 
still stuck but game for another attempt. Finally, the climbers called back 
just after 1 a.m., saying they were right back where they’d been when they 
first called. Noting the wet, going-toward-winter forecast, Kneeland decided 
a night rescue was necessary, and that meant calling the high-angle experts 
from MRS and figuring out how to get them in place to effect a rescue. He 
made that call at 1:14 a.m. Readers of White Mountain accident history may 
recall the 1959 Cannon Cliff tragedy of Alfred Whipple Jr., 20, and Sidney 
Crouch, 21, both of Ledyard, Connecticut. The differences between the 1959 
and 2017 rescues of stranded climbers on Cannon point to how much has 
changed over these years, and to what someone in Kneeland’s position can 
command when called today. 
MRS, founded in 1972, makes the biggest difference, and in that group’s 
climbers—Steve Larson, Kurt Winkler, Paul Cormier, Joe Lentini, Charlie 
Townsend, and Geoff Wilson—Kneeland had six of the region’s finest. Their 
drive to Franconia was a short one. Still, it was a lightless night, and the climb-
ers in need of rescue were stranded far up the cliff; getting to them could be 
an iffy proposition. But here, too, Kneeland and MRS had a new resource: 
During recent years, as Cannon had continued to attract its share of res-
cues, SAR groups had plotted the GPS coordinates of places where an anchor 
could be set to lower rescuers from the cliff’s top. With the coordinates of the 
stranded climbers also available, Kneeland and the MRS climbers found that 
they could choose an anchor directly above the pair, and, if all went well, rap-
pel down to them and bring them back up. That, of course, would be far less 
work and far quicker than climbing to them—and far safer. MRS’s Cormier 
later reflected that the location of the route down to the climbers had been 
“the perfect marriage of 21st-century technology and old-style experience. We 
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had the GPS coordinates, and I had been to this route a number of times. I 
could say, ‘It’s just over here a little way,’ and the coordinates confirmed that.”
Such a plan prompted another concern: It would be great to drop from 
the top, but getting to that top would take time, too. Must rescuers hike up 
Cannon before dropping down from its crest for the rescue? Kneeland ran 
through his list of contacts and pressed a number, rousing one of the Cannon 
Tramway operators. Here were the fruits of a trade Kneeland had made last 
year, bartering some work investigating a skier’s death for the home numbers 
of tram operators. He now had a way to get rescuers and as much gear as they 
wanted to the mountaintop. That carrying capacity counted importantly too: 
the tram could accommodate both rescuers and however many ropes they 
needed; lugging as much up on foot would have taken time, and likely led to 
thinner support for the rescue. 
MRS’s six climbers arrived at around 4 a.m., and Kneeland then sent them 
and fellow CO Josiah Towne up to clifftop on the tram. He then drove the 
Tahoe to a particular spot on Route 93. “I’ve got a spot down here for each 
route on the cliff,” he said, reflecting the number of times he has been called 
there. Each roadside spot gives him clear sight and radio lines for a route up. 
Also, before Towne went up to help the MRS climbers, Kneeland told him 
that he was to do whatever the MRS climbers wanted, even if that “means 
sitting in a bush watching.” With this directive, Kneeland was setting up a 
clear chain of authority. He was also calling on experience. The dark clifftop 
of Cannon can be tricky to read; in a few steps, someone can go from nearly 
level ground to cliffside. Kneeland wanted no added trouble that night. 
Cormier recalled that Towne was a big help: “He worked like crazy as we 
hauled the climbers up.”
With the anchor set on a preselected spot above the climbers and lined up 
with Kneeland’s truck lights in the valley, Larson went down over the edge a 
little after 5:30 a.m., dropping right to the two men, while his MRS colleagues 
tended the anchors. When each stranded climber was ready to come up, the 
five MRS rescuers and CO hauled hard. One at a time, each was brought 
back up to safety by 8:30 a.m., and then they all took a much more prosaic 
walk back down to the base, where they arrived around 10 a.m.
With Sunday still stretched before him, Kneeland was back in his Tahoe.
Comment: The rains washed in, and the temperatures dropped. Novem-
ber 20 averaged only 23 degrees atop Mount Washington. But by then, every-
one was off the cliff. Though technical climbing incidents are not usually the 
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province of this column, I’ve included this one for its example of the resources 
upon which White Mountain search and rescue can draw now. This rescue 
offered a happy ending in clear contrast to a draining, two-day saga in August 
1959, when rescuers had to be summoned from afar and two Connecticut 
boys died of hypothermia high on Cannon Cliff.
The Beauty of the Mountain Civic Body
This report’s final three incidents are linked by the mountain altruism of those 
nearby or summoned to help. Even before official rescue could be mounted, 
the work of rescue had begun.
On November 13, 2016, a 10:30 a.m. call alerted NHFG Sgt. Mark Ober 
to an emergency a half-mile below Carter Notch Hut on the Nineteen-Mile 
Brook Trail. James N., age 59, had collapsed suddenly as his large party of Boy 
Scouts and their chaperones descended from the hut. Members of the party 
had already begun CPR, although Ober wouldn’t know that until he was able 
to establish communication with the group via Chris DeMasi, the Carter 
caretaker who had descended to the group and who had cell phone coverage. 
Meanwhile, the initial report led Ober to summon COs Matt Holmes, Glen 
Lucas, and Eric Fluette and Androscoggin Valley Search and Rescue volun-
teers Mike Pelchat and Diane Holmes. Ober also called the New Hampshire 
National Guard to see if he could get helicopter assistance, and they scram-
bled to gather a crew and fly to the scene.
The rescuers who rushed to the scene reported that James’s group had 
kept up CPR during the roughly two hours it took for them to get there, but, 
sadly, even as rescuers carried with them advanced medical equipment, noth-
ing could be done to save James. The National Guard’s Blackhawk helicopter 
was aloft by 12:40 p.m., and not long after 1 p.m., it arrived, coordinated with 
rescuers on the ground, and lifted James’s body out.
In the aftermath, AMC provided private space for James’s family to gather 
and learn the details of his death; NHFG also summoned its chaplain to pro-
vide support for the family and the Scout troop.
An 11:50 a.m. call from Cannon Cliff on February 4, 2017, informed 
NHFG Lt. Jim Kneeland that climber Nick P., age 47, had fallen some 50 
feet while on the third pitch of the Black Dike route. Kneeland contacted 
the caller, David S., a climber who was lower on the same route and in 
voice contact with the injured man. As David assessed the situation, he said 
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he and others on the scene could lower Nick to the cliff’s base but would 
need carryout assistance from rescuers once they reached the talus slope below 
the cliff.
Kneeland set about gathering that assistance, calling on the Pemigewasset 
Valley Search and Rescue Team and NHFG COs, and those rescuers began to 
reach the base of the cliff a little after 2 p.m., just as David S. and an estimated 
thirteen other climbers completed lowering Nick from the cliff. From there, 
Nick was carried and then hauled finally via snow machine to the roadside 
and taken to Littleton Regional Hospital.
On the same day at around 3 p.m., Nicholas K., 32, fell while backcoun-
try skiing on Mount Moosilauke’s Carriage Road. His companion, Corinna 
O., called 911. NHFG CO Greg Jellison called the number provided by the 
911 dispatcher and got a man named Stefan, who was part of a large party 
that had come upon Nicholas and Corinna. Stefan’s group had repurposed 
a plastic sled they had with them and was now hauling Nicholas out. Ste-
fan estimated they would reach the trailhead at Breezy Point Road around 
5:45 p.m., which they did. Jellison and members of the Warren and Went-
worth fire departments met the rescue party there.
On February 4, 2017, rescuers lower Nick P., who had fallen 50 feet while climbing the 
Black Dike route on Cannon Mountain. NEW HAMPSHIRE FISH AND GAME
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Comment: Even as many of us leave a trailhead in the Whites to get away 
from the jostling of everyday life, in our popular and peopled mountains, 
other seekers are often nearby. That those seekers almost invariably gather to 
help when trouble occurs, often showing resilience and inventiveness in sup-
port of whoever has fallen, offers a redemptive look at us, the mountain drawn. 
Each of us hopes for a lift from getting in deep in the hills; sometimes that 
lift comes from the spirit of sister- and brotherhood common in that terrain.
— Sandy Stott
Accidents Editor
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Alpina
A semiannual review of mountaineering in the greater ranges
Nepal Himalaya
Another winter passed without an ascent of K2 (8,611 m), the last of the 
fourteen 8,000-m peaks still unclimbed during winter. The coming season 
may be different. A very strong Polish team, led by Krzysztof Wielicki, 67, has 
its eye on the prize. The Poles have a long history of extreme climbing in the 
highest mountains. (See Freedom Climbers [Rocky Mountain Books, 2011] by 
Bernadette McDonald.) During the 1980s, Poles made an astounding seven of 
the first winter ascents of 8000ers. Even in summer, K2 is quite a challenge: 
It is considered the hardest of all the 8000-m peaks.
The highest mountains are dangerous for avalanches, punishing winds and 
temperatures, and how bodies sometimes react to their environment. Health 
hazards include stroke and especially edema (pulmonary and cerebral), which 
has claimed many victims. Heart attacks are rarer, but one did afflict Conrad 
Anker, a leading American climber, in November 2016. He was making his 
second attempt on Lunag-Ri (6,907 m), a fearsome unclimbed granite spire 
in the Nepal Himalaya. Accompanied by David Lama in 2015, Anker had 
reached within 300 m of the top. They returned a year later. All was well until 
Anker, age 53, “felt an acute pain in my chest.” Fortunately, Lama knew what 
to do, and Anker was helicoptered to a Kathmandu hospital within 12 hours 
of the attack. A stent was inserted in his heart. (Later Lama continued the 
attempt solo. He passed the 2015 high point but did not reach the summit.)
It was a busy spring 2017 season on the Nepal side of Everest (8,850 m). 
Following the avalanche and earthquake, there was a lot of pent-up demand. 
A record 373 fee-paying climbers had been given permits by mid-May. Many 
succeeded, starting with a fourteen-member group of Gurkhas May 15. They 
were followed by many others, including six Indian teenagers and Lhakpa 
Sherpa, whose eighth ascent set a record for women.
Two first female ascents: Uto Inbrahimi, from Albania; Tsang Yin Hung 
from Hong Kong. Andy Holzer, a blind climber from Austria, summited on 
May 21, becoming the first blind climber to scale Everest from the north side.
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 Unfortunately and as often is usual, several climbers—six by May 24, 
2017—died. Min Bahadur Sherchan was the oldest to reach the top in 2008, 
when he was 76. An 80-year-old Japanese superseded him, so Sherchan 
returned in 2017 to reclaim his title. Sadly, he died at Base Camp, apparently 
of a heart attack, at age 85. Everest is littered with corpses. It is dangerous and 
expensive to bring them down. The problem was dramatized by the death of 
Ravi Kumar, a 27-year-old from India, who was descending from the sum-
mit. When his body was spotted high on the mountain, the family desired 
its return “at any cost.” Estimates were more than $60,000. His body was 
retrieved, along with those of two others.
On May 29, 1953, Tenzing Norgay and Edmund Hillary approached the 
(then probably) still untouched summit. Hillary wrote, “We reached the foot 
of the most formidable-looking problem on the ridge—a rock step some 
forty feet high. . . . On its east side was another great cornice, and running 
up the full forty feet of the step was a narrow crack between the cornice and 
the rock.” That crack gave the climbers the way to the easy summit ridge 
beyond. The cornice is no longer there, but the rock step, named for Hillary, 
remained. Early every spring season Sherpas fix it with ropes so that the 
crowds can form a line to get up. This spring brought news that the step 
had disappeared, possibly a casualty of the 2015 earthquake. But soon after, 
the Nepal government reported that the step was still there, albeit covered 
with snow. “The misconception may have appeared as a new route has been 
constructed some meters to the right of the original route.”
Our last issue described a fraudulent claim of ascent. To thwart more of the 
same, the Nepal authorities are experimenting with mandating the carrying 
of GPS devices. This would also make life a little easier for rescue parties.
If only Mallory and Irvine had taken them . . .
A growing problem: Oxygen bottles are being stolen from high camps.
A solution to a different problem: A French group, Montages et Partages, 
has led a 40-day cleaning effort between Base Camp and the South Col. By 
May 23, five tons of waste had been removed.
In early June 2017, Chinese authorities would not issue any climbing per-
mits for the autumn climbing season. This prohibition affected Shishapangma 
(8,013 m), the very popular Cho Oyu (8,201 m), and the northern route from 
Chinese-controlled Tibet. The ostensible reason was that illegal climb by a 
Polish mountaineer, who started on the Tibet side and continued into Nepal.
There have also been reports of Tibetan flags and photographs of the Dalai 
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Lama being displayed on the summit. The Chinese government would not 
like this one bit.
A final celebratory note: On a cold day in March, a California couple, 
James Sissom and Ashley Schmieder, were married at Everest Base Camp. 
This appears to be a first. Ashley said, “After much deliberation, we decided a 
traditional wedding was not the right fit for us.”
When will a wedding take place on the summit?
Patagonia
The winter 2017 season got off to a slow start here because of poor condi-
tions. It remained so through February. Nevertheless, in nineteen days start-
ing January 31, 2017, three Belgian climbers—Sean Villanueva O’Driscoll, 
Nico Favresse, and Siebe Vanhee—made the first free ascent of El Regalo de 
Mwoma on the Central Tower of Paine (8,100 m). An account of the first 
aided ascent in 1992 appears in Simon Yates’s Against the Wall (Cape, 1997).
Alaska and Canada
Canada’s highest peak, the formidable Mt Logan (19,551 ft), was the scene 
of a rescue drama in early May 2017. An Argentinian climber, Natalia 
Martinez, attempted a traverse but was stranded at about 10,000 ft when two 
earthquakes hit the mountain. Bad weather made her rescue problematic, but 
after four days, she was helicoptered out.
In Alaska, the extremely strong team of Renan Ozturk, Alex Honnold, and 
Freddie Wilkinson returned after four years to the spectacular Ruth Gorge, 
in Denali National Park. Their objective was a second ascent (the first was 
in 1988, an epic of more than 65 hours climbing) of Wine Bottle, on the 
5,000-ft east face of Mt Dickey (9,545 ft). They hoped to make the ascent 
without direct aid. But even a team of superb ability can be thwarted. Melting 
snow dampened the rock and increased crevasse danger. In the end, they 
settled for two shorter “practice” climbs. 
Denali was busy, as usual, in spring 2017. By July 3, nearly 1,200 had 
registered to climb it, and the success rate was 37 percent. By contrast, only 11 
people had registered for Mt Foraker, and none reached the top.
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Yosemite
Royal Robbins (see Michael Wejchert’s obituary of him below) was certainly 
a visionary, but when he first climbed El Capitan in 1960, he probably did 
not imagine that the imposing face would one day feature dozens of routes. 
Or that one of those routes would be climbed in considerably less than three 
hours. On November 11 and 12, 2016, Pete Whittaker became the first person 
to rope solo—all free—El Capitan in less than 24 hours. He finished the dif-
ficult Freerider route in 20 hours 6 minutes, making his ascent both the first 
of its kind and the first solo-free of El Cap in a day. 
Two June 2017 ascents have raised the bar higher. First Alex Honnold, 
famous for such exploits, climbed Freerider solo in less than four hours. 
Honnold carried no rope, but he did wear clothes. 
Three days later, Leah Pappajohn and Jonathan Fleury reversed the practice, 
completing the original route, The Nose, in exactly 12 hours. Except for shoes 
and climbing gear, they were entirely naked. They suffered no injuries, only 
a bit of sunburn. 
While unclothed climbing does have precedents, this is probably the lon-
gest achievement of its kind. Afterwards Pappajohn made some important 
observations:
• It is easier to pee from a hanging belay without clothes.
• They reported that naked climbing is “empowering.”
• They concluded, “To do it naked, you have to be able to be com-
pletely focused on the climbing in order to not die.”
In Memoriam: Ueli Steck
By far the most resonant death was 
that of Swiss climber Ueli Steck, 
who at age 40 was one of the most 
accomplished mountaineers in the 
world, and one of the most liked. 
He climbed the north face of the 
Eiger solo in under three hours. 
In 2015, he reached the summit of 
all 82 of the 13,123-plus-ft peaks in 
the Alps in 62 days, and he soloed 
the extremely difficult south face Ueli Steck.  DAMIANO LEVATI/STORYTELLER LABS
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of Annapurna (8,091 m) in 36 hours. He came to Everest in 2017 with a char-
acteristically ambitious agenda: He and his partner Tenji Sherpa were to reach 
the summit by the Hornbein Couloir, unrepeated since its first ascent in 1963. 
Then they would descend to the South Col and climb Lhotse, a traverse never 
accomplished. They would have been above 8,000 m for days, without sup-
plementary oxygen. Their plans were delayed when Tenji retreated to base 
camp with frostbite. Never one to idle, Steck headed up on a windy Sunday, 
April 30, on Everest’s spectacular neighbor Nuptse (7,864 m). We will never 
know what happened, but he fell some 3,000 feet.
It is heartbreaking to read an interview Steck gave three weeks before 
he died:
This is the beauty of our sport; we’re out there and it’s not only about 
the physical test, we’re out there experiencing the mountains, living in 
the mountains. . . . This is a really, really big part of alpinism.
 Maybe I’ll get to the top of Everest and realize that the Hornbein 
Couloir was way too hard and that I’m exhausted. But even then I’ll be 
really happy because nobody has ever repeated the Hornbein Original 
route. So this would already be a really, really good adventure. . . .
 And even if you don’t reach the summit, I don’t consider this as a 
failure. Failure for me is if you don’t go out and try in the first place.
—Steven Jervis
Alpina Editor
Sources: Kathmandu Post, Rock and Ice, the New York Times, Men’s Journal, 
News from Nepal, and various blogs.
Nuptse, where Steck died, and the larger Everest. STEVEN JERVIS
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In Memoriam: Royal Robbins
To say that Royal Robbins 
invented and saved modern 
climbing in one fell swoop might 
be a stretch, but not much of 
one. With his death on March 
14, 2017, at 82, after a prolonged 
illness, some of the elegance has 
been whisked away from the 
sport. In the golden age of Ameri-
can climbing, a few names could 
be bandied around as the most 
influential: Yvon Chouinard, Tom 
Frost, Chuck Pratt, Layton Kor, 
Doug Robinson. But undoubt-
edly, Robbins emerges: the name 
on the tip of everyone’s tongue.
Robbins had an ego, though 
it seemed less the arrogance of an 
athlete and more the conviction of a zealot: a human who would make no 
compromises and literally risk life and limb to leave—with as little trace of 
his passage as possible—his mark on the steep granite walls of Yosemite. Out-
wardly, with his looming, perfect posture and black glasses, he projected a 
hawk-like intensity across the bohemian dalliances of Yosemite in the late 
1950s and early 1960s. But inwardly, Robbins was a man searching for tran-
scendence. He loved the poetry of Emerson. He yearned to escape a difficult 
childhood by forging his way up blank granite slabs, by exploring California’s 
untouched passageways of rock, by applying an ethos to climbing that pre-
served it for future generations.
Robbins was born in Point Pleasant, West Virginia, in 1935. His father, 
Royal Shannon Robbins, abandoned his mother and the toddler he’d given 
his name to. Royal’s mother married a machinist, and the family moved to 
Los Angeles. Robbins’s stepfather drank often. He beat Royal and his mother. 
To escape, Royal committed small crimes and jumped freight trains with 
other miscreant teens. Climbing, back then, was not something one sim-
ply tried as a matter of happenstance. Cities did not have gyms dotted with 
bright, plastic holds. With minimal equipment, climbing was still a dark art. 
Climbers tied in by knotting the rope around their waists. They used few, if 
Royal Robbins in his late 20s. TOM FROST/WIKI-
MEDIA COMMONS
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any, pitons. Whoever went first endured deadly consequences for a mistake. 
Broken ribs—the result of a knotted rope tied around one’s waist—were a 
best-case scenario for a fall. At the time, Robbins had no idea he would pio-
neer new, safer, and more graceful techniques for ascent. 
At age 14, in the 1940s, he took a Boy Scout trip to the High Sierra, and his 
life changed. When the trip ended, Robbins wanted more, and he joined the 
Rock Climbing Section of the Sierra Club. Soon, he was scampering up rock 
faces in Tahquitz, in Southern California. He dropped out of high school, 
preferring to educate himself. He later became enamored of the transcenden-
talists, and of Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick. Most readers tend to hold Ahab 
at arms’ length, but Robbins embraced the character fully. The 2,000-foot 
north face of Half-Dome had become, in his mind, a white whale of sorts. By 
1957, this obsession consumed him.
Climbers relied on two main forms of protection in the 1950s. Commonly, 
pitons were used: Though they varied in size, from thin strips of iron to five-
inch metal wedges, a climber hammered them into a crack, clipped a nylon 
ladder (called an etrier or aider) into the piton, and stood in the etrier to 
hammer the next piton. Obviously, this method only worked when a crack 
appeared to drive pitons into.
The other anchor was an expansion bolt: A climber hammered into the 
bare rock with a masonry bit until a hole appeared, placed a bolt with an 
eyelet hanger into it, and clipped his or her etrier to that. 
At first, bolts were used only when necessary. It’s a slippery slope: Climbers 
can hammer in endless bolts on previously blank walls. When Robbins and 
his cohorts stumbled upon Yosemite in the 1950s, very few climbs had been 
done, and the easiest fell first. The northwest face of Half Dome remained the 
prize everyone lusted after. 
Robbins made a few attempts. On one, with Jerry Gallwas, Don Wilson, 
and Warren Harding, the team ascended a mere 500 feet over five days. 
When he finally completed the climb in 1957, with Mike Sherrick and Gall-
was, it was with a newly designed piton and the conviction of a man willing 
to make a leap of faith. The climb was, to borrow the nomenclature of the 
era, a space shot. 
As new routes began to streak up the walls of Yosemite, the next great 
prize to fall was the Nose on El Capitan: the massive buttress of granite that 
juts up, like a giant nose, 3,000 feet from El Capitan meadow. Harding spied 
the line—considered out of the question to most climbers—and launched 
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up it, using an anything-goes ethos. The team descended to the valley for 
breaks, leaving ropes in place. After two years, Harding finally topped out El 
Cap. Harding’s climb, and the ones to follow, were nothing short of breath-
taking achievements, but they seemed anathema to Robbins, who crusaded 
that style and cleanliness were paramount. To prove his point, he repeated 
Harding’s Nose in 1960 with Tom Frost, Chuck Pratt, and Joe Fitschen, tak-
ing seven days, bottom to top, without leaving the wall. (Harding’s team had 
taken 45 days over two years to finish the climb.) Robbins’ repeat of the Nose 
is as talked about as its first ascent.
Doubtless, the rivalry between Harding and Robbins helped spur the 
“clean climbing” revolution. It takes a special breed of person to question 
and modify methods that had been held sacrosanct. During a 1966 trip to the 
Lake District of England with his wife Liz, Robbins found the climbers there 
were using “nuts” slotted in cracks to protect themselves from falling. He 
returned to Yosemite, vigorously preaching “clean climbing” to his hammer-
wielding cohorts. Nuts did not scar the rock, and the climbers started using 
as few bolts as possible on climbs, wishing, as Robbins had, to leave little trace 
of their passage. Climbing exists in its modern form because Robbins had the 
courage to question his own generation’s methods.
Arthritis demanded Robbins cut his climbing career short. He instead took 
to kayaking, pioneering first descents in much the same way he’d forged new 
routes up the nation’s steepest rock walls. He and Liz started the successful 
clothing company Royal Robbins, applying the same ethos to clothing as they 
did climbing. He is survived by Liz and their children, Damon and Tamara. 
Climbing may be embodied by flashy movies and big-name sponsors 
today, but I, and many others, prefer the old black and white shots of Robbins, 
framed perfectly against the bright sky and unyielding granite of Yosemite, 
simple as can be.
—Michael Wejchert
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Letters
Uncovering the Mystery of the Cover Photo
I read your Summer/Fall [issue] cover to cover, as usual. I knew I would keep 
this one, as it looks like my family on the cover. I found the cover photo 
was taken in 1930. In 1930 my mother, Linsley Dougherty (who married my 
father, Carl E. Walker, in 1938); her father, Harold Taylor Dougherty; and his 
mother-in-law, Delia Linsley Viles were all living at 35 Court Street, West-
field, Massachusetts. They were all three life members of [the Appalachian 
Mountain Club] and would have vacationed with AMC. They may be three 
of the seven in your cover photo. Mum, LDW (sitting), would have been 24; 
her grandma, DLV (behind Mum), would have been 86; Grampa Harold, 
HTD (6-foot-5-inches, in the center), would have been 56 and Westfield Ath-
eneum’s librarian. At one point HTD was AMC’s [vice]president. There was 
an article and full-page photo of him in Appalachia after he died in May 1962 
[In Memoriam, December 1962, 34 no. 2].
Family tradition has Delia Linsley Viles as a founder of AMC and on 
the first AMC hike up Katahdin. We had a photo of DLV at the opening 
of Madison [Spring] Hut. All the ladies in beautiful long dresses for the cel-
ebration! DLV also went with AMC to the Virgin Islands and to Denali. 
DLV furnished her cabin at Cold River. Both of my grandmothers always 
wore dresses and low heels hiking. But Grandma DLV was wearing pants and 
boots in a photo vacationing with Mum (LDW) and my [other] Grandma 
Sarah Viles Dougherty on [AMC’s Three-Mile Island] on [Lake] Winnipesau-
kee. LDW swam like a fish and canoed. She had a beautiful swan dive. Both 
were birders. 
I took the AMC summer Mountain Leadership School course in June 
1969 and for 36 years taught Girl Scouts in southern Berkshire County, 
Massachusetts—map, compass, hiking, camp crafts—and then took them 
backpacking on the Appalachian Trail. I also did some trail work. Thanks for 
the memories!
—Sally A.W. Kusek, Chester, Massachusetts 
Editor’s note: Thank you for these memories. Our December 1962 issue (34 no. 2) 
includes an In Memoriam article about Harold Taylor Dougherty, or HTD, who 
died that year. His wife, Sally Viles Dougherty, had been a member since 1903; 
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she died in 1961. HTD joined AMC in 1933; earlier, the couple was in the first 
group of the club to climb Katahdin. The Doughertys were active in the Berkshire 
Chapter, which HTD chaired in the late 1940s. He was vice president of AMC 
in 1951. We hope to hear more from any readers who might know some of the 
other people in the photo. More information about W. F. Sanford, listed as the 
photographer, might help unlock the mystery.
The Cover Photo: An Imagining
I asked readers to tell us stories about the photo. And we received the next letter, 
an imagining—totally fictional, and so realistic that I briefly fell for it, even 
though it diverged from the true story above! (I think I was working too hard last 
summer.) Read on and don’t take this one seriously, but have fun. Amelia Earhart 
did have ties to the Boston area, and she could have ended up around a campfire.
—Editor. 
This photo, identified as a 1930 scene from an album in AMC’s Library & Archives, 
appeared on our cover last issue. We have solved part of the mystery, and we have an 
imagined story about this scene, too.  W.F. SANFORD/AMC LIBRARY & ARCHIVES
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She usually just likes me to read the accident reports to her. But when I 
showed the cover photo of the Summer/Fall 2017 edition to my elderly 
mother, her eyes got all moist, and she quietly said, “I thought I would never 
see that photo again.” I had been correct in remembering a photo that looked 
like that in my grandparents’ home at 233 Webster Street in East Boston.
The boy in this photo is Richard Michezney, Jr. He is the father of a 
current [Appalachian Mountain Club] Boston Chapter leader by the same 
name. The gentleman in the black leather jacket is Richard Michezney, 
Sr. The Michezneys were longtime East Boston residents and neighbors of 
my family. 
My mother said that this photo must have been taken before or around 
1935, the year she was born. She knew the Michezneys well and heard them 
relating details of this trip to Deer Hill, although she had always thought 
that they had gone to the Deer Island in Winthrop. She remembers the 
photo and stories so well because Amelia Earhart is the woman sitting in the 
foreground. She heard both that Earhart had come back to Massachusetts to 
visit her mother in Medford and that Earhart was on a break from flying out 
of the Boston Airfield (later renamed Logan International Airport). Her 1928 
transatlantic flight had begun there. The Michezney home was located on 
Jeffries Street, next to the Jefferies Point Yacht Club and immediately adjacent 
to the airfield.
In the 1990s, I was helping with an oral history project for the Boston 
Natural Areas fund. One of the women I interviewed was Rose D’Amore. 
Rose was then in her 90s and has since passed away. She remembered Earhart 
knitting on the roof of the Yacht Club and once saw her in the East Boston 
branch library. That Earhart had befriended the Michezney clan seems 
plausible.
The older man behind Earhart may be George Putnam, her husband. My 
mother speculated that George had a poor night’s sleep because he did not 
appear that old in photos she had seen of him years after Earhart disappeared. 
He was ten years older than Earhart but appears much older in the cover 
photo. The couple on the right of the photo were unknown to my mother. 
Sibby Michezney, the wife of Richard Sr., is the woman on the far left. 
Her cooking was infamous. That may explain why the family is so far from 
her kitchen.
—Mark E. Warren, Medford, Massachusetts
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The Death of Geraldine Largay
Wanted to write to tell you how much I enjoyed your article on the death of 
Geraldine Largay (The Long Way Home, Winter/Spring 2017, 68 no. 2). My 
husband and I happened to be hiking on the Appalachian Trail in the Whites 
when she disappeared, and everyone we met on the trail was talking about it. 
I very closely followed subsequent news briefings, articles, blogs, etc. for the 
entire two years after this tragedy. I can’t completely explain my fascination/
obsession with the event; although my husband is also an avid hiker, he was 
only mildly interested. I suspect it had something to do with my sex, my 
closeness in age to Mrs. Largay, and the fact that I occasionally hike alone.
I must admit I thought foul play was the most likely theory and wondered 
if there was a serial killer lurking on the AT. After her remains were finally 
located, I initially refused to believe the “getting lost” scenario. The more I 
thought about it, however, the more I started to think it plausible. Years ago, 
my husband and I were lost for two days in the Pemigewasset Wilderness in 
the White Mountains the last week in September. We had adequate clothing 
and matches for the cold weather, and mercifully it didn’t snow or rain. It 
was, though, one of the most terrifying experiences of my life, and for the 
first half-hour of being lost, I was in a state of panic with cardiac arrhythmias. 
Finally I sat down on a rock, realized if I didn’t pull myself together I would 
die of a heart attack, and told myself I was probably smart enough to find my 
way out. We eventually followed a stream down that intersected a trail.
That experience forever changed how I hike and what I carry in my back-
pack. We got lost on an ill-marked rough trail; however, noticing the blazes 
had vanished didn’t even initially concern me. A very cocky attitude from 
many years of experience can often result in a big mistake. They say once you 
survive being lost, you are much more likely to survive being lost the sec-
ond time around. Unfortunately, the best way to learn is from past mistakes. 
Reading about other people’s accidents in the woods helps but is a far inferior 
teacher than experiencing a disaster yourself. As a result of the Largay disap-
pearance, though, I did buy three books on compass navigation and took a 
short course, realizing that I have always been lacking in such skills.
—Dr. Charlotte Ryan, Rochester, New York, and Easton, New Hampshire
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Research
A Legacy of Road Salt Filtering into Lakes
It’s time to put roads on a low-salt diet, especially those that run near lakes, 
ponds, and drinking water reservoirs.
That’s the conclusion of a study published in April in the proceedings of 
the National Academy of Sciences, adding to the growing body of evidence 
that shows high levels of road salt wash into fresh waterways, from ground-
water to rivers to rural lakes.
“We have a legacy of salt in the environment built up over the last 70 
years,” said Hilary Dugan, a researcher at the University of Wisconsin–Madi-
son’s Center for Limnology and co-author of the study quantifying salt levels 
in 371 lakes in all six New England states, plus New York, Michigan, Wiscon-
sin, Minnesota, and Ontario. “You get a strong pulse when the snow melts 
that can push levels extremely high, but there’s also a lot of salt stored in the 
soil surrounding lakes that continues to act as a reservoir supplying salt to 
lakes.”
The largest study of its kind, the research found a dozen lakes with salt 
levels exceeding the Environmental Protection Agency’s threshold for aquatic 
water quality of 230 mg/liter, nearly all showing long-term trends of increas-
ing saltiness since the 1970s. It also confirmed what may seem an obvious 
point: The most urbanized lakes surrounded by the most pavement have the 
highest salt levels, and rural lakes the lowest. But even very rural lakes are get-
ting saltier, the study found.
“We don’t have an alternative to road salt, but we need to be aware that if 
you use road salt, it’s going to end up in the environment,” Dugan said. 
Salt flowing into a lake with runoff stays in there for a period of weeks, 
months, or years, with larger lakes tending to hold salt longer, she said. 
Michael Dietz, an associate extension educator with Connecticut Sea 
Grant and the Department of Extension at the University of Connecticut, has 
conducted several studies of the impacts of road salt, including on groundwa-
ter that supplies wells used for drinking water. The effect on freshwater bod-
ies, he said, has been a decline in amphibian and plant species most sensitive 
to salt, and increases in invasive species that fill the void. Even trees are being 
weakened by high salt in the environment, he said. 
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“Everything is trending upward for salt in lakes, rivers, and groundwater,” 
Dietz said. “There are generally no good findings in these areas.”
State and local agencies are waking up to the need to reduce road salt 
used to melt snow and ice, said Chris Bellucci, supervising environmental 
analyst for water protection and land reuse for the Connecticut Department 
of Energy and Environmental Protection. Local and state highway crews and 
private contractors who clear snow and ice from store parking lots and pri-
vate roads alike are being asked to use salt more sparingly, especially around 
drinking water reservoirs, and to rely more on mechanically pushing snow 
and ice off pavement. Improvements in plowing equipment are helping, too, 
along with greater use of salt-molasses and salt-lignin (an organic tree extract) 
brines that adhere better to pavement than rock salt.
Dietz pointed to a program in New Hampshire that other states could 
model, the Voluntary Salt Applicator Certification & Liability Protection 
course. Since 2013, private contractors in that state have been invited to com-
plete training in how to reduce salt use in exchange for being exempted from 
slip-and-fall liability lawsuits.
Road salt in piles of plowed snow often ends up in lakes when the snow melts. This scene 
is of Madison, Wisconsin’s Lake Monona, where researchers did some of their work.  
HILARY DUGAN
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“You can apply twice as much salt without getting twice as much protec-
tion from slips and falls,” Dietz said. “The best thing you can do is minimize 
the use of salt.”
—Judy Benson
Judy Benson, a health and environment reporter for many years, is now the commu-
nications coordinator at Connecticut Sea Grant. She holds a master’s degree in natu-
ral resources from the University of Connecticut and wrote an essay about following 
Willa Cather’s path to Chaco Canyon in our Summer/Fall 2017 issue (68 no. 2). 
Grizz  
Grizzly Bears Rebound
Brown bears (Ursus arctos), also called grizzly bears in North America, fasci-
nate us. They’re feared and revered for their impressive size and strength, a 
top-of-the-food-chain mammal that periodically asserts itself among humans, 
earning front-page coverage. Grizzly bears are the terrestrial equivalent of a 
shark. If the lion is the king of beasts in Africa, the grizzly bear is the sheriff of 
wildlife in the American West and many other parts of the world.
Globally, the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natu-
ral Resources categorizes Ursus arctos as a species of “least concern,” estimat-
ing the total number of brown bears on earth to exceed 200,000, but most 
of them do not reside in the United States. The IUCN gives the following 
justification for its classification:
The range of the brown bear has historically declined through North Amer-
ica, Europe, and Asia, and the species has been extirpated in North Africa. 
However, it remains widespread across three continents, and is still one of the 
most widely distributed terrestrial mammals. Globally the population remains 
large, and is not significantly declining and may be increasing in some areas. . . . 
There are many small, isolated populations that are in jeopardy of extirpation, 
but others, under more protection and management, are expanding.
That last sentence is an important one, especially the part about the peril 
confronting isolated populations compared with the successes of those bears 
that are protected and managed. In the United States, where the bear has 
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been classified as “threatened” since 1975, its numbers are growing in ecosys-
tems where it is monitored and safeguarded by state and federal agencies and 
conservation-minded nongovernmental organizations. I’ve seen it firsthand 
around my home in Red Lodge, Montana, where I’ve lived for seven years.
Red Lodge is on the edge of the Greater Yellowstone ecosystem that 
encompasses Yellowstone National Park and the areas in Montana, Wyoming, 
and Idaho around the park. It’s one of five regions in the Lower 48 where griz-
zlies remain today. The other four are the Northern Continental Divide eco-
system in northern Montana, the Cabinet–Yaak ecosystem on the northern 
Montana–Idaho border, the Selkirk ecosystem on the northern Idaho–Wash-
ington border, and the Northern Cascades ecosystem in Washington. All four 
of these regions extend into Canada.
When I first moved to Red Lodge, my now-husband Jack and I decided 
to spend a day photographing wildlife in Yellowstone, a place where Jack, a 
native Montanan, had spent countless hours. I had never been there. As we 
neared the park gate in Cooke City, we passed a public campground that 
was closed due to a grizzly bear mauling. Officials had killed the bear and, 
Grizzlies have recovered some of their population in Yellowstone National Park. Their 
presence indicates a healthy ecosystem, but they need distance from humans.  
LISA DENSMORE BALLARD
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in speculating that her missing cubs might also favor humans as food, closed 
the campground. Not that any tourists wanted to stay there after the 
gruesome encounter.
Though I could barely hold my camera straight, I dared not set down my 
canister of pepper spray during that first photo outing. A month later, while 
backpacking in the isolated Bechler region of the park, I was sure every sound 
in the woods was a grizzly bear coming. In truth, the odds of an encounter 
were low.
The chances are higher now. About 60 miles of jagged alpine peaks, 
trout-laden tarns, wildflower meadows, and towering timber, known as 
the Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness, separate my home from Yellowstone 
National Park. According to a local bear biologist who works for Montana 
Fish, Wildlife & Parks, grizzly bear populations have rebounded to the point 
that there’s a bear in every drainage above our small town. When I hike in the 
Beartooths, I frequently see bear scat, rubs, paw prints, and rocks that only 
a burly 800-pound bear could overturn. Then, last summer on a mountain 
bike ride, I spied one peacefully foraging on the opposite side of a multi-acre 
field. The bears have made a comeback, at least in my neighborhood, mainly 
because they have the space and protection to do it. Sure, they’re dangerous, 
but we now respect their value in an ecosystem.
Before European settlement, grizzly bears were common in the American 
West, but they were intentionally eradicated during the 1800s. The federal 
government paid bounties for them in an effort to protect settlers. The num-
ber of grizzlies dropped from an estimated 50,000 to fewer than 1,000 by the 
1970s. Only 136 bears then lived in the greater Yellowstone region.
After their listing as a threatened species in 1975, grizzlies gained ground 
and are now being considered for delisting. Today, about 600 grizzlies live 
in the Yellowstone ecosystem, with about 1,700 total in the Lower 48 states. 
That’s well below their historic levels and still in only 2 percent of their 
historic range but, nonetheless, a sustainable number with the ability to grow. 
Today, enough grizzlies live that many call them a keystone species, though 
that is a label of ongoing debate. Can an omnivore be a keystone species?
Keystone Versus Umbrella Bears
Within the alpine and subalpine woodlands of the northern Rocky Moun-
tains and the great coastal forests of the Pacific Northwest, grizzly bears are 
opportunistic feeders. They eat what’s available depending on the season. 
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Grizzly bears are omnivores, gorging on everything they can find in the summer and fall.
LISA DENSMORE BALLARD
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In the early spring, after hibernation, they graze on newly emerging grasses 
and scavenge winter-kill carcasses. In late spring, they prey on newborn elk, 
moose, and other immature ungulates. In summer, they dine on a variety 
of plants, roots, and rodents. They nab spawning trout and salmon from 
streams, and feed on berries and white bark pine nuts. In the fall, during 
hyperphagia in preparation for hibernation, they gorge as much high-calorie 
food as they can find, gaining 3 to 6 pounds per day! These oversized omni-
vores certainly have a presence in their wild environs.
And so they are called a keystone species, a term rooted in the keystone 
that holds together the top of a stone arch. If you remove that stone, the arch 
collapses. A keystone species plays the same role in an ecosystem. Extirpate 
the animal, and the ecosystem changes dramatically. The phrase was coined 
in 1966 by Robert Paine, a biologist studying intertidal zones in the Pacific 
Northwest, to describe the Pisaster starfish, an aggressive hunter that eats bar-
nacles, freeing up critical space on rocks. Paine found when the starfish were 
present and active, there was a wider array of sea life present. Grizzly bears 
might or might not be considered a keystone species, depending on whether 
you take an ecological or a conservation point of view.
“The term keystone species is thrown around a lot,” says Chris Servheen, 
an adjunct research associate professor of wildlife conservation at the Univer-
sity of Montana’s College of Forestry and Conservation. “It applies to griz-
zly bears in a conservation context because, if you manage for this species, 
it carries others with it. If you protect grizzlies, you protect other animals; 
however, if you mean fundamental to an ecosystem, it doesn’t exactly apply. 
If you remove grizzly bears, there won’t be massive change, like removing 
zooplankton from the ocean.”
Perhaps umbrella species is a more accurate term. According to Servheen, 
who spent much of his recent professional life overseeing the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service’s grizzly bear recovery effort, if grizzly bears have an 
adequately large home range that is safely connected to other large tracts 
of wild land, other species flourish along with the bears. Doug Chadwick, 
a wildlife biologist and a founding board member of the nonprofit Vital 
Ground, agrees. Based in Missoula, Montana, Vital Ground’s mission is to 
conserve and connect grizzly bear habitat.
“An omnivore like a grizzly bear doesn’t have a specific role as, say, wolves 
in Yellowstone National Park, the dominant carnivore there, but they have an 
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outsized effect,” Chadwick says. “For example, grizzlies help shape the diver-
sity of plants in an area. If you remove them, everything becomes less vital. 
The berries aren’t quite as enriched. The trees aren’t as healthy. The ecosystem 
is less able to adapt to environmental stresses.”
Chadwick likens grizzly bears to heavyweight gardeners. “A grizzly bear 
is the primary earth mover in the high country,” he says. “It digs for bulbs, 
ground squirrels, voles, and marmots. Its long claws rake and turn over huge 
areas. Over the years, large areas are furrowed, pitted, and worked by bears, 
which brings up nutrients from lower levels of soil and creates more diverse, 
more productive wildflowers. Bears also distribute tens of thousands of seeds 
from huckleberries, chokecherries, currants, mountain ash, and pine nuts.”
Like Servheen, Chadwick also uses the term umbrella species to describe 
the role of a grizzly bear in the area where it lives. “It’s a charismatic animal, 
like orcas in the ocean, that draws attention to its environment,” he says. “A 
bear’s range is big, and it uses every elevation from the valleys to the moun-
taintops. If you take care of grizzly bears, you protect the swans and glacier 
lilies, too.”
Bears and Humans
The size of a grizzly’s range also presents a major challenge to conserving it. To 
thrive, bears need space away from humans, yet both bear and human popula-
tions are growing in bear country, sometimes encroaching on each other.
“Habitat security is mainly affected by motorized routes,” Servheen says. 
“Bears avoid motor vehicles, which eliminates habitat. Vehicular routes also 
increase mortality risk because [they increase] poaching and hunting. If you 
lower motorized access to land, there’s also better bull-to-cow ratios among 
elk, because you’re not selecting out the biggest, strongest bulls. Grizzly bears 
have a direct conservation umbrella effect on elk. It applies to moose and 
deer, too.”
Servheen also emphasizes the importance of keeping bears out of the 
frontcountry at campgrounds and around livestock, and away from tentsites 
in the backcountry. “When you electrify a chicken coop or hang your food 
while camping, you do it for the grizzlies, but it carries over to coyotes, black 
bears, and raccoons,” he says. “The key to success is letting people know how 
to live with bears through education and outreach rather than dealing with 
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the situation after a bear gets into trouble. Once a bear gets conditioned to 
humans, you can’t remove it far enough.”
Servheen supports improving connectivity between tracts of bear-friendly 
habitat with crossing structures along highways and through private ease-
ments and land acquisitions, a key part of Vital Ground’s mission.
“It’s not about whether you like grizzly bears or not,” Chadwick says. “If 
a place is big enough and wild enough for grizzlies, the water is clean. You 
can camp without thousands of people around. You can see wildflowers, 
bird watch, hunt elk, fish. . . . These are values we hold dear when we are in 
wild places.”
—Lisa Densmore Ballard
A longtime member of the Appalachian Mountain Club, Lisa Densmore 
Ballard is an award-winning writer, photographer, and filmmaker. She splits her 
time between Red Lodge, Montana, and Chateaugay Lake, New York, when she’s not 
exploring a wild part of the world. She maintains a healthy respect for grizzly bears 
and keeps her pepper spray handy whenever she’s in bear country. Read more of her 
work at lisaballardoutdoors.com.
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Lines Written Far from Home
I am from the flesh of moose and caribou,
  from the blood of rivers,
the backbones of mountains.
I am from cold and darkness,
 glaciers and the northern lights,
clouds of mosquitoes.
I am from The Great Land,
 The Northland, The Last Frontier,
The Land of the Midnight Sun.
I am from far away from here,
 hopelessly lost like a spawning
salmon gone up the wrong river.
John Smelcer
John Smelcer is the last living member of the Ahtna tribe of Alaska who can read, 
write, and speak in their severely endangered language. He is the author of 50 books, 
including his poetry book Indian Giver (Leapfrog, 2016).  
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News and Notes
The Delicious Wind: Rahawa Haile on the Appalachian Trail
The privies were overflowing, it was raining, and everyone was drunk. After 
300 miles of hiking the Appalachian Trail, Rahawa Haile knew she should 
push on. Standing Bear Farm Hostel, she said, was a bit rundown. An influx 
of hikers in mid-March 2016 had filled it to capacity. Surely, she thought, her 
options would improve if she just kept moving. Having replenished her sup-
plies, she decided to continue rather than spend the night. Despite the storm, 
she shouldered her backpack, determined to reach her next objective. 
As the rain fell, Haile made a steep ascent of 2,700 feet, toward the top of 
Snowbird Mountain. Claps of rolling thunder grew louder and louder as she 
climbed. The clouds above closed in around her. Lightning flashed in quick 
succession an instant before each rumble. Within 600 feet of the peak, she 
knew she was in trouble.
“I’m thinking, Oh this is bad!” she said in an interview. “And sure enough, 
by the time I reached the summit, there’s lightning everywhere.”
With no time to enjoy the view, Haile immediately made her descent 
down the opposite side of the mountain. Heading for the safety and shelter 
of the campsites below, she ran under the weight of her pack along a 1,500-
foot length of trail that had become a slippery wet torrent of cascading mud. 
“I don’t think I’ve cried so much on the trail as I did that afternoon,” she 
said. “I was completely alone. There was no one around. The trail was one 
endless mudslide. I don’t think I’ve ever been so frightened in my life.”
The experience of writer Rahawa Haile is not unlike that of many who 
thru-hike the Appalachian Trail. Sudden dramatic shifts of weather and the 
unavailability of campsites are to be expected, along with the inundation of 
mosquitos; monotonous camp food menus; and occasional bouts of mortal 
fear, emotional despair, or homesickness. But Haile had also to contend with 
a dire sense of isolation. Along with the weight of her pack, she endured the 
added burden of having to walk alone on this daunting, 2,179-mile journey 
from Georgia to Maine as a queer woman of color.
“My goodness! If you want to know loneliness, try being a black woman 
thru-hiking the Appalachian Trail in Tennessee in 2016,” she said. “It was 
incredibly isolating.”
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During the divisive and racially charged climate of the 2016 U.S. election, 
Haile felt concern, of course. Hiking while black, as the status has come to be 
called, she was vulnerable not only to the natural elements and the physical 
rigors of backpacking, but she had to face her own fears and apprehensions, as 
well. Traveling solo on foot through parts of the country where some individ-
uals and institutions still harbor notions of white supremacy, she worried her 
life as a black woman would matter little to those who might do her harm. 
But inspired by her love of the outdoors and a calling to discover the 
depths of her character, Haile cautiously ventured onto the AT. Accompanied 
only by the words of African American writers that spurred her ambitions to 
go forward, she recalled the moment when her desire to complete the trail 
turned to resolve. 
“I’m standing on Blood Mountain, and I have my first book, and it’s Zora 
Neale Hurston’s collection I Love Myself When I Am Laughing and Then Again 
When I Am Looking Mean and Impressive, which is just the best title,” she said, 
Rahawa Haile in the Mahoosuc Range, in Maine. COURTESY OF RAHAWA HAILE
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smiling with the memory. “It felt like having a friend on Blood Mountain. I’d 
have to say that’s when I could really process it for what it was, this monu-
mental undertaking that I’d committed to.”
Just about 5 feet 8 inches tall with a lean frame, warm brown eyes, and 
a dazzling smile, Haile’s appearance reveals nothing mean. Those who meet 
her are likely impressed by her charming manner and gregarious spirit. Her 
laughter is infectious. Though Haile, 32, had seldom in her life experienced 
racially motivated incidents that made her afraid, the periodic appearance of 
a hateful symbol as she walked through trail towns in the South—on bumper 
stickers, T-shirts, or even flying over some hostels—made her wary. 
“The Confederate flags were just so depressing, especially last year,” she 
said. “I could see which way the country was going. I could see which way the 
election would go, and I knew that it came from a place of such frustration 
and resentment. And there was nothing I could do about it. It was hard to 
carry, on top of the rest of my pack.” 
The daughter of Eritrean immigrants, Haile is a first-generation African 
American citizen. She attributes her fondness for the outdoors to her father, 
who she said “loves nature to death.” Growing up in Miami, she took long 
walks in the woods with her grandmother, who talked about the world out-
side as a source of strength and healing. Speaking in her native language, 
the older woman used the words tuum nifas, or “delicious wind,” to describe 
how one can draw nourishment even from the air of a gentle breeze. As a 
child, Haile discovered a friend in nature who, like her books by inspiring 
black writers, helped her to heal the pain of loneliness. To spend time as a 
thru-hiker along the Appalachian Trail seemed the most natural thing she 
could imagine. 
“My trail name is Tsehay. It means ‘the sun’ in Tigrinya, one of the main 
languages of Eritrea,” she said. “I got it because when I walked with my bright 
orange pack cover on, people said it was like following the sun.” 
Still, Haile had to reconcile her doubts of being welcome as a black woman 
who identifies as bisexual in a community populated by a majority of white 
heterosexual men accustomed to the privileges of manifest destiny. But she 
realized very quickly that the AT, like nature itself, offered her a nurturing 
environment that cared nothing about the color of her skin. Cold and wet 
after her descent from Snowbird Mountain, she arrived a few hours later at 
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the open grassy summit of Max Patch, where the clouds parted. “There was 
sun everywhere,” she said. “And it was one of the most spectacular views.”
She reached her campsite to discover that a trail-angel class of thru-hikers 
had set out a spread of hamburgers, chips, cookies, soda, and beer for all to 
enjoy. Haile was welcome to share in the feast and festivities as a true mem-
ber of a club whose sole requirement for initiation is to arrive prepared to 
be vulnerable, to face your fears, and to be open to the generosity of life’s 
circumstances that give freely without discrimination. 
Setting aside her apprehensions, Haile found fellowship in her love of 
nature, which she shares with much of humanity. Despite the rifts that divide 
our nation, Haile discovered in her trail family the delicious wind that cools 
the fiery pain of loneliness and binds the wounds of despair. By the light of 
the campfire, as everyone drank beer or sipped from flasks and conversations 
became more fluid, those gathered there shared their reasons for hiking the 
Appalachian Trail. 
“The most common answer I heard that night was to heal. That’s what 
people were doing out there,” Haile said. “I think that was when I felt that I 
really belonged to a community. And it never stopped for the rest of the way.”
—James Edward Mills
James Edward Mills is a wilderness writer and an independent media producer. 
He was a 2014 fellow of the Mountain and Wilderness Writing Program at the Banff 
Centre in Alberta, Canada. He is the author of The Adventure Gap: Changing the Face 
of the Outdoors (Mountaineers Books, 2014). He lives in Madison, Wisconsin.
The Way Life Should Be: Assembling the Speck Pond Shelter 
With the door completely off, the lap belt holding me to my seat seems like 
a far cry from something that would actually save me in an emergency. The 
helicopter’s rotator blades accelerate, shifting from a rhythmic to a constant 
spin, as we effortlessly start to ascend. Ten feet, 35, 50—suddenly we are cruis-
ing 200 feet above a sea of fir trees. Soaring over hills and ridges that have 
stolen hours from my life walking them in years past, we crest the Mahoosuc 
ridge and bank a hard right just south of Old Speck Mountain. She comes 
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into view quicker than I had expected. At 3,400 feet, Speck Pond prevails as 
Maine’s highest body of water—glacier fallout from 12,000 years ago.
Our descent turns the glass surface into a frenzy of motion. Take a deep 
breath. Slow is smooth, smooth is fast. You don’t want to be the guy who falls 
out of a helicopter. People tend to remember stuff like that. The helicopter 
slows down and hovers just feet from the shores of the pond. Take my seat 
belt off, click it back together behind my back, stay low, move quickly. Before 
I have time to overthink it, touchdown. I’m off the bird and back on the 
planet. Radio in one hand, helmet in the other. One thousand eight hundred 
feet higher and 3 miles northeast from where I stood mere moments ago. 
But this isn’t a joy ride. I’m on the clock for the Appalachian Mountain 
Club’s campsite program, and I’m standing next to local legend John 
Nininger, the owner and architect of Vermont’s Wooden House Company. 
If you’re in need of log shelters in New England then you’ve heard of this guy. 
With his signature log design and cedar roofs, his shelters are true pieces of art. 
The workers sit atop their project. JOE ROMAN
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As soon as the helicopter disappears over the hill, the sound quickly 
dissipates, and we stand there in silence. The experience is jolting. It takes 
a minute to adjust to our new surroundings. But there isn’t much time to 
spare. We know the chopper will be back, and this time it’s not landing but 
dropping off the first logs of Speck Pond’s new shelter. This isn’t the days of 
yesteryear in which one could just cut local native logs on-site and build a 
new shelter.
No, times have changed. These days, it’s a little more complicated than 
that. 
And then we hear it. As the decibels start to rise, we clear the landing zone. 
Anything that isn’t tied down is going to get shaken up. Trees begin to dance 
with the downdraft of the rotating blades. The helicopter has returned with 
its first load. Hanging from the bottom of the helicopter via a 45-foot cable, 
the base logs of the shelter—attached at two points by a nylon sling—come 
down first. Everything is built off them, so as soon as they hit the ground, we 
set them with pinpoint accuracy. It won’t be long before the chopper returns 
with more. The stripped, white cedar logs fit together like pieces of a puzzle. 
Each one is scribed with incredible precision to meet its counterpart.
John isn’t as surprised as I am to watch it all come together so quickly. 
No, this isn’t his first rodeo, and it’s not the first time he has seen this very 
shelter constructed. He first assembled it one month ago at his log yard in 
Vermont, labeling each piece with a number and its weight as he dismantled 
it and loaded it onto a tractor trailer. Since the 1979 Jet Ranger maxes out at 
800 pounds per load, it’s important to get as many logs in one lift as possible. 
At $1,800 an hour (that’s 50 cents a second), time is money, and you don’t 
want the helicopter to have to make any unnecessary trips. Matching “out-
loads” with the “in-loads” proves harder than I imagined. It’s difficult to eye-
ball 800 shattered wood planks—the old shelter we dismantled last fall. Back 
and forth, the Jet Ranger flies, as we scramble to prepare the next out-load 
and set the logs from the last in-load. The 33-year-veteran pilot Carl Sven-
son is an artist in his own right. Almost as an extension of his own body, he 
places the in-loads with care from the cable attached to the bottom of his 
helicopter. I communicate with him through a radio and microphone 
attached to my helmet. 
“Where would you like the next one, Joe?” 
“Just about 10 feet east of the shelter, Carl!”
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“You got it!” he jovially replies. His demeanor is calm. There’s no question 
this man enjoys his work.
Eight hours later with only a 30-minute lunch break, the deed is done. 
And just like that, 40 cedar trees accounting for 93 different logs weighing 
8,427 pounds come together from 143 hand-scribed notches to form one of 
the most beautiful shelters I have ever seen. Calmness returns to the shores 
of the pond.
—Joe Roman
Joe Roman is the Appalachian Mountain Club’s campsite program and conservation 
manager. He writes often for AMC’s Trails Blog at outdoors.org/articles/blogs/trails/.
White Mountain Supervisor Tom Wagner: An Appreciation
I remember several things about my first hike with Tom Wagner, not long 
after he became forest supervisor of the White Mountain National Forest. 
It was a beautiful summer day on the Franconia Ridge. We covered a lot of 
ground, physically and in conversation about the national forest. But what I 
remember most is that both Tom and I had to take regular doses of ibuprofen 
for our aching knees. 
Tom’s knees first hurt from an old pick-up-football injury, mine from 
too many summers packing heavy loads into Appalachian Mountain Club 
huts. Looking back, I can also see what made Tom a great forest supervisor. 
He asked good questions and listened to the answers; he was quick to learn; 
he seemed to understand immediately that the land and the people are 
inseparable.
The White Mountain National Forest has always been about people. Since 
its establishment after the passage of the Weeks Act more than a century 
ago, people have created, loved, and worked tirelessly on its behalf. It was 
nicknamed “The People’s Forest” for good reason. Tom seemed to understand 
this on our first hike together. 
Over the next decade, we shared many hikes. We shared even more meet-
ings. We also shared time sitting at the small round table in his office, where 
Tom patiently listened to my ideas both good and not so good, and where 
he listened openly to what I hoped would be received as gentle suggestions. 
After a session of constructive criticism directed his way, he would often tell 
his staff, “You’re helping me become a better forest supervisor.”
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News of Tom’s September 2017 retirement spread quickly. Fifteen years is 
a long time for a forest supervisor to stay in one place. Tom Wagner’s impact 
will last well beyond the physical years. I have no doubt that his leadership 
and his commitment to land stewardship, public service, and his employees 
will be sorely missed. 
Tom displayed what it really means to be a leader: a clear sense of his 
responsibilities, a willingness to use his power, expecting the best in himself 
and his employees, pushing hard (sometimes, some folks might say too hard), 
believing that his employees were the best—and making sure we all acted 
the best. 
What has become clear to me is that what made Tom so outstanding as 
a public servant and as a leader is that he is, above all, a good citizen. He is 
passionate about public service and the good that each of us can do, regardless 
of our job or title. That passion was contagious. Even in the midst of trying 
times and a large-scale bureaucracy, I never once saw Tom Wagner take the 
easy path of cynicism. And he was quick to berate anyone who did.
“I’ve never met anyone at Tom’s level of leadership who seems as authen-
tic, as real,” said Frumie Selchen, executive director of the Arts Alliance of 
Northern New Hampshire, a partner of the White Mountain National Forest 
in creating and sustaining an annual artist-in-residence. “He is truly inter-
ested in listening to people, regardless of their titles or authority; in every 
sense, he seems genuinely open to ideas and different ways of thinking. You 
never see the wheels turning or feel he’s looking around the room for some-
one more influential or important to talk to.”
Tom understands people but he also understands the land and the benefit 
of public land to all of us as Americans. He never acted as though his mission 
was an easy one, and he did his best to balance the tensions between conser-
vation and preservation. He believes in both the benefits of sound timber 
harvesting and appropriate wilderness designation. He acts on the belief that, 
as citizens, we can work out our differences.
He models the idea that being a good citizen and being a good public ser-
vant are inseparable. He didn’t just hold employees to that idea; he expected 
as much from everyone who cares about the WMNF, whether a partner orga-
nization, a hiker, a logger, or a tourist traveling a scenic byway. We all have 
to uphold our end of the bargain by holding our land managers accountable. 
Yet we must take responsibility for our own words and actions, as well. I was 
often amazed that Tom never seemed to hesitate to pick up the phone to call 
a disgruntled visitor. He was willing to admit when the Forest Service was in 
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the wrong and equally ready to defend his employees. He was also willing to 
gently remind the visitor of his or her own part in any misunderstanding.
For people close to the national forest, it’s always a little concerning when 
a new forest supervisor arrives. Will she be a good fit? Will he “get it”? It’s safe 
to say, Tom “got it.” 
Katie Stewart, a former Androscoggin district ranger, wrote to me in 
an email:
When you have a leader at the top who embodies qualities such as wisdom, 
caring, honesty, inspiration, forward thinking, strong land ethic, and integrity, 
it set the standard and motivated me (for one) to work harder and smarter 
and to be a better person. Even if I disagreed with him, I respected his views. 
I believe he was always respectful of all the people he worked with, inside and 
outside the agency. . . . The leadership qualities he brought helped us all be 
better, better for the land we cared for and better for each other.
Like many people, I wonder, with a little bit of nervousness, what will happen 
next in the White Mountain National Forest. But I’m happy for Tom and his 
family. He’ll get a break from a grueling schedule. I have no doubt he’ll fill his 
time wisely. And I’m looking forward to more hikes with him—ones where 
we can just enjoy the national forest without trying to fix anything besides 
our aching knees.
—Rebecca Oreskes
Rebecca Oreskes retired from the U.S. Forest Service in 2013 after 25 years of 
service. She is a co-author of Mountain Voices: Stories of Life and Adventure in the 
White Mountains and Beyond (AMC Books, 2012) and has served on the boards of 
forest- and wilderness-related organizations. She serves on the Appalachia Committee.
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Books and Media 
Blazing Ahead: Benton MacKaye, Myron 
Avery, and the Rivalry That Built the 
Appalachian Trail 
By Jeffrey H. Ryan
Appalachian Mountain Club Books, 2017.  
304 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-62842-064-7.  
Price: $18.95 (paperback).
It is not surprising that an enterprise 
as monumental as a 2,190-mile hiking trail would 
be fraught with challenges: conceptual, physical, 
political, and financial. Blend in strong person-
alities, deeply held beliefs, and competing interests, and you’ve got yourself 
quite a story. Jeffrey Ryan has written a tightly researched, well-crafted book 
that will interest both hiking enthusiasts and history buffs, while also satisfy-
ing readers who like their sagas spicy and their heroes flawed. 
The title is a bit deceptive because the Benton MacKaye and Myron Avery 
who emerge from these pages are not, strictly speaking, rivals. Most of the 
book is about their relationships with other people—and with the genesis of 
the trail itself—rather than with each other. Ryan characterizes them as “two 
men driven by completely different motivations.” MacKaye is “the dreamer” 
and Avery “the doer,” and although we might feel more drawn to one than to 
the other as we get to know them better throughout the book, Ryan helps us 
understand why both were essential to the Appalachian Trail’s creation and 
development.
MacKaye will always be credited with the idea, a utopian concept he out- 
lined in 1921. The plan envisioned people living and working in rural 
communities beside a pristine swath of wilderness that would serve as a 
natural refuge from the stresses of routinized lives. His original proposal called 
for a hiking trail to run continuously between the two highest mountains in 
the eastern United States—Mount Mitchell in North Carolina and Mount 
Washington in New Hampshire—and it included detailed plans for the 
contiguous settlements that would nestle along its flanks. Within a year, 
the plan had expanded, calling for a trail from Georgia to Maine. MacKaye was 
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the quintessential idea man, spending long hours mapping his proposed trail, 
and writing and speaking in great detail about the benefits the comprehensive 
plan would offer Americans from all walks of life. 
The main rival to MacKaye’s vision was not Avery but rather the changing 
character of the country, as more and more families purchased assembly-line-
built automobiles and headed out, not on foot, but on wheels. Demands 
for scenic roads grew, and MacKaye found himself at odds with planners 
who responded to that demand by building parkways and highways along 
stretches of the very route he had hoped to keep pristine. 
Avery, a native Mainer with an avid interest in Katahdin, his state’s highest 
peak, entered the picture in 1927. He was enthusiastic about MacKaye’s 
continuous trail idea but concerned that little actual trail building had been 
done. A driven, action-oriented man, Avery set about gathering support for 
the work and ultimately did a good deal of it with his own hands. Over the 
next 24 years, until his death at only 52 in 1952, Avery tirelessly labored to 
complete and maintain the trail and to guide its use as the longtime president 
of the Appalachian Trail Conference.
The definitive rift between MacKaye and Avery occurred in the mid-1930s, 
as MacKaye grew increasingly upset at the road-building enthusiasts and with 
Avery’s acceptance of compromise as necessary to the trail’s existence. For his 
part, Avery criticized MacKaye for not taking a more hands-on approach to 
trail work. Deeming his vision for the AT irredeemable, MacKaye withdrew 
from the fray, cofounding the Wilderness Society in 1935 and leaving behind 
an Appalachian Trail Conference he considered overly pragmatic. Avery then 
had free rein to pursue his own vision, which was to promote the trail as a 
distinct entity.
Ryan portrays the two men as exceptional and brilliant but flawed. In 
the end, MacKaye comes across as the more noble, but that has less to 
do with his AT vision and more to do with Avery’s thorny nature, which 
alienated many besides MacKaye. Ryan quotes extensively—sometimes too 
extensively—from Avery’s voluminous correspondence with a wide variety of 
people, revealing a man who was often rigid, self-righteous, unforgiving, and 
insulting to those who disagreed with him, even as he succeeded in making 
great things happen.
One of the benefits of reading Ryan’s book is the chance to revisit our own 
conception of wilderness and its importance to us as humans, a notion that 
continues to be advanced—and threatened—today. Neither man could have 
predicted the numbers of hikers who visit the Appalachian Trail today nor 
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the impact the crowds of thru-hikers are having on the landscape, notably on 
Avery’s beloved Katahdin. But MacKaye came close to predicting the future 
when he told an interviewer in 1975, shortly before his death at the age of 96, 
“What I hope is that [the Appalachian Trail] won’t become a racetrack. I for 
one would give the prize to the person that took the longest time.”
—Lucille Stott 
AMC’s Mountain Skills Manual: The 
Essential Hiking and Backpacking Guide
By Christian Bisson and Jamie Hannon 
Appalachian Mountain Club Books, 2017.  
320 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-62842-025-8.  
Price: $21.95 (paperback).
What I like about this new guide is 
its straightforward approach that covers a 
lot of ground without straying too far afield. 
There are many guides to hiking and back- 
packing, perhaps as many as there are trails in 
the White Mountains, and some of those guides get so wrapped up in minu-
tiae they can’t see the proverbial forest for the trees. But these experienced hik-
ers who teach adventure at New Hampshire’s Plymouth State University have 
earned the right to call their book “the essential” guide—especially because it 
is published by one of the oldest outdoors clubs. 
Everything you need to know before setting out on the trail—from gear to 
food to weather and even wilderness ethics—is included, in an easy-to-read 
format that is the hallmark of Appalachian Mountain Club publications.
Seasoned hikers tend to take for granted such basic information as how 
to pitch a tent and keep your sleeping bag dry, but although Mountain Skills 
Manual appears to be geared for the novice, it also contains several “pro tips” 
that even those with extensive experience will find helpful. To wit: “You can 
use your body heat to dry your socks at night. Place the socks you’ve been 
wearing during the day (they will most likely be a little moist) inside your 
pants or long underwear, on each side of your groin. This way your femoral 
arteries and the warm blood they carry will slowly dry your socks while you 
sleep.” (I’ve always just shoved my socks anywhere in the sleeping bag; the 
groin business sounds a little uncomfortable, but I will give it a try.)
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This book is full of practical suggestions that will keep you safe, well 
equipped, comfortable, and able to enjoy the trip. Anyone contemplating 




AMC’s Best Day Hikes in the  
Catskills & Hudson Valley: Four-Season 
Guide to 60 of the Best Trails, from 
the Hudson Highlands to Albany (Third 
Edition)
By Peter W. Kick
Appalachian Mountain Club Books, 2017.  
336 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-62842-054-8.  
Price: $19.95 (paperback).
AMC’s Best Day Hikes Near  
Washington, D.C.: Four-Season Guide 
to 50 of the Best Trails in Maryland, 
Virginia, and the Nation’s Capital 
(Second Edition)
By Beth Homicz and Annie Eddy




There’s a whole world of trails outside of 
New England, and it’s nice that the Appalachian 
Mountain Club is working to publish guidebooks 
covering so many regions up and down the Eastern Seaboard. These two new 
editions covering the Catskills and the Washington, D.C., area will guide you 
to through more than 600 miles of trails within a few hours of New York City 
and on 50 outings in or near the nation’s capital.
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As always in AMC guidebooks, there are maps, photos, charts, and scads of 
useful advice. So, next time you contemplate a hike, consider bypassing New 
Hampshire’s White Mountains and head for Washington Irving territory, or 
that other Washington farther south. And take the AMC guidebooks.
—Steve Fagin
Go Take a Hike! Hiking Tips and Outings 
for Seniors in Western Maine and the 
White Mountains
By Allen Crabtree 




If you spend any time tramping over 
mountain trails, chances are you’re just as likely 
to cross paths with a senior citizen as a young 
whippersnapper. Maybe you yourself are of a 
certain age.
The stereotype of the doddering retiree wasting away on a couch in front 
of the TV has long since been replaced by the image of a veteran outdoor 
enthusiast—maybe a little slower but still active in mind, body, and spirit.
Allen Crabtree, an author who enjoyed a long career in senior natural 
resource leadership positions around the country, including heading New 
Hampshire Fish and Game, could certainly qualify as a poster boy for this 
movement. A longtime woodland rambler who has been a Scoutmaster and 
Sierra Club hike leader, Crabtree continues to write a regular hiking column 
for the Bridgton News in his home state of Maine, where he also is co-leader 
of the Denmark Mountain Hikers, a group of mainly seniors who climb a 
mountain every week. 
Crabtree uses his extensive background in hiking and writing to put 
together this well-organized, informative, and entertaining compendium that 
hikers of all ages will appreciate.
Generously illustrated with maps, photographs, and charts containing 
detailed trail descriptions, Go Take A Hike! includes 75 suggested itineraries, 
ranging from such easy outings as Bald Pate Mountain in South Bridgton, 
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Maine (only 0.8 miles, with an elevation gain of 280 feet, which should take 
about 25 minutes) to more difficult climbs such as New Hampshire’s Mount 
Jefferson (2.5 miles, 2,700 feet of elevation gain, 2.5 to 3 hours).
Packed with historical details and personal anecdotes, the book is both 
authoritative and whimsical. On one page, Crabtree offers helpful advice on 
what to pack, what to wear, and what conditions to expect; on another, he 
rhapsodizes on the joy of the post-hike ice cream tradition.
“I have been accused of planning the Denmark Mountain Hikers outings 
around where the nearest ice cream shop or coffee place is located. That is 
an outrageous lie! In truth, I’ve identified nearly all the ice cream shops and 
coffee shops that are conveniently located near any of the hikes that we take, 
and it is purely coincidental that we often stop on the way home from a hike,” 
he writes. 
Crabtree has his priorities in order, on and off the trail.
—Steve Fagin
Henry David Thoreau: A Life
By Laura Dassow Walls
University of Chicago Press, 2017. 615 pages. 
ISBN: 978-0-226-34469-0. 
Price: $35 (hardcover).
“It is only when we forget all our learning 
that we begin to know.” Henry David Thoreau’s 
journal entry for October 4, 1859, offers a perfect 
reason for reading this terrific new biography. If 
Walls’s book is as widely embraced by the public 
as it has been by critics, it will help readers for-
get their “learning”—the simplistic, one-dimen-
sional caricatures of Thoreau that proliferate to this day—and begin to know 
the complex, multilayered man he was in life. With the rigor of a meticulous 
researcher and a novelist’s eye for graceful storytelling, Walls chronicles the 
short but abundant life of a genius who, cut down too soon, could never have 
imagined the amazing length of his reach. 
Walls’s portrayal of Thoreau convincingly separates the myths from the 
man. He was prickly and eccentric but no misanthrope; he was a daily 
saunterer but also a hardworking pencil maker, day laborer, and land surveyor; 
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he never married but helped support his family, cultivated many friends, and 
was a favorite among Concord’s children; and he was a busy, social being who 
never wanted to become a hermit, not even for the two years, two months, 
and two days he lived so famously beside Walden Pond. 
“For emotional balance and sanity,” writes Wall, “Thoreau needed the 
‘skylight’ of Nature. But the very image illustrates that he lived in a richly 
peopled social space, tied to those around him with a network of unbreak-
able chains.”
Though she gives ample credit to the excellent biographers who have 
come before her, notably Walter Harding, Robert D. Richardson, and David 
Robinson, Walls says in her preface, “The Thoreau I sought was not in any 
book, and so I wrote this one.” The Thoreau she sought—and found—was 
the man so many of his contemporaries, including Ralph Waldo Emerson’s 
son Edward, Nathaniel Hawthorne’s son Julian, and the young Louisa May 
Alcott, knew and loved. Seeing him as one of their own (he was the only 
one of the so-called Concord Authors who was actually born in Concord), 
townsfolk felt free to tease and judge him, even as they relied on him to 
build their sheds and fences, cut the village Christmas tree, offer keen insights 
from the dais of the Concord Lyceum, entertain their children on nature 
walks, and expertly survey and record much of Concord’s landscape. Thoreau 
traveled more widely than is generally known, but he never wavered from his 
devotion to his hometown, and he took precious time and energy from his 
own writing to earn money for his family, tend to friends in need, and work 
behind the scenes with neighbors to help transport escaped slaves to freedom. 
Walls says she wished to “bring Thoreau alive for our time.” That she is 
able to highlight his continuing relevance without judging him by today’s 
standards is a testament to her imaginative power and empathy. The creative 
genius and gifted naturalist we find in these pages is certainly familiar. But 
Walls succeeds here in redressing the imbalance (all head and no heart) that 
has long kept Thoreau out of reach for those who see him as too far removed 
from their own experience. 
“Thoreau struggled all his life to find a voice that could be heard despite 
the din of cynicism and the babble of convention,” writes Wall. “That he was 
a loving son, a devoted friend, a lively and charismatic presence who filled 
the room, laughed and danced, sang and teased and wept, should not have 
to be said. But astonishingly, it does, for some deformation of sensibility has 
brought Thoreau down to us in ice, chilled into a misanthrope, prickly with 
spines, isolated as hermit and nag.” 
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Walls tells the story of a much less chilly Thoreau. In rich detail and 
absorbing style, she brings him closer to us, allowing his genius to shine all 
the more brilliantly by showing that it sprang from his deeply felt humanity. 
In struggling to overcome harsh criticism, bitter loss, and debilitating 
illness, Thoreau drew strength from love and joy and from the many human 
relationships that sustained him. The rough edges are still there, but Walls 
helps us understand why, providing a welcome corrective to common wisdom.
It took enormous courage and resilience for Thoreau to persist in his 
original thinking and pursue his own path in the face of relentless pressure to 
conform to others’—most significantly Emerson’s—ideas of who he should be 
and what he should do. All his life, Thoreau was made to stand in Emerson’s 
giant shadow. In the end, it is Emerson’s intellectual brilliance that can feel 
icy, while Thoreau’s passion for life continues to ignite us to action. Only after 
Thoreau died did Emerson, awed by the originality of his friend’s journals, 
realize that the thinker he often undervalued “has surpassed me.” 
Richardson calls Walls’s book “a magnificent—landmark—achievement” 
and “the best all-around biography of Thoreau ever written.” Ideally, having 
freed Thoreau from his block of ice and made him more approachable at 
last, this book will send readers to—or back to—the source. Paying a visit 
to “Walking,” “Civil Disobedience,” or Walden with a fresh perspective is 
the highest tribute one could make to a work that will surely stand as the 
definitive portrayal of an American original.
—Lucille Stott
Thoreau and the Language of Trees
By Richard Higgins
University of California Press, 2017. 230 pages.
ISBN: 978-0-520-29404-2, cloth; 978-0-520-96731-1, 
eBook. Price: $17.98 (cloth); $9.48 (eBook).
As I begin this book, a patient presence of 
white and pitch pines stands ten or so feet from my 
open window. One, a pitch pine, has died, though its 
trunk rises still to 30 feet, and it has become a lure 
for a pileated woodpecker whose exploratory peck-
ings offer a braille I run my hands over, even as their 
poetry eludes me. The other 42 trees of this small, yard-girt woodland vie for 
light, for sky, and they stir whenever the wind blows. Tonight though, they 
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wait, stilled in the late light of this summer’s solstice. Perhaps the owl who 
called from them a few nights ago will visit all of us later. They are of my yard; 
all will outlive me; even the pileated-stippled pitch pine trunk may endure 
decades. Making the acquaintance of these trees takes me beyond myself.
When I taught parts of Thoreau’s work to the sometimes hurried young, I 
had a favorite moment in the semester: Some weeks of reading into the term, 
and some minutes into a class, I closed Walden and asked simply, “Are you 
ready?” Most said yes; a few demurred: “Um . . . for what?” they asked. “Let’s 
go,” I said, and they followed me out from the rectangular classroom, down 
the stairs, and to the door. Once outside, I offered them a choice—find any 
natural object, get comfortable, and concentrate on it (and only it) for ten 
minutes. I’ll let you know when time’s up. 
Most often people picked trees. I would watch them watch their trees. 
Some lay on their backs and looked at the canopied sky; others stood at 
mimicked angle a few feet from the tree; a good number climbed into a 
tree of choice and sat or stretched out upon a limb. A few got inches away 
from the trunk or a twig. For an age group often slandered for their rabbity 
attention, they had remarkably little trouble “getting lost” in their trees. 
When I read their findings later, I realized that some of them had remained 
with the tree for paragraphs well after I’d summoned them back into the usual 
school world of call and response.
I knew of Thoreau’s fondness for and scrupulous attention to trees. What 
I didn’t know was that as I was working with the rudiments of this tree-
teaching, writer Richard Higgins was afoot in nearby Concord and in the 
pages of Thoreau’s journal making a much deeper study. Would that I had 
been able to bring Higgins and his tree-findings to help my classes toward 
their trees.
That is, I realize, a rather lengthy preamble to what I mean to be a praise-
song for Higgins’s new book, Thoreau and the Language of Trees, but I have 
taken a personal route to praise because this attractive, compact volume has 
touched me. Three presences are prominent in its pages: Thoreau, Higgins, 
and a cast of character-trees too numerous to name. Higgins shapes his short 
essays at the outset of each of ten chapters with an appealing clarity, using 
them to introduce small groves of short readings from Thoreau’s writing. 
The trees rise from their words. And they rise also in a generous offering 
of illustrations—photographs (many by Higgins) and, familiar to readers of 
Thoreau’s journals, a scattering of his quick sketches.
Here is an excerpt that perhaps offers enough window into Higgins’s book 
for you to see your way there: 
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Trees brought out another side to Thoreau, one we rarely hear about. They 
stirred a boyish joy in him. He found “an inexpressible happiness” in the woods. 
“Their mirth is but just repressed.” Lichen lifted his spirits, and trees seen from 
a mountain delighted him: “Nothing is so beautiful as the tree tops. A pine or 
two with a dash of vapor in the sky—and our elysium is made.” (p. 36)
When work has confined me, boxed me into its rectangles, I’ve always pointed 
to the reward of a next woods-walk as part of what sustained that work. But 
what Thoreau and his modern companion Higgins have done is to enrich my 
relations with trees, to sharpen my eye, broaden my heart, and encourage my 
narrative impulse to include my patient neighbors. Who may or may not—
who knows?—be patient with me.
I return to the page. Here, deep in the book, I’ve found that noted Thoreau 
scholar Robert Richardson’s first sentence in the Foreword rings true: “There 
is real magic in this book.” 
I look out at my 43 friends a few feet away. So many stories. Now, it is 
time to go out.
—Sandy Stott
Belle Turnbull: On the Life and Work of 
an American Master
By David J. Rothman and Jeffrey R. Villines
Pleiades Press, 2017. 204 pages.
ISBN: 978-0-9641454-9-8. Price: $16 (paperback).
Any book in a series called “Unsung 
Masters” deserves affection even before it’s 
opened. Too many non-masters sing themselves 
too insistently these days. Belle Turnbull was not 
one of them.
She grew up in Colorado Springs in the early 
twentieth century, graduated from Vassar College, then returned to the West, 
where she spent the best years of her life with a lady companion in a log-sided 
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cabin in Breckenridge, Colorado: altitude 9,579 feet, population 300. No 
window, she wrote, “does not face on peaks above timberline.” 
Here she learned to hang haunches of venison, cut firewood, and chart 
the rain and snowfall over 17 years. She studied Breckenridge flora and fauna, 
researched the area’s hard rock mining and gold-dredging. Everything she 
learned went one way or another into her poetry. It was as if Turnbull herself 
was mining.
She wrote only three books of poems, the first published when she was in 
her late 50s, the last (only 15 poems) in her late 80s. But their contents were as 
vast as her views, and in them she created some unforgettable characters: John 
Dorn, a lush young man with eyes “to melt the icicle of mountain pride . . . a 
god that can hum like some great big golden bullfrog.” He crosses the Great 
Divide (the Continental Divide) with naive ambition and the fair-minded 
intention to build a dredging vessel, backed by a man he slowly realizes is 
neither naive nor fair. “Goldboat,” a novella-length poem, is his portrait of 
growth by pain.
Then there is Mr. Probus: cranky, enduring miner with a capacity to 
perfectly frame his world in terse sentences. In an ode to tough mountain 
women, he awkwardly embraces them:
. . . the sunstreams flay
too dainty flesh, But what remains is rare, 
like mountain honey to the mountain bear.
He finds his relish in a rough bouquet.
Other, shorter poems are lucky meditations for the reader:
Long Lease
For since a rock’s a long, long treasure:
a rock, a root, a south exposure:
the loan of these is ours forever.
It is so very pleasant to picture Belle in her cabin, writing out her life, her 
back to the lamp, her head toward the mountains.
—Elissa Ely
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Shelter From the Storm: 
The Story of  
New Zealand’s 
Backcountry Huts
Text and most photographs by 
Shaun Barnett, Rob Brown,  
and Geoff Spearpoint
Craig Potton Publishing,  
Nelson, NZ, 2012. 364 pages. 
ISBN: 978-1-877517-70-9. Price 
$112 (hardcover, coffee table size). 
With a single highly organized system of 1,000 backcountry huts, 
New Zealand (NZ) is the hut capital of the world. By comparison, the United 
States has about 110 huts operating within seventeen different hut-to-hut sys-
tems; Switzerland and Norway each have about 500. This book is a richly 
illustrated, well-researched history of the evolution of New Zealand’s huts.
With more than 400 superb photographs, interesting sidebars, great stories, 
a hut map, bibliography, footnotes, and a good index, this is a treasure trove 
of ideas about places to tramp and a good way to learn about NZ history and 
geography. The introductory essay of this book provides an overview of the 
genesis and roles of huts in New Zealand. This is followed by ten additional, 
highly informative and richly illustrated essays. 
The authors are three of New Zealand’s leading outdoor photographers 
and writers. Shelter From the Storm is highly recommended for academic 
and public libraries serving communities interested in backpacking and 
hiking, outdoor recreation planning, or backcountry architecture. It is also 
recommended for serious backpackers, for students of outdoor culture, and 
for dreamers preparing to spend time tramping in New Zealand.
—Sam Demas
Enter the Waterman Fund Essay Contest by February 2
Appalachia cosponsors an essay contest for emerging writers with the Waterman Fund, 
a nonprofit that fosters the spirit of wildness and strengthens stewardship and under-
standing of the Northeast’s wild places. In 2017, the University Press of New England 
published an anthology of winning and notable essays from the first decade of the 
contest as New Wilderness Voices.
As the world hums along, what wilderness and wildness mean to cultures and individ-
uals changes as well. Guy and Laura Waterman spent their lives exploring, living and 
writing within the boundaries of culture and nature, and through the annual essay 
contest, the Waterman Fund seeks new voices on the role and place of wilderness in 
the modern world. Political turmoil, refugee crises, climate change, 24-hour news ac-
cess, gun violence, racial and religious intolerance, pollution and all the rest play out 
alongside wild mountaintops and deep forests—as such changes always have.
We believe that the silence and adventure found in wild places remain vital to human 
society, even as the world beyond the trailhead becomes freshly fraught.
For the 2018 essay contest, the Waterman Fund invites emerging writers to 
submit personal essays between 2,000 and 3,000 words. The topic is, simply, 
wilderness and wildness. We hope that writers will welcome the freedom of this 
invitation. We look forward to seeing what journeys and perspectives the writing 
of emerging voices guide us toward.
Essays will be accepted through February 2, 2018. The winning essay will be awarded 
$1,500. The runner-up essay will receive $500. Both will be published online and in 
Appalachia. Essay winners will be selected and announced by midsummer 2018. For 
the purposes of this contest, an emerging writer is considered someone who has a solid 
writing background or interest, but has not yet published a major work of prose on 
this topic or been featured in national publications. Send all inquiries and submissions 
to essays@watermanfund.org.
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A Peak Ahead
Reversing Roles  
in the Mountains
Your life was ours, which is with you./ Go on your journey. We go too.” John Fuller’s poem, “Lullaby,” captures that tug of wistful 
responsibility any adult caring for a young one feels. They start out small, 
and need help doing even everyday tasks. Then they grow up—and usually 
at some point, the parents or guardians reverse roles with the former young 
ones. We’ve all heard, and experienced, role reversals in hospital rooms and 
nursing homes. But this transformation of relationships happens in all sorts 
of ways much earlier.
The next issue of Appalachia looks at family trees—not just biological 
families, but assembled families—and the role reversals within them. These 
changes unfurl in wild places, when circumstances can force younger, stron-
ger ones into parental roles. One of our stories is by journalist Stephen Kur-
czy, who described his climb of Aconcagua in our Winter/Spring 2016 issue 
(67 n0. 1). He writes a tender story of guiding his mother on an overnight trip 
through the Presidentials in the White Mountains of New Hampshire. Linda 
Kurczy, the wife of a pastor, has never hiked before.  
An Australian hiker named Paul Evans died of a heart attack before he 
could thru-hike the Appalachian Trail.  James Edward Mills will tell us the full 
story of the hikers who carried Paul’s boots the distance.
A story by Ty Gagne will tell how a hiker emotionally rescued a suicidal 
man she met on a mountain. Dan Szczesny and a friend who became like a 
stepdaughter together write about how they bonded on the trails.
In other essays, Lisa Ballard ponders the intersection of humanitarian 
aid and exploration in earthquake-ravaged Pico de Orizaba, Mexico, and 
Christopher Johnson visits the suffering redwood forest.
     Sandy Stott will analyze accidents in the White Mountains of New 
Hampshire, Steven Jervis will update big-mountain adventures in Alpina, 
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